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EDITORIAL NOTB

The security situation in the country continues to bc volatile. Reports state that the Armed Forces are

making steady progress in the battle front. Thc Eastern Province was repoftedly cleared of terrorists
and in March 2008, Local Government Elections were held and now the Government intends holding
Provincial Council Elections. The LTTE has resorted to attacking "soft targets" such as buses, (usually

transporling school children) and remote towns and villages in the Norlh Central, North Western, Uva
and Southern Provinces. These isolated attacks are causing panic amongst villagers in particular. The

Government is in short supply of human resources to provide protection everywhere.

The law and order situation is still poor. Abductions and robberies are rampant. Murder, kidnapping,
rape and extortion proliferate. The Police are weak and sometimes comrpt.

In September / October 200l,the Organization of Professional Associations (OPA) of which ARFRO is

a constituent member held its annual seminar at which the theme was "Good Governance". In pursuance

of this objective, ARFRO was invited to make a presentation on a "Defence Policy for Sri Lanka". The
presentation was acclaimed highly. The same presentation was subsequently made to senior serving

Officers of the Armed Forces and a separate one to the general public. Those attending were given a

'draft' copy of a "Recommended Defence Policy" - it is hoped to finalize this draft incorporating some

suggestions made at the various presentations and then print the final recommendations in English,
Sinhala and Tamil for reference by Parliamentarians, Professional bodies and the general public.

ARFRO's project on "Ranaviru Family Counselling Service" (RFCS) has been reactivated under the able

guidance of Major General (Dr) Dudley Perera USP. He has conducted two very successful workshops

for widows, one at Wadduwa and the other at Anuradhapura, where RFCS hosted approximately 125

widows at each of the locations. Counsellors addressed those attending over a period of 48 hrs and

widows were encouraged to pursue their activities in business and agricultural pursuits and to also

participate in vocational training.

The Kindergarten at Kosgama which was starled and run by RFCS for a number of years, does not cater

only to the infants of the families of deceased or disabled soldiers. It now caters to a wider circle of
children, so it is intended to hand over this project to the Seva Vanitha Unit of the Army.

During the course of the year four lectures were organizedby ARFRO for its members and serving

officers. These lectures are reproduced in the Journal and ARFRO once again wishes to cxpress its

appreciation of the contribution made by the Lecturers. ARFRO is grateful to the Colonel Commandant

of the Military Police for the facilities provided at the Kirillapone Camp.

Three well attended social events were held during the year. Each in a Mess belonging to the three

Anled Forces and ARFRO is thankful to the respective Service Commanders, Mess officials and staff
for their unstinted suppoft.
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DIPLOMATIC DIMENSIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY
by

Mn.HMGSpermarxaRe
Former Diplomat and Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

(Presentation forARFRO on 17th May 2007)

Introdnction: Admiral Deshamanya D.B Goonesekera president ARFRT
Mt Palihakkara retired as Foreign secretary on 3l December 20a7 after 3g years of civil anddiplomatic serttice.

Having graduatedfrom the University ofCeylon, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka in I 96g, he entered Sri LankaForeign service in I 979; underwent foreign affairs training in Australia (t gsL), and followed theInternational Human Rights and Humanitarian Law course, Raul wallenberg Institute, universitlt
of Lund, Sweden. He was also a UN Disarmament Fellow (l9g0s).

He served tvvo postings at the sri Lanka Mission to the w, in Geneva in the capacity ofFirst secretaryand counsellor covering work related to peace and security isses, conference on Disarmament,Human rights and Humanitarian affairs (r9s0s)._He fuiaronel,d as Directoti (Jnited NationsMultilateral Affairs at the Sri Lanka Foreign Ministry, and was posted to the Sri Lanka Mission inNew York as Minister and Deputy permanent representative (1992-95) covering work related to thesecurity council, political affairs, peace & security issues, preventive diplomacy, peq.ce building,
disarmament, and non-proliferation matters. He returned to colombo to become Director General,Multilateral Affairs at the Sri Lanka Foreign Ministry,.

He was next posted as Sri Lanka b Ambassador, and Permanent. Representative to the (Jnited Nationsin Geneva (1997-2000). After Geneva he was appointed Ambassador to Thailand, Cambodia, Laos,vietnant and as Permanent Representative to ESCAE Bangkok, (2000-2004).

During theperiod 2002-2003 hefunctioned as Deputy Director General and thereafteriActg. Director
General of the sri Lanka Government Peace secretariat (scopp), which serviced the ilorwegian
facilitated peace process and the ceasefire in sri Lanka. He was advisor to the Government
delegation to the 'peace talks'hetd in Thailand and elsewhere. In the period (2004-2006,) MrPalihakkara, in his capacity as Foreign secretary was a senior Government fficial responsible foranalyzing, evaluating and providing policy options to the Government on the diplomatic, securityand other external dimensions of the Norwegian facilitated peace process and the ceasefire in sriLanka' He was a Member, Board of Directors, LK Institute of International Relations and Strategic
studies, colombo, Member, us secretary General appointed Inter govt. expert Group on the (JN
comprehensive study on Nuclear weapons and international securii, e9g0-gl). Member, panel ofAmbassadors Advising the IJN Human Rights High Commissionetr Geneva (Igg9_2000). Advisorto President, NPT Review and Extension Conference, New york. Leader/member of'sri Lankadelegations to dffirent multilateral conferences on peace, security, disarmament/arms control/proliferationandhumanrights. Hewas appointedForeignsecretaryinApril 2004. Born2l February1947, Mr Palihakkara is married to sujitha Lakshmi, a science'tiacher at a National school in sriLanka' They have a son. Palihakkara isfluent in sinhala (mother tongue) and English, and can speak German other profes'sional work: Member, board of Directors,LK Institute of International
Relations and strategic studies, colombo. Member (JN secretary General a ppointed Inter govt.
expert Group on the UN Comprehensive Study on Nuclea, *nopon, orrd international security (l990-9l)' Membet Panel of Ambassadors Advising the uN Humin Rights High commissioner, Geneva(1999-2000)' Advisor to President, NPT Review and Extensioi Cor7"r"r"", New york. Leader/tnember of Sri Lanka delegatiorts to dffirent multilateral Coryer"nre, on peace, security,
disarmament/arms sontrol/proliferation and human rights.

Born on 2lst Feb. 1947, Mr Palihakkara is married to sujitha Lakshmi, a science teacher at aNatiottal School in Sri Lanka. The.v havc a sott.

Mr' Palihakkara is fluent is Sinhala (ntother tongue) and English, and can speak Gerrttan.
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I am very pleased to be here with you especially with
such a distinguished audience, of very senior security
and defense officials of our country and with the kind
ofknowledge and experience that you have, I think is

also a benefit to me, I consider this a mutual exchange

on a topic ofcurrent relevance given the state ofplay in
terms of security of our country as well as the various
political and military initiatives and processes that
are underway in terms of safeguarding the country's
security, territorial integrity as well as in terms of
developing a governance structure for our country to
ensure sustainable development and peace. Therefore
I value this very much and I think I have worked with
a number of you in my capacity as Ambassador some
years ago as well as Foreign Secretary of Sri Lanka. As
the topic of the discussion denotes my intention is not
to impart knowledge to you or to propound any theory
but to make some remarks of a conceptual nature and
then to make a few remarks later as to how military
aspects of security or more specifically the security
impacts on a small country like Sri Lanka grappling
with internal threat to its security. In so doing, I will
keep in mind, and hope you will also keep in mind that
this is a confidential discussion for a limited audience
and we can be very frank and forthright because these

are issues of fundamental importance to our country
and also sensitive to us.

Let me first say that deplomacy foreign policy and
defense aspects are organically linked in Sri Lanka
and in my personal experience of having worked in the
Foreign Ministry, we have always felt that we have to
erect diplomatic barriers, if we have threats to security
ofour country in order to enable the Defense services
to prosecute their operations in an environment that
will ensure success and also in order to exert military
pressure on one of the most ruthless terrorists groups

to join a democratic political stream in order that
we come to a political solution to what we call "the
National problem".

Now, that is the spirit in which I am going to make
my remarks. First of all let me say two things as I said
conceptualise what we understand as security. As I said,
I am not trying to impart knowledge, but simply trying
to tell you what we understand. Security to a civilian, a

foreign service officer or a civil administrative officer,
is often associated with weapons or war. But, very
rarely do they associate security with rnuch rnore than

that. Perhaps security is also as old as the human kind.
Offence is the best form of defense some say, but
what is irnpoftant is it was the humans, the man or
the woman who introduced the notion of weapons into
the security equation; basically it was the hurnan being
who recognized the concept ofsecurity. So we therefore

have this understanding that security is often associated
with weapons and warfare. What I want to say is that
in a realistic concept of security as we understand and
especially in a small country like Sri Lanka we have
many non-military dimensions to it; a weapon, warfare
is a principle component of it but the rest of it is also
very important. The weaponization of security has
gone into extreme lengths; the classic example of that
is how the original domes and stone weapons evolved
into nuclear weapons and at the end of the World War
II when the allies to the Manhattan Project came up
with the nuclear bomb, fusion bomb, became a fission
bomb later. Well they did not understand that they had
invented the weapon that cannot be used in war; they
understood that only after they used it in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki where the initial devastation and the
subsequent fall out was so inhuman and intense that
the political leadership soon came to understand that
it is not a weapon of waq and that it cannot be used
in war because there won't be any winners or losers
and therefore they had to invent doctrine tojustifu its
use because there was a move to dis-invent the nuclear
weapon thereafter. I am just saying this to suggest

that the weaponization of security when driven to
extreme lengths creates sometimes contradictory
situations which the military thinks it can try to justiff.
So the concept ofnuclear deterrence came into being
i.e.that nuclear weapons are there to deter a war and
not to fight a war. I am just saying that to make you
understand that if you launch a nuclear weapon you
will trigger unacceptable damage on yourself so that it
is better to address; it as a diplomatic exercise. So it's
no good having nuclear weapons unless your enemy
understands that you have the weapon and ifyou use
it you will suffer unacceptable damage. So even at that
extreme end you need the diplomatic aspects to ensure
your security whether it is a primitive weapon or the
more sophisticated nuclear weapon. Now, having said
this, I would also like to point out that in the present
day, world especially for countries like Sri Lanka,
faced with a very intense intemal conflict, there are
also other non-conflict related security. Many point out
to look at things like possible migration issues, possible
climate change issues, environmental security issues

and water. Water is going to be a major security issue
for us and lot of people perhaps won't appreciate this.
But if there is a clirnate issues and we get inundated, Sri
Lanka will be the font line state in terms of migration
of people. Last but not least, there are threat factors
frorn outside to our security, LTTE is one manifestation
of this but the translation of crime, money laundering,
the huge electronic transfer of funds that are taking
place sometirnes without any monitoring, all these can

destabilize our balance of payments and our financial
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flows and recently after long negotiations. with the

countries concerned, especially the United States,

we established a financial intelligence unit to work
closely with the Defense Ministry and that is one of
the instruments that we are putting in place in terms of
addressing those matters.

Now through all these things what I am trying to

say is that we live in a world where even if we consider

our conflict as internal, we live in a world where nothing
is actually internal as such. The way we try to resolve

the conflict by applying military pressure on the one

hand and at the same time trying to workout a political
solution for the people concerned whether we do it
our way, or whether we do it with foreign assistance,

whether that foreign assistance has become part of the
problem, and not part of the solution; in spite of all
these considerations we cannot act in isolation. Our
security is very much linked to the outside world, very
much linked to the non-military aspects; people talk
about human rights, about humanitarian interventions
and about sanctions; people talk about putting us into
baskets with other countries which are considered

conflictprone all these manifestations arise from the fact
that security is a much larger thing than what we do in
terms of defending our territory. Itls much more. Now,
having said this let me try to list out in very brief form
some considerations that are relevant to intensifying
non-military and diplomatic dimensions of Sri Lanka's
security. First, we do know this, but I don't think when
I say 'we', especially our political leadership, past and

present, appreciate to what extent our so called ethnic

issue has been externalized. I don't think anywhere in
the world you will find a situation where an internal
governance problem, such as an ethnic issue has been

so externalized. Now reasons for this can be many,

but'the fact is that in my experience I have not found
any other such conflict prone country having such

an interminable internal problem projected outside

so much. This can be a topic for another thesis or a

lecture, but despite the reasons for the forces thriving
that is a fact. Secondly, the modalities, the approaches,

that we have tried to adopt to resolve this problem
has also been externalized and projected outside Sri

Lanka and again, I tried to study this during my work
as well as for my curiosity, but I have not found any

other such peace process so externally influenced,

sometirnes, externally driven and externalized by the

parties concemed, that is the other external dimension.

Thirdly, Sri Lanka has been a pioneer of the open

economy. I think we opened out in the 70s long before

others in the region. In fact ours was an open economy

in a sea of closed economies. Even our giant neighbour
India, sorae of the South East Asian countries, were in

fact under semi or quasi dictatorships when we opened
our economy. So, we depend on foreign inputs for our
economic wellbeing especially so now because our
capital formation, in the domestic capacity is limited
and we are also no longer the most attractive business
destination because, those days we were among the
few open economies, but now we are among the many.
There are many who have in fact surpassed us and our
economic value is also extemalized. FDIs, for joint
ventures, just take one example, ifnot for the European
Union and the GSP facility our garments industry will
collapse. The Finance Ministry after the Tsunami had
a intensive campaign to get the GSP for our garments,
not only garments there were more than 40 products
and in fact we were the only country except Mdldives
I think who enjoyed this. So that is only one aspect
but for foreign capital our dependency is very much,
extemalized. With regard to our arms procurement; we
don't have an indigenous arrns industry. We procure
outside and we have treaty commitments which we
should respect, and comply with whether we like it
or not; people will criticize us on human rights, on
humanitarian matters and good governance. So if we
misbehave and even if we don't misbehave and others
see us as misbehaving. Then these things can lead to
what is popularly known as sanctions and these can be
graduated sanctions. We live next to a giant democracy
and an emerging and a very ambitious power we can't
change this reality nor can we change the ambitions
of our giant neighbour. All we have to do is to learn to
live with it and we can't preach to them either because
they are not perceptible to adult education I guess. So

we have to deal with them. So now this posses another
a big burden on us, but we have some commonality
with them in History Culture and as I said it is the
largest democracy in the world and perhaps Sri Lanka
is the only other longest standing democracy in this
part of the world. Our Parliament is perhaps older
than theirs. So these are the common things, but
these are external factors, certain commonalities that
we have has to maximized and be mindful about, the
geopolitical realities.

The last, not least may be the other key point
that I want to highlight is for over I think about 2 or
3 decades why have we externalized this? Basically
I think that by extemalizing this, by bringing in this
exteraal dimensions to our security represents a failure
on the part of our political establishment. Whether
we like it or not right now the situation is that we are

asking our soldiers to carry out responsibilities way
beyond what they ought to be doing nonnally. There is
an irnpression created in the country that the soldiers
have to carry the burden of ensuring security in the
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current context. Yes, they have a duty to perform but I
think they are missing something. They don't have a

political platfom to carry out their duties. That political
platform is a consensus among the responsible political
pafties, so that soldiers know what objectives tl.rey are

fighting for. While we know we have to safeguard our

territorial integrity, sovereignty, independence, and the

security of the citizen, military means alone will not
give us that. No where in the world has it happened.

The soldier can do his job and they have done well.
I must say that we have some of the finest soldiers.

I am not saying this because you are here but I am

convinced. Without that conviction in fact we cannot
go to the outside world and get EU to ban the LTTE,
get the Canadians to ban the LTTE and get the United
States to ban the LTTE. I think the people generally

understand that alarge majority of our soldiers are law
abiding and are determined. I think there is a failure in
the the political establishments. Without that I think
the we cannot ask the military to sustain Sri Lanka

becahse ifSri Lanka goes on like this even ifyou have

the biggest amy in the world you cannot do it. We

have no political platform. That is why I think terrorist
organizations like the LTTE are gaining ground through
the foreign facilitators, through foreigners coming and

telling us how the make peace with your own terrorist
groups because we lack a political platform on which
n r*ldien can fight. It is the duty of the political
&rdcrs,hip to provide that platform

The foreign facilitators that we have now are not
mh' facilitating a dialog between the Govemment of
Sn'r Lanka and the LTTE, but they are also facilitating
,,$aisloeues between the LTTE and foreign governments.

So that is a problem we also have to deal with. That
us het-ause of our failure to put our politico-military
,courpaign on a sound conceptual political platfonn.

Ttre next problem where we have externalized
,orur security I thin is, we are among the few countries
rhere r,ou have the politicians and even bureaucrats
gmumg 'diplomatic'with all our domestic problems. A
ftmnd of mine in fact said to me in the tridst of a very
,futrcnr',ant diplouratic campaign "even if a culverl is
frr't&en our politicians come to the embassies". I have

t L) see any other South Asian country doing this.

T,n .o to the Human Rights Cornmission or to the UN
,ur lo the Inter-parliarnentary Union, I think it is the

nght of er,ery Politician with a genuine problern of bad

EJternance. but to do so for domestic political gain I
ft:nli is a very unique phenomenon. Lastly, of cburse it
!s nL-tt a lets say that this unique situation is a factor tl.rat

tqrrth the security and tl.re foreign policy establishment
hus t.'r deal with; we have a very active civil society

and we have a very active media not necessarily
always professional but active. They always highlight
the problems of goverrance; whether it is human rights
issue, media issues, or govemance issues and this
immediately triggers the mechanism in the diplomatic
comrnunity. These are some of the considerations that
are relevant to the external diplomatic dimensions of
the huge security problem that we are confronted with.
Our handling of diplomacy and our ability to show that
we are superior to the LTTE must be above board, we
are the Government and the LTTE is a terrorist group
our claims to good govemance is a fitting tribute to
our soldiers who make the supreme sacrifice in the
battle field. It will be a true tribute to those soldiers if
and when we construct a solid political platform for
our diplomatic and military activity so that the LTTE
and any other group. (You have to be very careful of
course sometimes our enemies enemy is our friend; the
more groups we have to deal with the more complex
the problem becomes.) Practical advantages that are

availablenow couldtum into moral strategic nightmares
if we don't handle that properly. So, it is very essential
for us to have a sound political platform for us to carry
on this comprehensive approach to our very intractable
problem. I frankly don't think we have complicated this
so much. All these factors I mentioned are complex
ones. There are no easy answers to them, especially
at the present stage of the process of military activity.
But rny experience and also the many conversations I
have had with local as well as foreign leaders tell me
that there are enough friends for Sri Lanka out there
and we don't have to feel isolated; we have enough
friends unless we ourselves make enemies out of those
friends. After all it is the Sri Lanka Government that
had suspended the ban on the LTTE but no less than
30 foreign governments have banned the LTTE. We
are taking very specific action to stop fund raising, to
stop their anns procurement and also condemn LTTE
activity. So we have to show that the LTTE is different
to the governance problem we have and that we are

seriously considering or we are seriously developing
solutions irespective of the LTTE. I will give you one

example, once again in a confidential forum. When we
started a campaign to ban the LTTE immediately after
the late Lakshman Kadiragama's tragic assassination
there was a strong opposition rnilitating against that,
especially from the NORDIC Group and they said that if
you ben tlre LTTE you are severing our comrnunications
and that it will be the end of the peace process and

so forth. No, Government can talk to a group like the
LTTE that was the Sri Lanka govemrnent's point of
vie."v, because you know they come for one round of
talks then they start shooting practice, then they arm,

. 
regroup and attack again. So anywhere else in the
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World the Government will ask them to lay.down arms
'and come for talks. We are not doilg that. But the
people will ask the government what are you doing?
You are talking to these murderers and they continue
to murder people. Then the Government has to violate
the cease fire and attack them, but we don,t have to do
that, but we don't want the LTTE to go unpunished.
So somebody has to punish them. So as friends you
punish the LTTE and we will also talk to them. So
that was the rationale for the EU ban and even for that
certain countries objected. About 6 countries out of
the 25 countries ofthe EU raised strong objections to
that. So we argued this way and for the first time the
EU deferred from the advice given by the facilitators
and the NORDIC Group. Similarly, there was a wedge
between facilitators and the rest of the EU. Similarly
in Sri Lanka also there should be a wedge between
the LTTE and the Tamil people. That wedge is the
devolution wedge. If you don't have the devolution
wedge it will be harmonized. In the same way that the
EU deferred with the NORDIC Group we have to do
it domestically also. This is the situation that we have
to bring about. Now, just one comment - nowhere in
the world I want to say this again whether it is from
Guatemala to East Timore or from Northern Ireland to
Kashmire has an approach without a political platform
succeeded in bringing about sustainable solution to this
kind of a problem. It is I would say; as I told you before
is in fact the monumental shirking of responsibility.
If we continue; especially with the lack of a political
consensual approach it will be really a monumental
shirking of responsibility by all concemed. If we are
serious about solving this problem; frankly speaking
the current situation would be very much to the liking
of the LTTE because the longer the conflict prevails
the LTTE will stand to benefit and because they have
only a one point agenda and they are slipping away at
this stage by their every move. So with the significant
military gains that we have achieved; they are very
significant; - the fragmentation ofthe LTTE to different
groups; the clearance ofcertain areas and interdiction
of major arms shipments - they are very significant
gains, but it should be a capitalized by a political
process. Just before conclusion I would like refer you
to a good piece of writing in the Sinhala newspaper
"Lanka Deepa" about the need to have comprehensive
approach to security. Of course I don't necessarily
agree with all his analysis or some of the conclusions
but he made several valid points of the need to have a

cornprehensive and caustic approach to security. This
should include a political component and not to look
at security purely on a weaponized frarne of rnind
and also to have foreign affairs, and defense policy

a

together in a strategic framework and I was discussing
it with Gen Denis perera on my way here; the need
to put to optimum use institutes like the Strategic
Studies Institute and also the ongoing efforts within
the Defense Ministry to give a strategic perspective to
all what they do rather than looking at the short term
perhaps sometimes political experience. So put this
into a fabric of strategic thinking. So with those words
I think I have perhaps sent you my message and I will
leave it at that and I will be happy to discuss with you
further. Thank you.

Discussion:

AVM Duncan Dissanayake: I thought you spent
a lot of time explaining externalization of our problem,
a lot of problems withforeign influence and you said it
was somewhat due to the lack of conceptual quality.
llhy do you think that in our country we are lacking
this, is it the divide between the communities. Right now
ofcourse there have been coalition governments in the
last few years so that politicians howeyer statesmen
like they are and knowledgeable nothing emerges.
But during the J R Jayawardhana regime there was an
absolute majority. I am sad to say that during that time
hardly anything happened. Also I tike to know what
role the foreign ministry, foreign affairs organizations
of this country play and guide politicians when they
beconte responsible Prime ministers and presidents.

Protocol-I see that eventheJVp is insistingonprotocol
but it is abused by the government. The significance
of observing proper protocol in the nations activities
is of fundamental importance and we tend to mix up
conventions with our legal requirements and all of this
is sometimes discussed in the media by people who are
not knowledgeable and there is very tittle help towards
arriving at consensus on the national question. I would
like you to give us your view please.

Lecturer: Well may be I will answer question fwo
first but the first one I think is beyond the realm of
my capacity to comment on why politicians lack the
political will. I agree with you that during president
J R Jayawardhana's time we missed perhaps a great
opportunity but on that score I think basically in our
country there are no national issues. All are election
issues. In other countries there are national issues; they
stay above electoral politics. Take for example India;
their new clear policy is above electoral regimes,
Kashrnere is above electoral politics; separatism is
above electoral politics. They have common views. In
our country - "no". There are no national issues; all are
election issues. So I leave it at that. I think that is part
of the problem.

l6
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That leads to the other question that is the reason
u'hy politicians are either unable or unwilling to come
10 a consensual political platform so that our soldiers
and diplomats can fight for this country. On the protocol
issue I agree with you that not only on protocol even

on substance it is sometimes very difficult to articulate
cohesive government views because there are so many
manifestations, so many interests and also we seem to
conduct diplomacy also through press releases - that
becomes difficult and sometimes on some issues the
less said the better it is especially in a country like
ours where so many sensitive security, political and

diplomatic issues are being pronounced upon by many
people. In the foreign ministry we try to do our best.

But sometimes it is a difficult exercise.

Major Gen Kamal Fernando: Over the last
I % decades the LTTE built up afantastic networkfor
propaganda, shipping, drug trading developing into
an excellent system that no other organization has

eter done in this world. Now we had diplomats; our
Sri Lankan diplomats who were in those countries,
did thel; know what was going on or where they
incapable of knowiug what was going on or did we

have diplomats who were not.fit to be diplomats and
that they were political stooges. That is a question I
vould like to have an answer from you please.

That's a multi million dollar question. I don't think
I can answer that but I think you have pointed out a
very important aspect some of what you say I must say

can be substantiated, but at the same time one has to
be fair, we have some very committed and dedicated
professionals who have done some very good work but
at the same time there have been lapses by people who
did not take their job seriously but overall I think the
actions taken by foreign governments against the LTTE
over a period of time; taken as a whole by far is much
greater than the lapses. As I was saying, no less than
30 governments have banned this organization and

series of arrests have been made with regard to arms
procurement and other things; and these things have
been done on their own and in certain cases with the
pumping of the Sri Lankan authorities against various
odds, 25 EU governments have decided to ban the

LTTE and one by one; ofcourse they are taking action
against especially the fund raising paft ofit because in
those countries you need to have proof, although you
have to go through very cornplicated court procedures

they are taking action, but I think we could have done

more. I agree with you and the reasons for that vary
because it also depends on government approaches

taken from tirne to time. There was a time when the
qovemment at that tirne thought that the best way to

handle the LTTE was to engage the LTTE and not to
punish them. Then another Govemment comes along
and they say that we have to have a punitive approach
and not a engagement approach. Then the facilitator
says that neither of these will work. So the foreign
governments are also confused and as I said different
political parties from Sri Lanka also talk to these
people and they give a third opinion and also the Sri
Lanka situation is not an easy situation for any foreign
govemment to handle and you would recall when the
IPKF was brought in by President J R Jayawardhana;
rightly or wrong it was a different matter. Then the
IPKF had to leave prematurely without completing
its job and we ourselves were accused of arming the
LTTE against the IPKF. Then a little later we were
again asking the Indians to come and eliminate the
LITE. So it's a confusing situation also. If we ask
l0 Sri Lankans they will give you twenty opinions
how to solve this problem. So we have to have some
compassion on foreigners also; they are a bit confused
when dealing with us.

AVM Brendon Sosa: You mentioned that to get
over this problem we should try to drive a wedge
between the LTTE and the rest of the Tamil community.
I think all of us are aware that the LTTE won't given
in. As far as I see, as you mentioned, to drive a
wedge we should have some devoluation proposals
but unfortunately the proposals that have now been
proposed have been rejected in total by the entire Tamil
community. So where do we go from there?

Lecturer: Well I agree with you that its unfortunate
that the proposals that have put forward are a little bit
disappointing to especially those Tamil people who are
anti-LTTE have been left high and dry like MrAnanda
Sangaree and others who have been a great help to us -
when I say us to Democracy - we stand for democracy.
So I agree with you but I don't think we should be
pessimistic because the President himself has said
that these proposals; are not necessarily Govemment
proposals and not his proposal and that he is open to
a modified version of this coming through a political
process. Whether that will come or not I don't know
but I think for the time being we should give value to
what he said that and we should be optimistic. But I
agree with you perhaps, again I go back to my previous
point unless the two major political forces come up

with a serious devolution; proposal we don't have the
political platform either for the military or the diplomats
to market this. We don't have to say whether this is
unitary or not but we have to say that we are ready to
have a new goverxance structure based on devolution
and that these are the devolved things we don't have to
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label it now. We should not start a debate on the .label;'

we must manufacture the product flrst and then .label,

it later. If you get into a debate on the .label'you will
not get anywhere. By the way the Indian Constitution
is neither unitary nor federal. They don,t name it - it,s
a union constitution and so I think its bad marketing to
attach a'label'before you have the product especially
in a volatile market like ours. So while agreeing with
you. I am pessimistic. In my job I can, t be optimistic.
Take the case of the Muslims, minorities and their
rights to govem themselves. The Muslims then can
go back to Jaffna, the Sinhalese can go back to Jaffua
as minorities, they can assert themselves. Similarly
Tamils as a minority, can assert themselves elsewhere.
But our politicians must mobilize the political wiil to
do this. There are enough proposals on the table from
the time of the BC Pact up to now and at various times
but our politicians have had the habit of either burning
them or tearing them or whatever and then reinventing
the wheel, that's the problem.

Chairman: If there are no more questions Gen
Weerasooriya will propose the Vote of Thanks

Mr. Chairman and Senior Officers I am honoured
to propose the Vote of Thanks to our distinguished
speaker Mr Parlihakkara who is known to be a thorough
gentleman and I had to report to him for about I think

three years and I found him as a very fine career
diplomat and a true professional. He was very frank
and I would say "apolitical,, and he was forthright in
his views and there were a lot of thought provoring
ideas that he gave us. I would also like to thank him
for spending his time with us as opposed to pursuing
his recent hobby as a writer. He highlighted the fact of
the importance of a politico military platform; I think
we need that and that was the key point that he came
out with and I think that is something for everybody
to keep in mind. He also emphasized the importance
of the role that our foreign missions have to play in
upholding the policies of the Government, right or
wrong at the various multilateral forums and I think
he has been in the forefront. He has served for almost
10 years or more with the IIN in various capacities
and finally as the foreign secretary from 2000 to 2004.
So we have had a very fine lecture today; a discussion
which generated much thought from the audience also.
So we thank you once again Sir for your presence here
and finally may I also take this opportunity to thank
the three Service Commanders for releasing senior
officers to attend these lecfures. Also our thanks to the
Director of Signals for providing the public address
system and the center commandant of the Military
Police for providing all the facilities for the conduct
ofthis lecture. Thank you.

Witfi Compfiments of

FINGO GROUP OR COMPANIES
49 /16, Ice Land Building

Galle Face

Colombo 3.
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KANDYAN MILITARY STRATEGY AGATNST FOREIGN TNVASIOF{S
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Mn. GesroN PERERA

Fotmer Commissioner Deparlment of Inland Revenue

(Presentation forARFRO on l2th July 2007

Introduction.- Adntiral Deshantanya D B Goonesekera President ARFRO

Gentlemen, for today s talk we have Mr. Cyril Gastort Perera. Mr. Cyril Gaston Perera is a

graduate oj the UniiersiQ of Peradeniya who obtained a Bachelor of Arts (Hon) 2nd Class in

ll'estern Classics. He coniplited his ntasters Degree in Public Administration at the University of

Sri Jayawardenapura. Hi is also a Fellow of the Queen Elizabeth House, (Jniversity of Oxford in

England.

]{r Gaston perera started his career in the Inland Revenue Department in 1956 and he retired in

t990 as Commissioner oflnland Revenue. Thereafter he servedfrom 1990 to 1992 as a Consultant

in Tax Training at the Caribbean Community Secretariat in the Caribbean. He returned to the

island in 1996 and is currently serving as a member of the Board of Review of the Department of
Inland Revenue.

Mr. Gaston perera has contributed to various taxjournals local andforeign on tax related subjects.

He is a keen follower of the history of Sri Lanka and has written several books including the

Rebel of Kandy, Historiial Tales and Sons of the Rebel. He is in the process offnalizing his latest

pubticition "Kandy Fights the Portuguese - A Military History of Kandyan Resistance."

Mr. Gaston perera has kindly accepted our invitation to address our membership and the serving

oficers of the 3 Services. He will be speaking to us on "Kandyan Mititary Strategy against Foreign

Invasions,'. He will talk for about forg five minutes and thereafter answer any questions you may

have.

First the circumstances that influenced Kandyan

strategy. We can discuss it under four heads - the

nature of the battle field in which fighting took place;

the nature of the armies involved on either side; the

nature of the weaponry used and finally the nature of
Portuguese strategy itself because Kandyan strategy

was a reaction to Portuguese strategy.

First of all the Battle Field: The battle field was

the central highlands, what the Kandyans called

the "Kande Uda Pasrata". This as you know is the

central Plateaus which plunges 1500 feet below sea

level. The "Balana Pass" at that time began at what

today is "Gannethanna". To remember the geography

of the place the Colombo/Kandy road just as it begins

the ascent to Kadugannawa passes Ganethanna and

just pass the Ganethanta bazaar there is a gravel

path and on your left; is the Balana Pass. It goes and

debouches on to a piece of level land at the Balana

Railway Station. Even today it is t he stiffest, the most

grueling and staggering climb. People who have done

it; as myself in my youth had to hang on to tuffs of
grass to climb this Pass and you can imagine what it
would have been at the tirne of the Portuguese' This

was the only approach that the Portuguese llad to

Kandy. Even if they succeeded in the ascent and came

to the summit it did not end their problems because the

summit was still difficult terrain. It was mountainous,

thickly forested and it was infested with leeches

and snakes. This kind of terrain just did not help
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It's a remarkable fact in the history of our

{ilffiuoqv that almost all the kingdoms that flourished

m iI lvere at one time overpowered by foreign forces'

Aor.rradhapura, Polonnaruwa, Dambadeniya were all

nuwessfully captured by the Cholas, the Kalingas and

ffic Pandiyans .Later, in rnedieval times the Portuguese

flrn**l s1,s6s1 Kotte, Sitawaka and Jaffna, but Kandy

dime survived. Kandy was never militarily conquered'

Srom 1594 - 1638 the Portuguese made the most

tiletermined effort to complete the conquest, but they

fiEr-er succeeded. Kandy was never defeated' The

Xtiandyan Army was never overcome on the battlefield'

The Kandyan soldiers never surrendered. The purpose

of my presentation this evening is to see how that came

,lhout. The thrust of my argument is going to be that it
r*as because of the particular approach to war that the

Kandyans had. Their approach to war was conditioned

onJ influenced by certain circumstances that prevailed

,et that time. Therefore a proper appreciation of the

l'andyan approach to war or in other ryords "Kandyan

I[ilitary Strategy" is to understand the circumstances

.rnd conditions from which Kandyan rnilitary strategy

n'olved. My presentation will be in two parts' In part

one I will discuss these conditions and circumstances

aom which Kandyan strategy evolved. ln the second

part, I will try to describe what Kandyan strat6gy was

and illustrate it by a discussion of four of the great

mvasions by the Portuguese of the Kandyan Kingdom

rn which they were completely destroyed'



Portuguese movement. The Porluguese way of moving
militarily was in the formation of divisions and in
five ranks abreast This was not possible in the defiles
and mountain passes of Kandy. They had another
disadvantage in this terrain they could not take one of
their most powerful weapons against the Kandyans;
that is their field artillery. They could not carry their
field artillery up the hills. The Kandyans on the other
hand were born and bred in these jungles. They were
completely attuned to it and could move about with
ease. In fact, Porfuguese writers write admiringly of
the way the Kandyans went through these forests. Not
only did they move with ease in these conditions they
also made use of these conditions for ambushes and
to cut off stragglers. They blocked mountain streams
so that fording it became difficult. But they too had a
disadvantage, one disadvantage in the sense that they
could not use the most powerful weapon of the Sinhala
fighting forces; their APC and battle tank combined;
the elephant. Although the elephant was regularly used
in lowland baftles the elephant never could be used in
this mountain terrain. So much for the battle fields.

The armies. The Kandyan army was small.
The Kandyan population at that time did not exceed
100,000. If l0% of that was mobilized they could only
get an army of about 10,000, but it is not the size of the
army that matters. It is the composition. Kandy never
had a standing army. In the sense of a professional army
where soldiers were recruited and trained and were
continuously under arms. Kandy never had that kind
of standing army. All the regular forces that they had
were two regiments; one was called the Atthapatthu
Regiment and that was the personal body guards of the
King and palace guards. There was another regiment
called the Madhuway Regiment. That was a kind of
city police who policed the city. Apart from this there
were certain war departments that did work for the army
during war and peace. For instance there was a thing
called the "vedibehth maduwa" which was responsible
for the manufacture of gun powder. There was also
other small contingents of regular forces. Those were
the mercenaries who were brought from South India.
Apart from these regular forces thq king could at times
of war mobilize a militia . He had his own private
estate and there were villages in these private estates
called "Gabada Gang". Land in these villages were
allocated to fighting families and soldier families to
cultivate and enjoy the income. In return, they had a
obligation to perform a service what was technically
called the "rajakariya". That "rajakariya" was to
fight in tlie kings battles. So apart from the minutely
skilled regular forces the bulk of the Kandyan army
were peasants in the field who were conscripted wit[
their mud and their kitchen knifes to come and fight
for the king. The service conditions of the Kandyan
soldier was appalling by any standard. He was not
fed; he had to bring his own food and provisions to the

battle fields; he was not accommodated; there were no
barracks and there were no tents. All that he did was
to bring a talipot palm leaf which in the night he used
to put up with the aid of a branch and under which
he slept. There was no medical Corps to look after his
injuries but on the battle field if he performed well
he was rewarded and was rewarded immediately. For
instance, ifhe could bring a head ofa portuguese, the
king would immediately give him a piece of silver as
a reward and in addition if he died in battle the war
widows were looked after. So much for the Kandyan
anny.

The Portuguese arrny had two segments; one
was the purely Portuguese Segment. The portuguese

Segment were all Porhrguese who were brought from
Lisbon; they were the dregs of society. They were the
jail birds and the knaves of Lisbon who were brought
in the ships to Goa and from Goa sent to Ceylon. In
addition, another relevant fact is that Ceylon was at
that time considered a penal station in the hills and
all the offenders and all those who did misdeeds were
transferred to Ceylon. So the soldiers who served in
Ceylon were the dreg of the dregs. The Portuguese also
did not have a standing army as such. All their forces
were garrison troops. Troops that garrison the various
Portuguese Forts in the island. "Manikkadawara Fort,,
had 350, "Jaffna Fort" had 100 and the other Forts
had certain contingents leaving a reserve of about
300 mobile reserve to meet with emergencies. The
Portuguese soldier was looked after much better than
the Sinhala soldier. He had a food allowance; he had
a clothing allowance; there were hospitals to look
after him in case of illnesses; the officers were given
grants of land and all of them, soldiers and officers
alike plundered the state and plundered the villagers.
They were comparatively well off. This would give
you the impression that the Portuguese troops were
well organized, disciplined army. This is far from the
truth. They were the most indisciplined rebels. When
their pay was delayed they refused to fight; when
the Captain General tried to enforce discipline, they
mutinied. On one occasion they arrested the Captain
General and imprisoned him. But the worst act was
that a Portuguese soldier shot his offrcer on the
battlefield. But, the fighting spirit of the portuguese
solider is portrayed by the fact that in great battles
like Danturai only 96 Portuguese soldiers kept on
fighting till the bitter end and in another battle at
Randenigala they fought from 6 am till 2 pm and in
the great siege of Colombo by the Dutch; the Dutch
ultimately conquered the Fort because there were no
Portuguese soldiers to fight. They fought to the very
end. This fighting spirit was also emulated by the
Kandyans. The fighting spirit of the Kandyans was the
subject of admiration of Kandy's bitterest enemies; i.e.
the Portuguese. They write in raptures tenns of their
bravery and tl.re persistence with which they attack.
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They say they will kill the Portuguese soldiers and
gapple with them bare handed against the guns of
the Portuguese. The Portuguese segment was a small
segment. They never had more than 1000 soldiers at a
time. This was the result of the factthatthey never had
a conquering army. To balance that they had indigenous
soldiers in the lowlands. This came about in a peculiar
way. The Kotte Kings formally had his own militia just
as the Kandyan Kings who had their own militia from
his Gabada Gang, the Kotte King had his own militia
which he could summon in times of war. When Kotte
was taken over by the Portuguese they took over the
whole of the administration, the army and everything
and the militia formed part of the Portuguese army. So
that is how they fought for the Portuguese. Because of
tte fewer numbers ofthe Portuguese, the Portuguese for
the conquest of Kandy used indigenous soldiers whom
they called "Lascarins". In almost every invasion of
Kandy you will find a small proportion of Portuguese
and a massive proportion of Lascarins. When they
invaded in 1594 there were 700 Portuguese and
15,000 Lascarins. In 1603 there were 1100 Portuguese
and 13,000 Lascarins. That was the proportions in
which they fought. The Lascarins were important for
the Portuguese for another reason, because like the
Kandyan soldier they could move about easily in these
forested, mountainous regions. But, the Lascarins were
a disaffected, disgruntled fighting force. They did not
Iike fighting for the Portuguese and that was going
to be one of the most operative factors in Kandyan
military strategy. So much for the armed forces.

Other thing is the weapons. The popular view
about weaponry at that time is that the Portuguese
were armed with guns and the Kandyans were armed
with swords. That is only partly true. It is true that
the Kandyans fought mostly with traditional weapons
and as attack weapons they had the sword the spear
and the shield. As missile weapons they still used the
bow & arrow and sometimes the javelin . But, firearms
were not unknown in Kandy. In fact gunpowder had
been known to the Sinhala people from the 12th
Century onwards and the firearm technology had been
introduced to Ceylon by the Moors through the Arabs.
There were a few guns in the Kandyan arrny, but they
u,ere well manufacfured as the Portuguese themselves
admitted and the Kandyan gunners had acquired a
dexterity that astonished the Portuguese. They could
shoot in the night and it is said that they could fire five
shots at the same 'place.' Of course, tliey did not have
so many guns as the Portuguese. The gun that the
Portuguese used at that time and the gun that was used
even in the West was the Match Lock. The Match Lock
was not a wonder weapon. A Match Lock was fi1ed by
a fuse, when the trigger was pressed the mechanism
brought a burning fuse into contact with a small can
which held gun powder. That gun powder exploded
and that explosion passed through a small hole into

a barrel of the gun and caused an explosion which
ejected the bullet. The up shot of all this is thar the
Match Lock was cumbersome, very slow to fire and
absolutely useless in the wind because the powder was
blown away and completely useless in wet weather
because the fuse went off. The result was that although
every Portuguese soldier was armed with a Match
Lock when he went into battle he also took his sword
and also the spear. So much of the fighting that we are
talking was done as much with the sword and the spear
as with the Match Lock.

The flnal condition that affected the strategy ofthe
Kandyan was the Portuguese strategy itself. portuguese

strategy in Ceylon at that time reflected the military
thinking that was current in the West. The military
thinking in the West at that time places the greatest
emphasis on a 'battle'as the answer to war. The prime
cannon of military doctrine was that you must wipe out
the enemy army forces on the battle field itself. This
is what led Clausewitz the German military strategist
to.say that the battle is the most important event in a
war. This kind of thinking evolved with the Greeks.
There is a book by a man called Hansen called "The
Western Way of War" where he has outlined that from
the time of the Greeks this was the way the Europeans
fought. Large masses of men fell upon each other
in pitched battle in hand to hand combat and had it
out until one or the other side gave up. This was the
way that Alexander the Great fought Julius Caesar or
Marlborough at Blenheim or Wellington at Waterloo
or even in the 20th Century in the lst and 2nd World
War the Allied Generals at Passion Dale & Somme or
Montgomery at Alamein. The object was for masses
of men, (manpower) and also in the 20th Century
firepower to confront each other and have it out. This
is the kind of thinking that prevailed at that time in
the West and that is the kind of military thinking that
the Portuguese brought to Ceylon. So we see in their
great invasion of Kandy they gather the largest amount
of men and meterial possible, 15,000 Lascarins, 1100
Portuguese and fight it up to Balana and fall upon the
Kandyans and destroy them. But the Kandyan army
was not there to be destroyed.

Now I come to describe the Kandyan military
strategy. The essence of Kandyan military strategy was
not to rush into battle and not to oppose the invaders
and not to counter attack immediately. The strategy
was not to confront, but that does not mean that the
Kandyans ran away; or that the Kandyans gave up
the battle and went away. No, the Kandyans wanted
to create conditions and circumstances in which at the
proper time and in the proper place they could deliver
a hammer blow on the enemy and exterminate them.
Kandyan strategy therefore had two prongs. The first
prong was to avoid the enemy immediately; the second
prong was to prepare to hit him and the second prong
was irnplernented by the military tactics that they
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had devised and adopted. They had various military
tactics to enable them to deliver this hammer blow.
The first of which was to try to draw the enemy deeper
and deeper into the mountains and by defending a
position strongly, fiercely and stubbornly fighting and
then suddenly abandoning it and leaving it open and
going away with the intention of drawing the enemy
deeper and deeper into the hills. The other regular
tactic was the guerilla tactics of ambushing and cutting
off stragglers, the standard tactic; was the ambushing
tactic. When they see a marching column coming along
they cut a tree ahead of them and cut a tree behind
them but they don't allow the trees to fall. They keep
the trees suspended with rope and as the head of the
column comes to the first tree they cut the rope, the
tree crashes and the Portuguese troop cannot go further.
Immediately, they cut the rope at the back so that the
two trees block the Portuguese and they start pumping
them with bows & arrows and hurling boulders down
the hill. Another favourite guerilla tactic that they used
was when it came to crossing streams. They prevented
crossing streams by lining the bed of the stream with a

particular kind of thorn called the elephant thorn which
the Portuguese dreaded. It was a fierce thorn which
completely blocked them from crossing streams. The
third tactic that they used was a diversionary attack.
While the Portuguese enemy is in the hills they go and
attack somewhere else and draw the Portuguese and
weaken them and then to attack them. But by far the
most regular and the most successful was to get the
Lscarins; their own people to desert. Every invasion
of Kandy ultimately failed because of this tactic. I
would like to illustrate this Kandyan strategy by an

analysis of a few invasions with ended in disaster for
the Portuguese.

The first great invasion of the Portuguese was
ir 1594, they came with 700 Portuguese and 15,000
Lascarins, enonnous army compared to the Kandyan
forces and from the beginning you see the Kandyan
strategy being implemented. They were allowed to
go up to a Balana, and as I told you Balana was a
impossible to climb, but they were sailing through so

much so that by night fall their Vanguard is encamped
by the banks of the Mahaweli River at the Gatambe
Fort and at the same time Kandy begins implementing
its second strategy; (The first tactic was to draw them
into the mountains. Portuguese historians described the
Kandyan soldiers flying like birds on the mOuntains;
before tliem.) Wimaladharmasuriya the King does not
make a stand at Kandy. He does not defend Kandy. He
abandons Kandy and retires into Uva. The Portuguese
come in and occupy Kandy and then their troubles
begin. They had 20,000 mouths to feed, and they.
had to find the food. Logistic problems are created
and five rnonths go on like this when Kandy uses
the final tactic that is to get the Lascarins to deserl
and join thern and the tactic they use is heartless

treachery. Wimaladharmassuriya the King writes and
incriminating letter to the commander of the Lascarin
forces. He says in the letter I am attacking on such
and such a night; you kill the Portuguese captains on
that night; you can rule the highlands and I will rule
the higher lands and he gives strict instructions to the
messenger "get caught to the Portuguese with this letter
on your person". He is caught by the Portuguese and
the Portuguese captains march to this man's tent and
in front of the Lascarins stab him to death. That was
the end. By night fall all the Lascarins had deserted.
They did not join the Kandyan forces immediately
but they had deserted. The Portuguese were finished
after that. A small group of 600 - 700 Portuguese were
isolated in a hostile, alien territory; without food; and
supplies. Their only hope was to hack their way back
to Colombo which they tried to do and the Kandyan
forces literally drove them to a swamp at Danthurai
where they were massacred.

The next invasion took place I0 years later in
1603. There too there was a Captain General who
led the invasion called Asawedo and he started the
invasion with ll00 Portuguese and 13000 Lascarins.
In the Interim the Kandyans had fortified the foot hills
of Balana and Ganethenna was a strongly held fort and
initially put up a bitter fight at Ganethenna. So much so
thatfor 20 days the battle goes on and Portuguese try to
capture it and they fail and then suddenly one morning
they find that Ganethenna abandoned not a sole, they
think they have won and there is jubilation. In fact
according to the Portuguese Historian there is a thanks
giving service and the Portuguese troops are rearing
to go, but Asawedo the Captain General is cautious
and he says we will wait till tomorrow and then in the
night the news comes that the Kandyan King has taken
his forces through the forest to the rear and they were
now poised on the root of retreat of the Portuguese.
The Captain General of the Portuguese realizes the
disaster facing him. Immediately he dispatches part
of his army to hold the rear. In the night the the tactic
of desertion is implemented. There is a fake attack on
the Portuguese camp. The Lascarins force is sent to
fight, and they don't return. Through out the night the
Lascarins desert and by morning the Portuguese just as

in 1594 are abandoned in the camp.

The next invasion was at Randenigala. There too
for the first time the Portuguese wanted to capture
Uva and from Uva to descend to Kandy. So they
invaded through Idalgashinna. There too the route
that tliey 'took was roughly from Avissawella, to
Beragala and they came to that area and would have
climbed most probably what is today the slopes of
the Needwood Group of Estates. If you are familiar
with the Geography of that place these are very steep
hills and at that time it may have been thick forest.
(Needwood Group has planted rubber and tea there
now.) But, the significant fact is that it is a defendable
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position. They are allowed to climb the hill without
any obstruction, and the Portuguese forces having
climbed up they approached Badulla. Now Kandy
starts implementing the other tactics. They put up an
appearance ofpreparing for strong resistance. Crowds
ofpeople are there, but by night they leave hoping that
the Portuguese have withdrawn, but the Portuguese by
this time I suppose had leamt their lesson. They don't
follow the Kandyans instead they sacked Badulla. They
sacked Badulla completely and ransack particularly
the Kataragama Devalaya is mentioned. Now it is
time for the Kandyans to implement the other tactic

- getting the Lascarins to desert. In the meantime in
the night the entire Kanyan army has assembled and
had blocked the rout by which the Portuguese came
into Badulla. So the line of retreat is blocked. The
Portuguese have an emergency council meeting and
they decide that they will try to cut their way to the
Coastal area of Wellawaya and try to fight their way
back along the coast. It is while they were trying to
cross the stream, that the Lascarins get into action. The
Lascarin commander cuts off the head of the closest
Portuguese and transfixes it on a speare and holds it
up. That was a signal for the Lascarins to desert. They
all desert as a body. Now this brought out the fighting
qualitiesof the Portuguese. They were not overrun.
They fought back stubbomly and fought their way
back right down to Wellawaya to the Coastal regions
and there two tragedies overtook them. One was that
while making camp for the night the Commander got
the terrible news that his rear guard who had defended
their whole retreat was trapped on the other bank of
the Walawe Ganga and unable to cross. By this time
a due to a storm and the river was in spate and they
were unable to cross and what is worse the rain storm
makes his firearm, completely useless and they are
overpowered by the Kandyans on the following day.

I think time is catching up and let me make one
final point before I finish. What I said abcut Kandyan
strategy was that the Kandyans had a different level of
thinking about warfare. They did not want to confront
the enemy. They wanted to confront in circumstances
and a place and a time that was favourable to them.
That was their strategy. The point I am trying to make
is that, this strategy is not unique. Military history is
full of instances where a hostile force is allowed to
come into a country. and ravage the country while the
country prepares to fight them. That is how in classical
Greece the Athenians faced the powerful Spartens.
This was exactly the strategy that the Roman General
Fabious used to avoid Hannibal's powerful forces.
Coming to more modern times this was exactly the
srrategy that Tito used in Yugoslavia or Mao-ietung
oD the long march or Ho Chi Min in Vietnam. It is
always the strategy of a weaker power to confront and
overcome a stronger force. But the rernarkable thing
is that the most celebrated military strategies in the

world have endorsed and even advocated this kind of
gradualist military strategy. In 4th Century this was the
thinking of how a war should be conducted. That kind
of thinking has been articulated by Sun Tzu in his book
"The Ar1 of War" in which he says avoid war with the
hope of victory. Avoid war is almost a blue print of
what the Kandyans did. The Chinese of course wrote
and spoke in the 4th Century BC in China. In the 21st
Century the same point of view is expressed by modern
military strategists. People like John Keegan who is
the senior lecturer in Military History at Sandhurst
has the same standard, that its not rushing into battle
that you must do but you must prepare for a victory
and that same point ofview has been expressed by that
other celebrated military strategist Bruce Liddell Hart
who advanced the theory of the indirect approach to
war. Even if a victory is what you are looking for, let
it be in conditions and situations of your own. So the
Kandyan strategy would have had the endorsement of
modern strategy.

Thank you.

Discussion:

Maj. Gen. Tilak Paranagama: What training
did the kandyan soldiers undergo were there training
institutions and what was their command structure.

Lecturer: The Attapatthu Regiment and the
Maduway Regiments and even the Gabadagam
troops underwent training. There are references to
two kinds of defence Academies. One was called the
Maruwaliye School. Maruwaliya School trained in
all the Marshall Arts. Then there was the Suduwaliye
School. The Suduwaliye School only trained in
fencing and swordsmanship, but that was only for the
elite troops and in fact the Portuguese themselves say
that the only training kandyan soldier acquired was on
the battle field and what superb soldiers they turned
out to be. The Portuguese are full of admiration of
the command structure and the organization, there is
very little information but we know that these people
were mobilized when the call up came from the palace.
It went to the Dissawe of the area and the Dissawe
had his Mohottale. The Mohottale had kept rolles of
eligible fighting men and he called up one from each
family and they had to assemble at a certain place.
(This is from Robert Knox.) But I suppose the same
system operated earlier and they collected and marched
under the flag of the Dissawe. They formed a division
ofabout 970 rnen and they fought under the flag of
the Dissawe.

Admiral Goonesekera: Mr. Perera I have a
question. In spite ofsuccessive defeats, the Portuguese
kept on trying to take Kandy. What was the big
attraction?

iliar
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position. They are allowed to climb the hill without
any obstruction, and the Portuguese forces having
climbed up they approached Badulla. Now Kandy
starts implementing the other tactics. They put up an
appearance ofpreparing for strong resistance. Crowds
ofpeople are there, but by night they leave hoping tliat
the Portuguese have withdrawn, but the Portuguese by
this time I suppose had learnt their lesson. They don't
follow the Kandyans instead they sacked Badulla. They
sacked Badulla completely and ransack particularly
the Kataragama Devalaya is mentioned. Now it is
time for the Kandyans to implement the other tactic
- getting the Lascarins to desert. In the meantime in
the night the entire Kanyan army has assembled and
had blocked the rout by which the Portuguese came
into Badulla. So the line of retreat is blocked. The
Portuguese have an emergency council meeting and
they decide that they will try to cut their way to the
Coastal area of Wellawaya and try to fight their way
back along the coast. It is while they were trying to
cross the stream, that the Lascarins get into action. The
Lascarin commander cuts off the head of the closest
Portuguese and transfixes it on a speare and holds it
up. That was a signal for the Lascarins to desert. They
all desert as a body. Now this brought out the fighting
qualitiesof the Portuguese. They were not overun.
They fought back stubbornly and fought their way
back right down to Wellawaya to the Coastal regions
and there two tragedies overtook them. One was that
while making camp for the night the Commander got
the terrible news that his rear guard who had defended
their whole retreat was trapped on the other bank of
the Walawe Ganga and unable to cross. By this time
a due to a storm and the river was in spate and they
weie unable to cross and what is worse the rain storm
makes his firearm, completely useless and they are
overpowered by the Kandyans on the following day.

I think time is catching up and let me make one
final point before I finish. What I said abcut Kandyan
strategy was that the Kandyans had a different level of
thinking about warfare. They did not want to confront
the enemy. They wanted to confront in circumstances
and a place and a time that was favourable to them.
That was their strategy. The point I am trying to make
is that, this strategy is not unique. Military history is
full of instances where a hostile force is allowed to
come into a country and ravage the country while the
country prepares to fight them. That is how in classical
Greece the Athenians faced the powerful Spartens.
This was exactly the strategy that the Roman General
Fabious used to avoid Hannibal's powerful forces.
Coming to more modern times this was exactly the
strategy that Tito used in Yugoslavia or Mao-"setung
on the long trarch or Ho Chi Min in Vietnam. It is
always the strategy of a weaker power to confront and
overcome a stronger force. But the remarkable thing
is that the most celebrated military strategies in the

world have endorsed and even advocated this kind of
gradualist military strategy. In 4th Century this was the
thinking of hovr a war should be conducted. That kind
ofthinking has been articulated by Sun Tzu in his book
"The Art of War" in which he says avoid war with the
hope of victory. Avoid war is almost a blue print of
what the Kandyans did. The Chinese of course wrote
and spoke in the 4th Century BC in China. In the 2lst
Century the same point of view is expressed by modern
military strategists. People like John Keegan who is
the senior lecturer in Military History at Sandhurst
has the same standard, that its not rushing into battle
that you must do but you must prepare for a victory
and that same point ofview has been expressed by that
other celebrated military strategist Bruce Liddell Hart
who advanced the theory of the indirect approach to
war. Even if a victory is what you are looking for, let
it be in conditions and situations of your own. So the
Kandyan strategy would have had the endorsement of
modern strategy.

Thank you.

Discussion:

Maj. Gen. Tilak Paranagama: What training
did the kandyan soldiers undergo were there training
institutions and what was their command structure.

Lecturer: The Attapatthu Regiment and the
Maduway Regiments and even the Gabadagam
troops underwent training. There are references to
two kinds of defence Academies. One was called the
Maruwaliye School. Maruwaliya School trained in
all the Marshall Arts. Then there was the Suduwaliye
School. The Suduwaliye School only trained in
fencing and swordsmanship, but that was only for the
elite troops and in fact the Portuguese themselves say
that the only training kandyan soldier acquired was on
the battle field and what superb soldiers they tumed
out to be. The Portuguese are fult of admiration of
the command strucfure and the organization, there is
very little information but we know that these people
were mobilized when the call up came from the palace.
It went to the Dissawe of the area and the Dissawe
had his Mohottale. The Mohottale had kept rolles of
eligible fighting men and he called up one from each
family and they had to assemble at a certain place.
(This is from Robert Knox.) But I suppose the same
system operated earlier and they collected and marched
under the flag of the Dissawe. They formed a division
of about 970 rnen and they fought under the flag of
the Dissawe.

Admiral Goonesekera; Mr. Perera I have a
question. In spite ofsuccessive defeats, the Portuguese
kept on h,ying to take Kandy. What was the big
altractiort?
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Lecturer: Number of reasons. One was, their
position in India was becoming insecure. The Moguls
were advancing and their fortifications were under
threat. The other reason was Ceylon had a great
attraction for them. The Portuguese historians speak
in rapturous language about the possibilities of
making Ceylon another Portugal. By that time they
had captured the rest ofthe island; (they had captured
Kotte, then they attacked Jaffna and took over Jaffna,
then with Rajasingha's death Sitawaka just collapsed
and it was only Kandy that was left) and of course the
third reason; being that the Kandyan kings policy of, if
possible to drive out the Portuguese. So they fomented
rebellion and disorder in the Portuguese territory. So
much so that the Portuguese thought that the only
way of stopping this rebellions and disorder was to
get Kandy into their hands. So these were these three
reasons.

Admiral Basil Goonesekera: In times of peace
what was the road networkfrom Colombo to Kandy?

Lecturer: There was this called the "Great Road".
In fact an Englishman has traced the road. It starts from
Colombo, next stop is Sitawaka, then Ruwanwalla
then to Kegalle and then diverts to Balana and goes

up Balana. In fact there is an article by this man called
D W Ferguson called the Great Road in which he has
traced it from point to point. But, of course it was a
track. It was never a good road.

ACM Harry Goonetilake: I carry a Portuguese
name "Don" infact my mother is a Dona and this has
been going onfor centuries. Its still very common. It
goes ofcoursefrom generation to generation. Do you
like to comment on this?

Lecturer: Yes, I will be glad to because I too
curry a Portuguese name. The fact of the matter is that
all of us who carry Portuguese names were at one time
or another were baptized as Catholics and we took the
name of either the priest who baptized us or some other
official. This has always been the case. There have
been so many instances of people carrying Portuguese
names. The origin is that of Baptism and religion.

Rear Admiral Quintus Wickramaratne: You

talk of Lascarins always being asked to desert. l|/hat
was the method they used or how did they make them
desert?

Lecturer: One method that I told you was to
carry incriminating letters. But that was a specific
instance. But generally what they did was they used
the whole range of methods. One was a kind of
psy-operation. In the dead of night a Kandyan would
get on to a rock or a tree or a hill and shout at them
"are you fighting against your own people". That kind
of thing; they used to influence them. Another thing
was they used to send agents amongst the people and

tell them of the consequences of them working with
the Portuguese and then ofcourse the Lascarins - the
Portuguese knew they were not dependable. So they
also sought methods to keep them without deserting.
So one of the methods they used was to bring the wives
and children of the Lascarins close to the battle field
and keep them under guard. What one Kandyan did
was he went.and abducted the wife and children which
forced the Lascarins to desert. So there were various
methods. But I suppose the basic fact is the Lascarins
were disafFected, they were disgruntled. They did not
like fighting under foreign forces. These were the men
who fought for the Kotte king who fought in the great
battles; of Mulleriyawa and so on.

Vote of Thanks Proposed by Major Gen.
Chandra Abayaratne: President of the Association,
Admiral Basil Goonasekara, our distinguished Guest
Lecfurer Mr. Gaston Perera, Senior Offrcers of the
Army, Navy and the Air Force, Fellow Members of
ARFO, Gentlemen. I thank the President for affording
me the privilege of proposing the vote of thanks to
a former top public servant now an eminent historian
and author of several books who has distinguished
himself in many fields. It was with some reservations
that I undertook this pleasant yet onerous task this
morning at the request ofthe Secretary as I then had
little knowledge of him or his many achievements in
such diverse fields as taxation and military history.
Moreover, I always feared the Commissioner of Inland
Revenue. I don't think I had ever seen a Commissioner
of Inland Revenue before this, but I had grown to
detest them intensely and I pictured them as devils
waiting to grab a greater part of my modest eamings.
Hence it surprises me that in reality that such an
amiable gentleman as Mr. Gaston Perera can be a
Commissioner of Inland Revenue.

This evening we had the rare opportunity of
listening to hirn on a subject that for the greater part
had been only of legendary interest to most of us.
The often used saying "Parangiya Kotte Giya Wagae"
comes to mind. We had possibly failed to appreciate
the true ingenuity and great military prowers of the
Kandyan people. I am of Kandyan stock myself and
I feel considerably perked to learn that my ancestors
were ingenious people and very brave on the battle
field. Nevertheless the subject matter itself may be
of great relevance to all servicemen even today. This
would be ofspecial significance to those senior offrcers
in commdndpositions today when Prabhakaran's flying
boxes had dared to take on the mite ofthe Sri LankanAir
Force. Adopting the correct strategy and the ingenuity
are indeed the key factors in successfully combating
this type of terrorism. We are very fortunate to have
had a detailed account of the Kandyan warfare by an
expert like our leamed speaker. Sir, we have certainly
benefited from your vast knowledge of military history
and the extensive research that you have carried out. I
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'.r'ould not be so presumptuous as to comment on your
erpertise except to add that your efforts to educate and
edifo us on a subject so relevant to us has not been
in vain as we are a body of professionals who can
and who have the will to influence the destiny of our
country.

Sir, on behalf of our Association and everyone
present here today I thank you for being here with
us this evening. I also take this opportunity to thank
the Service Commanders for their patronage and the
unstinted support in all our activities.

I would like to make a special mention of the Col.
Commandant and Pro Marshall of the Sri Lanka corps
of Military Police for making available to us some of
the resources at his command.. The willing cooperation
extended by his staff has made it very easy for us to
arrange for these lectures. The Col. Commandant of
the Signals corps and the Chief Signal Officer of the
Army have always provided us with the best of sounds
and recording systems. We are indeed indebted to all
ofthem and thank them for their generosity. Last but
not the least, I thank the serving senior officers for
their active participation and presence.

Thank you.
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THE UNITED NATIONS AND DISARMAMENT
by

Dn. JayeNrHA DHANApALA
(Ex Un and Former Head of SCOPP)

(Presentation for ARFRO on 2l st Augu st 2007)

Introduction: Admiral Deshamanya D B Goonesekera President ARFRO

Gentlemen, we are very fortunate to have a vety distinguished citizen of Sri Lanka to talk to us
today on UN Disarntament - Dr Jayantha Dhanapala. Mr.Dhanapala is a distinguished Sri Lankan
who is aformer U.N. Under Secretaty Generalfor Disarmantent Affairs (1995-2003) and aformer
Ambassador of Sri Lanka to the USA (1995-1997). He was at one time also accredited to the (1.N.

Office in Geneva (1984-1987).

He is currently the Chairman of the Uniled Nations University Council and a Senior Adviser to
H.E. the President of Sri Lanka. He is a member of the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPzu) and several other international boards of International Bodies. As a Sri Lankan
diplomat Dr. Dhanapala served in the Sri Lankan Missions in London, Beijing, Washington, New
Delhi, Geneva and represented Sri Lanka at many international conferences, chairing many ofthem
including the historic Non Proliferation Treaty Review and Extension Conference of 1995. He was
Director of the U.N. Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDR) from 1987-1992.

Dr. Dhanapala has received many international awards and honorary doctorates. He has published
four books and several articles in international journals and he has lectured widely,. He speaks
Sinhala, English, Chinese and French. He was educated at Trinity College Kandy an Alumni of the
University of Ceylonfrom where he graduated and was selected to the Overseas Seryice of Ceylon.
He is married and has a daughter and son. He is undoubtedly one of Sri Lanka's ntost distinguished
sons. We are privileged to have him here today.
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Thank you very much Admiral for that long
introduction. I sometimes tell people to cut it short by
saying I am a distinguished Ambassador and defunct
Under Secretary General and also ran in the Secretary
General's stakes oi 2006. But Adley Stevenson has a
joke about diplomats. As you know he was a Politician
who took to diplomacy later in life. He said that there
are three elements in the life of a diplomat; there
is protocol, alcohol and there is 'jerritol'and I am
afiaid that I am at the 'jerritol' stage of my life as a
diplomat, but it is a pleasure to be able to address
this distinguished audience. I have known many of
you when you were serving in the armed forces and
Gen. Dennis Perera and I were colleagues in the Sri
Lanka High Commission in London a long time ago
in 1966 when I went there as the Third Secretary on
my first assignment as a Sri Lankan diplomat and what
I have leamt of course with my association with all
of you is the great dedication with which ybu have
served towards the cause of a United Sri Lanka and a

Democratic Sri Lanka and I pay tribute to all of you for
what you have done in the cause of our country.

I thought it would be useful for me having spent 10 .
years of rny life with the United Nations and another
20 years working on the subject of disarmament both
representing my Govemment as well as working
within the IIN on disarmament and talk to you a little

bit about the UN and disarmament and what I propose
to do this evening is to give you some of the basic
facts which underpin my presentation and then to
discuss some of the fundamental concepts in the UN,s
approach to disarmament. I like to then discuss some
of the machinery the llN has for both, negotiation and
the deliberation of disarmament issues and perhaps talk
about the world today in its hard reality; quite distant
from the norms that we all preach and want to observe
and then conclude with a few remarks.

So let me begin with some basic facts. The IIN is
not pacifist organization. Let me make that absolutely
clear because althoughArticle2.4 of the Charter which
represents the bedrock of intemational law and the
constitution of the UN system, it specifically rules out
the use of force in intemational relations and yet the
IIN does not completely disavow the need for the use of
force. Article 5l of the Charter permits the use of force
in self-defense until such time as the Security Council
is able to take collective action. Then, in Articles 42-
46 of Cliapter 7, there is specific provision for the
United Nations to gather the armies of the world who
are contributed by countries for military action in the
collective interests of international peace and security.
Now, its not always that we have this kind of agreement
on intemational enforcement and the occasions are few
and far between; Korea in the 50's was one situation
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and of course more recently we had the question of a

war in Afghanistan but of course Iraq was distinctly
not one of those instances. The second point I want
to make is that the very first IIN General Assembly
Resolution in January 1946 when the UN still did not
have a home in New York; it was sitting in London;
whilst on the question of disarmament and ever since
then the UN has consistently maintained a strong
interest in disarmament and a strong course of action
with regard to disarmament with regard to weapons of
mass destruction and conventional weapons. Now, the
Charter itself is not very explicit about disarmament.
There is very spars and ambiguous references to
disarmament. There is one chapter which talks about
the General Assembly being empowered to formulate
general principles with regard to disarmament and of
course the general issue of what the Security Council
can do on disarmament is also there. But that has
not prevented the UN from acting on disarmament
issues. I think it is important especially with regard
to cynics who look upon the lIN as a talk shop. To
quote what. Dag Hammerskjold once said; "the IIN
was not established to take humanity to heaven but
to save it from hell". I think that is what is important
that is, the UN has prevented certain things happening.
It has not ushered in the ideal world or the utopia that
is frequently mentioned in speeches of international
politicians. Now we have 192 Member States in the IIN
and what is important for us is while the nations states
remain fundamental elements in international politics
to be able to weave the national interests of these 192

states into a common texture of intemational peace

and security is not always an easy task. But in the task
of disarmament it is particularly complex and difficult
because we are talking about an issue which is at the

heart of the defense of national interest. So those are

some preliminary points I wanted to lay before you.

Now, what about fundamental concepts and
premisses? What does disarmament mean? Many
people think it means getting rid of all your weapons.

As far as I was concerned during the five years that
I had stewardship of UN disarmament policy; what I
preached and what I got the Secretary General to agree

to was that disarmament meant the total elimination
of weapons of mass destruction unambiguously and

unequivocall because it is those weapons that are in a
special category that can wipeout humnn kind and the
Eco systern that supporl human kind. The Elimination
of nuclear weapons and that is indeed the priority that
has been laid out in successive documents that have

emerged from UN disarmarnent gatherings. So the

elirnination of weapons of mass destruction is one.

With regard to conventional weapons ; as I said before
the UN is not a pacifist organization; it does allow you
the right of self-defense. So what we need to do is
to regulate the amount of conventional weapons that
nations are allowed to have. Now that's not a easy task.

Who decides? What will comrnensurate witl.r your

needs; to defend your national interest? Well It's not
easy as I said but there has to be an encouragement
to nations to agree amongst themselves to ban cerlain
weapons that are inhumane weapons like dum dum
weapons when it was banned sometime ago; like binary
weapons which have been banned and in the same way
land mines have now been banned and certainly the
overwhelming majority of countries have joined with
regard to that. The concept emerged during the period
of the cold war of general and complete disarmament
and this is indeed an all encompassing term which
covers the fact that what we are really talking about
is not the elimination of every single gun that is on
this earth but a regulation of weapons in such a way
that we do not have a threat posed by one country
ensuring its own national security at the expense of the
security of other countries. So we talk about common
security or a cooperative security and the UN is awash
with reports going back to delgacy of countries who
talked about common security and others who have
talked about cooperative security; about the need for
countries to curb their own growth of their national
arsenals in such a way to ensure they don't pose a
threat to other countries.

The second most important premisse is the need
for multilateralism. We believe in the IIN that nations
work better working in harmony together rather than
working individually and indeed today globalization
has proved that unilateralism is a dead end and it is
indeed a negative concept. So, with regard to the
strengths of the (IN it is its multilateral approach; its
universality and the fact that it is norm based.

The next point is the rule of law. If we were a

world in which the rule of law did not exist it would
be what the political philosophy Hobs calls "a rule of
the jungle" and so it is necessary to distinguish humao
society from other forms of animal life by having a

civilized rule of law; an international law and treatie;:
a fundamental basis of that rule of that law. So we ha\.e
had over a long period of time a web of treaties thar
have been agreed upon by countries in order to u-.r

to restrain countries from acting unilaterally and frsm
acting in such a way that we will once again desceod
into the rule of the jungle. Now that does not of coiirsE
prevent the United States, the UK and others ftrm
acting the way they did in Iraq and in other situariuar
or countries invading otherq. But at least there u I
norm by which you can judS these countries and rrll
it is illegal because they have contravened a particurdu
treaty or they have violated a Charter of the Lf- So n
is irnportant for us as civilized members of a qrrr,rrrnrrn

society globally, we should have this u'eb of trcolh,
Now the nurnber of treaties are legion and I u,umt gn,

into each and every one of them, but let m sqm,
the treaties which govern weapons ofmass deffiom&il,
We have been able to have treaties to elim norm. utr
categories of weapons of mass desrnlcmcrnu Ih
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biological weapons convention of 1972 ruled that all
biological weapons are illegal. But unfortunately the
biological weapons convention does not have a system
ofverification; it does not also have an institution that
is responsible for the implementation of the biological
weapons convention. There was a process that went
on in Geneva for some years to try to have a protocol
that would establish a verification machinery. But John
Bolton whose reputation as a destructive American
diplomat is well know threw a spanner into those
works and that has not happened. But I was happy that
yesterday in Geneva the members of the biological
weapons convention treaty have agreed to establish a
unit for the implementation of this convention under
the aegis of the tlnited Nations. So there has been a
rethinking although its not quite as effective as having
its own organization there is at least this effort of the
members of the biological weapons convention trying
to ensure that the convention is in fact fulfilled. We do
not have total universality of the membership, not all
countries have signed up with the biological weapons
convention but all countries with a potential to have
biological weapons are bound by this treaty. There
was a time v,,hen Sadam Hussain was suspected of
having violated and certainly LINSCOM the first UN
organization that was established after the first Gulf
War was able to find a programme for the development
of biologica. weapons which were destroyed by them
and since then nothing else has been found in lraq.

The ottier category of weapons of mass destruction
are chemical weapons and during the time I represented
Sri Lanka at the Conference on Disarmament we did
have a process to have a chemical weapons convention
which wai finalized in 1996. The Chimical Weapons
Convention is distinguished by the fact it is the first
treaty to have a very intrusive form of verification
which included challenge verification; in other words
if a country suspected that some other country was
cheating with regard to the treaty it had the right to
bring it up in the organization that has been set up
in the Hague called the the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) which is
headed by aBrazilian and it is over l0 years since its
establishment and they are celebrating it next month.
This organization has a right therefore to step into a
country and ask for a inclusive inspection. Ifit is denied
then you know that that country is likely to be guilty
of having violated the Chemical Weapons Convention.
So the Chemical Weapans Convention has effectively
banned all chemical weapons. That does not mean
that no cheurical weapons exist in the world because
some countries had to be given time to get rid of their
Chemical Weapon arsenals. The Russians particularly
pleaded at one stage that they did not have the money
to get rid of their chemical weapons and a number of
countries including the United States assisted them.

But, by and large I think the world can rest assured
that these two conventions have effectively eliminated
the danger of those two categories of weapons of mass
destruction. Now we have not done the same thing with
perhaps the most important and the most destructive
weapon of mass destruction and that is the Nuclear
Weapon. Obviously the reason for that is that the United
States has Nuclear Weapons and wants to cling on to
them. Russia, China, France and UK, have nuclear
weapons. These are the five permanent members of
the Security Council and they have absolute control
of what happens in this Security Council because they
have veto power. So you have this hypocrisy of the
great powers preaching nuclear non proliferation
to the world and they themselves hang on to these
weapons which are perhaps the most destructive the
human kind has ever invented. Of course now there are
possibly four others who also have the nuclearweapon;
India, Pakistan at our door step; Israel and may be the
North Koreans as demonstrated by the tests they had
some time ago although that now is 'subject to some
negotiation and there is some prospect of them getting
rid of their nuclear weapons. But even though,rlr"te*
weapons have not been banned there are ways and
means by which its spread has been prevented and the
most important treaty is the Nuclear Non proliferation
(NPT) Treaty which was negotiated in 196g; signed
it 1970 with 187 countries subscribed to the nuclear
disarmament treaty. I have played an active role at
various meetings of the NpT; I have written extensively
on it, but there are certainly weaknesses because there
was a bargain by the non nuclear weapon states who
agreed not to acquire nuclear weapons andto renounce
any possibility of them having these weapons and they
were willing to open their peaceful users of nuclear
weapons to the inspection by the IAEA to ensure this.
Article 6 of the treaty makes a promise that those who
have the weapons will enter into good faith negotiations
and get rid of their weapons. So there was this bargain
that held the treaty together but we know that over three
decades the treaty was negotiated the nuclear weapons
states have of course reduced their nuclear weapons
from the incredible numbers they had during the
cold war, but they still have a total of 26,000 nuclear
weapons today;95%o of which are held by the US and
Russia and about 12000 ofthem are today poised for
delivery. So we are still in a very perilous ,ituutio.r; *"
could have a nuclear war either by accident _ computer
error is quite possible and there have been instances
where defense mechanisms have been activated on
false warnings and it is only luck that has saved us.
We have had also near misses, the Cuban missile crisis
a classic case and we who have read about it many
years after the crisis know that when the then Heads
of the Pentagon and the Soviet war machine met they
realized that it was absolute luck that saved the world
from a nuclear conflagration.
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red The other treaty in the nuclear weapons category
that has to some extent attenuated the danger of a

nuclear crisis is a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty
(CTBT) which was signed in 1996 but unforrunately it
has still not been enforced because it is one of those
rare treaties where the bargain was that 44 countries
who have nuclear weapons capability have to sign and
ratify the treaty before it can be enforced. Now the
United States which actually led the way under Clinton
at the negotiations was the first to sign the treaty but
unfortunately has rejected the ratification because as

you know the Senate of the US has to agree to it and
with the Bush administration there is no chance of that
CTBT being ratified. One only hopes that after Bush is
toppled next year there will be a new president in the
United States who will agree to it. But then as a result
of the US not ratifying the treaty China too has signed it
but not ratified it and India and Pakistan are two major
holdouts and of course the DPRK. If the United States
agrees to ratification in a new administration and I am
sure that the treaty will be ratified and will be in force.
The machinery for its implementation is already in
existence in Vienna and they have such a sophisticated
machinery and a network of stations that can pick up
any kind of seismic activity from a underground test;
because as you know tests above the ground have long
since been banned and there are no tests at all in the
atmosphere but underground tests still take place as

happened in 1998 by our neighbors up in the North,
India and Pakistan; but what is important is that they
can distinguish between an earth quake and an actual
nuclear test and they were one of the first to pick up the
1998 test of the Indians and the Pakistanis which the
Americans were unable to pick up or even predict. So,
there are some positive things happening in the nuclear
area and I will talk to you more about that.

Let me move very quickly to the web of treaties
in the conventional area; here again the picture was
not a rosy one; there is conventional arms register
where states voluntarily report on certain categories
of major conventional weapons like battle tanks and
aircrafts and so on and I think it does cover a major
95Yo of arms trade. So it's a way in which you can
perhaps give each other information about exchanges
that takes place; you can comparc reports of exports
with reports of imports and what exactly the, holdings
are of these countries. That is a confidence building
measure because if you know that country 'X'has so
many battle tanks you will not I think be overwhelmed
by that fact; perhaps you will have a retaliatory arsenal
yourself if it's a border country. So there is some
kind of balance that is maintained as a result of this
conventional arms register which has been in existence
for over 10 years and is one of the more successful
endeavours of the UN with regard to transparency and
with regard to confidence building.

Then you had the mine ban conventi:
I must agree began outside the structurc:
IIN because a group of countries acti
non governmental organizations the ICB
international campaign against land mines
woman called Judy Williams who deservedllr
Nobel Peace Prize for her work in this field
with countries like Canada and Norwav led
have a mine ban convention, but this only
mines. Now subsequently the mine ban
came into the UN system and is being
by the Department that I used to head and it
successful even though countries like the Uni
Russia, China, India, and Sri Lanka kept out
have successfully diminished production of mil
use of mines and the actual trade in mines. Bil
are other kinds of mines that still exist and
mines with regard to anti vehicle mines which
now being negotiated under the conventional
treaty which brings me to the conventional
treaty where specific weapons that are being
as being inhumane weapons are banned and thatl
rs important. There is also for example laser
which are also banned and different kinds of
that are regarded as being "beyond the rules of
are banned. In the same way as Chemical
which includes poison gas is banned.

There is another category of treaties whii
more 'clubs' as it were like the missile
control regime where a group of countries
got together and decided that they would be
restrictive in allowing the export of missile
Now these treaties are regarded with suqi
internationally and they are not a IIN treaty
the UN would insist that they be open to
and where exporters and importers should have
rights, but they still continue and this has been a
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ambitions which developing countries may
because the missile technology is similar to the q*
launch technology, therefore there are complicaif
with regard to that.

Then, there are also the third category of treeie*
I talked about that is weapons of mass destructiom"
conventional weapons treaties and regional treaties
where countries can agree in a particular region as the
Latin Americans did in 1968 when they had the treat-v
of "Tattaloco" which declared Latin America and the
Caribbean as a nuclear weapon free zone. That wau
the first nuclear weapon free zone. So not only rtor
countries who are members of the nuclearwe4cfun
zone, every Latin American Country and Cribtra
countries are members of that treaty. theSr edm
the holding or possession of nuclear we4mr_h
more importantly prevent any nuclear weapm bcfu

. stationed in their territory. Now taking a tcaffufu
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Latin American book we had the treaty of Ravatonga
which also similarly declared the South Pacific as being
a nuclear weapon free zone followed shortly after by
the treaty of Bangkok through which South East Asia
has been declared a nuclear weapon free zone, then
there is the treaty of Pelindawa according to which the
whole of Africa is a nuclear weapon free zone. Now
there are other proposals of course that are there on
the table. We have passed many resolutions in the past

about making South Asia a nuclear weapon free zone
but ofcourse you know our Indian friends put paid to
that followed by Pakistan who was at that stage one of
the chief opponents of this idea. In the Middle East, the
idea ofa nuclear weapon free zone has been superseded
by President Hosni Mubarak's idea of a zone free of all
weapons of mass destruction and that is an extremely
popular idea especially among the Arabs except that
the Israelis say that it should come at a later stage in
the world map for peace.

So I have gone on a little longer than I intended to
with regard to these treaties, but that is only because

I wanted you to get an idea about the fact that there
are treaties that are being adhered to and there are

verifications methods which today have increased in
their sophistication to ensure that no cheating takes
place. There are organizations to ensure as to what
should happen under the law of treaties of course
when there is a violation of a treaty which cannot be
settled by that organizalion it is finally reported to
the Security Council who have of course a series of
sanctions that can be applied to a country that is in
violation of its treaty obligations. Let me now go on
to the actual existing machinery within the (IN system
itself and I think its important to go back to 1978 when
as a result of a resolution adopted here in Colombo
at the Non-Aligned Summit of 1976 in which some
of you may have been associated. The Non Aligned
Movement demanded that the world should convene a

special session of the UN General Assembly to discuss
disarmament alone and this was the first special
session on disarmament (SSOD) commonly referred
to as SSOD I by those in the trade and it was in fact
a major occasion because it succeeded in achieving a

consensus document and that final document is quoted
like a Holy Scripture now because it was a unique
occasion where all the nations of the world agreed on

something and it clearly established not only the aims
of the UN in the disarmament field and set the priorities
with weapons of mass destruction; - nuclear weapons;

coming first and others lateg but it also established
the machinery and the machinery can be divided into
two broad categories; i.e. the fora for deliberation or
discussion and the fora for negotiation. In the forum
for deliberative or discussion that takes place you
have the first committee of the General Assembly; as

you know the General Assembly is divided into six
committees; the first comrnittee is disarmament and

international security, second is Economic, third is
Humanitarian etc., etc., and the sixth is legal.

Well in the first committee where again it was my
privilege to represent Sri Lanka for many years and
thereafter to be at the head table representing the UN;
we had a number of resolutions being adopted. Now
these resolutions are opportunities for countries to state
their positions on various issues - like nuclear issues,
conventional afins, weapon free zones or landmines etc.,
but resolutions are only an expression of the common
hue of the majority. They are usually voted upon and
very seldom in the first committee there is agreement
on adopting a resolution without a vote although that.
is the pattern in the Economic Committee the second
committee and other committees. This issue is perhaps
more divisive, particularly on nuclear weapons you
always have the United States isolated as being the
only one voting against a resolution and the rest of
the world voting for it. Sometimes they are joined by
Israel sometimes by Marshall Islands or some other
small South Pacific country and so it happens that
these votes are highly contentious and divisive but its
also an opportunity for a healthy debate; statements
are made and arguments are presented and countered
by the various delegations at this first committee.
Then the resolutions adopted at the first committee
goes to the plenary of the General Assembly and are
usually adopted there with about the same margin of
voting. But, as I said resolutions of the UN General
Assembly are essentially recommendations and not
necessarily mandatory for all countries to adopt,
unlike Security Council resolutions which have the
force of law. There is also the body called the UN
Disarmament Commission which usually meets about
April or May in New York and that is also a Universal
Body where all 192 Members are represented and they
discuss selective items in the disarmament agenda
and they have to agree on those items and usually on
one nuclear item and one item from the conventional
weapon category but there too it is a lot of discussion
sometimes a particular subject drags on for more
than a year and they usually come out with a list of
recommendations but there is no voting on it, it is
usually on adopted by consensus and sometimes when
there is no consensus there is a total breakdown. Now,
the negotiating machinery is in fact the conference
on disarmament which meets in Geneva as the sole
multilateral negotiating body. It has a history; before
it became a Conference on disarmament that is in
1978 through the final document of SSOD I it did
have 18 members in the 18 member disarmament
commission co-chaired by the two super powers the
then Soviet Union and the United States. But then it
was democratized over a period of time partly because
of Sri Lanka's Chairmanship of the Non-Aligned
Movement in 1978, we were also brought in when it
was expanded as a conference on disarmament and it
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then had 44 members. Today it has 66 members and
again what is important is that it has been successful in
the past, it has negotiated other treaties, most recently
it has negotiated the chemical weapons treaty and the
comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty. But since then
that is 1 1 years since it has not been able to agree even
on a work programme because the contention is so
strong there. The Chinese, Russians and the Developing
Countries feel that there should be movement in the
nuclear disarmament field and in the prevention of an
anns race in outer space. Americans only want some
work to be done on a flssile material cut off treaty so
that atreaty can be negotiated as soon as possible. Now
this problem has unfortunately bedevilled progress
in the conference of disarmament. It,s a rotational
presidency; I had the forhrne of presiding over the
conference on disarmament (CD) for one month and
two of my successors as Ambassadors in Geneva have
also had that privilege but unfortunately presidents
have very little control when it comes to international
politics on disarmament; policies are decided in
Capitals and these are very strongly disputed issues
and we have not been able to make any progress so
much so that there are some countries threatening to
pull out of the CD because of its inactivity.

But you also have, apart from that machinery of
deliberative fora and a negotiating fora, special sessions
of the General Assembly that can be convened and
I told you about the flrst special session in 197g; we
have had two subsequent special sessions l9g2 and I
believe in t 984 but they were not as successful as I 97g
and the Non-Aligned keep demanding a fourth special
session but this has been blocked very strongly by the
United States and the NATO countries so I doubt very
much whether that is going to see the light of day.

Then we have an advisory group of bodies.
There is the Secretary General's Advisory Board
for disarmament affairs and usually about 1g to 20
experts on disarmament from various countries meet
sometimes twice a yeaq sometimes once a year and
give reports to the Secretary General which advises
him on various courses of action. There is also the
IIN Institute for Disarmament Research which was
established again after l97g on the behest of the
President ofFrance and I had the privilege ofbeing a
Director of that Institution for 5 years which produces
independent research on subjects of disarmament and
security which is of general benefit to tlie members of
the United Nations. It is intended to be practical policy
oriented research and so it has been useiul for members
to participate in that process. Of course the Security
Council has overall authority on issues of disannament.
It has as you can predict not addressed the question of
nuclear weapons possession by them but it has talked
about nuclear weapons proliferation and the terrorists
use of nuclear weapons especially after the 9.11 and it
has also been able to create ad-hoc bodies; one ofthem

was UNSCOM which was established specifically to
ensure the disarmament of Iraq after the war of invasion
of Kuwait but also we had LINUOVIC which is the
successor body to UNSCOM which was only recently
resolved by the Security Council and we Lulr" oo*
brought a new Committee called the 15.40 Committee
established as a result of resolution 15.40 to go into
the question of terrorists having weapons of mass
destruction because it is known thatAl eueda and other
terrorists groups have in fact been in search ofnuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. So
that is_the overall picture. I am giving you a very rapid
snap shot of what the UN system is hkl when it comes
to implementing disarmament. There are resolutions
from time to time which set up expert groups and they
are-usually representative groups of countries from
different parts of the world so that the developed and
the developing, Non-Aligned and NATO Countries
are equally balanced and if they do come up with a
consensus report that report is usually acted upon by
the tIN General Assembly.

Now that is of course what the tIN is trying
to do to save it from hell, but what is the world like
today? Well, Stockholm International peace Research
Institute on whose governing body I am proud to serve,
comes out with an annual year book which is regarded
again as being very authoritative estimate; a little like
the Institute of Strategic Studies in London giving you
an estimate of military expenditure; military transfers
that takes place and so on. Global military expenditure
according to the latest report is at 1204 gillio, o,
almost 1.3 Trillion Dollars. Now that is a tremendous

:Toynt particularly when you compare what the
heights rvere during the Cold War ihich is again
about a Trillion Dollars. So we are going back now to
high military spending. Now the US of iourse is 46yo
of this, the UK 5%o, China 4yo,France also 5%o, Japan
4YuThe Russian Federation post cold war went into a
economic collapse although now they have recovered
and their level of spending is not as much as that of the
United States. This amounts to that for every woman,
man and child we are spending 1g4 Dollars per head
per year and if you compare that with the fact that we
have over a billion people in this world living under I
Dollar per day, the contrast is obscene and thls is why
we in Sri Lanka also must try to get our priorities right
and of course that is why we need to have peace in this
country so that more of the economy 

"u, 
b" spent for

the constructive purposes of the social and economic
needs of our people which are far form what is being
met today. Anns transfers between arms manufacfurers
and anns users is also at a colossal amount. There has
been a 50%o increase and recently as you may have read
in the newspapers the US is giving20 biliion dollars
worth of arms to all the Arab countries in order that
they could strengthen their defenses against ban- Hee
again, this is another deliberate ur" oi arms transfers
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to exacerbate international tensions in a part of the
world which is already very very tense and very close
to an outbreak of war. Small arms and light weapons
is a new area which has recently come to the attention
of the IIN and during my period as Under Secretary
General I worked very hard to ensure that the UN
had a role to play in this that regard. We know that
there are about 640 million pieces of small arms and
light weapons in the world of which only l/3rd is with
legitimate government bodies like law enforcement
agencies and militaries 2l3rd are in private hands and
particularly in countries like Africa where the cost of
a Kalashnikov is almost equal to the cost of a chicken
and can be used by little children. It is an extremely
dangerous situation and very very explosive because
of the propensity it has to generate wars and conflict
in that part of the world. When it comes to missiles
there is a amazing gap; people say that missiles are
not a weapons per-se but it is a delivery vehicle. It
can deliver either a conventional payload or a weapon
of mass destruction. But it is in fact a very important
component of an arsenal of a country because it can
reach other countries and if you are in a situation
where you are a land locked country with a delivery
system of a missile with a long range where you can
reach different parts of the world and make those
countries feel very nervous - which is why the North
Korean missile test had caused so much jitteriness not
only in South Korea but even in Japan and other parts
of the world. So we need to have some kind of a norm.
Now again my efforts during the period I was in the
UN to try to at least have a resolution with a missile
study group succeeded but obviously there was no
agreement there because the Americans and the other
Westem powers made sure that it was not a success.
So we are very far from having any kind of civilized
control over the spread of missile technology in the
world.

Outer. space is another area. I regard outer space
as the next area for weaponization. Now we have no
elusions about the fact that outer space has already
been militarized. Three out of four satellites are
military satellites, part of the military system, there
are spies in the sky telling you what other countries
have and of course helping in the what are called the
national technical means of a country with regard to
verification and with regard to espionage but.it is a fact
that we have still not had a weapon placed in space and
I think that is what is important; that is what we rnust
try to prevent happening and that is why the Chinese
demonstrated their capability of knocking out one of
their own satellites with an anti-satellite weapon; we
need to ensure that we do not have ground to space
weapons or space to ground weapons and this I think
will help a great deal towards ensuring that in future
decades we will have no use of Star Wars. There is of
course the missile defense system. The missile defense

system during the Regan period was conceived to
include a kind of space cover but we know throughout
his career there has never been a perfect shield where an
arrow cannot pierce. The same is true with regard to the
missile defense system which is only going to trigger
a new arms race because even if the Russians may not
be able to build a ballistic missile defense system as
sophisticated as the American one and even though the
Chinese may not want to go into that kind of expense,
they will develop multiple and independently targeted
missiles (MITM) and more and more missiles in order
to penetrate that. Because those who profess MITM
have demonstrated over and over again how these
missiles system can be neutralised because you can
use decoys, you can use other ways in which you can
penetrate the defense system and nobody therefore is
able to be invulnerable to a missile attack and therefore
the sensible thing to do is to control missiles and not go
into this huge expenditure of an anti-missile system.

Now, a few other points very quickly, the NpT
is obviously in deep trouble not only because of the
fact that nuclear weapons states insist on holding on
to their weapons and hypocritically denying others the
possession of nuclear weapons which makes it very
hollow and the Americans and the others preach to
the Iranians and to the Koreans that they should not
have nuclear weapons, but there is also the fact that
in defiance of all the principles of its own nuclear
non proliferation legislation the US is now going in
to a deal with the Indians with regard to assisting
India with the nuclear power ostensively for peaceful
purposes but releasing the nuclear material to India for
its military technology programme is a violation of the
NPT in spirit. It is of course today a very controversial
issue within India; the Communists are threatening to
withdraw from the Government and unless Manmohan
Singh decides to have a breathing space on this issue
and take stock of the situation we may have a very
serious political crisis in India. But that is of course
looking at it from an Indian perspective. The Indians
being Nationalists do not want America to interfere
in their foreign policy and will feel that there are
certain hidden bargains that have gone on such as their
relationship with Iran that is going to be interferedwith,
but I personally think that the nuclear cooperation deal
between India and the US is an absolute reversal of
the nuclear nonproliferation treaty and it is in fact a
dangerous provocation to the Chinese to establish a
similar relationship with Pakistan and it is likely to
lead to a cold war between China and India and nuclear
competition for which we will have to suffer being an
Asian country ourselves.

Finally there is the danger of terrorism and of
course we in Sri Lanka are very familiar with that, but
the danger again is that the US will use the terrorist
bogie in order to achieve certain things which are
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not entirely in our national interest or in the national
interest of developing Non-Aligned countries. One of
it is the Proliferation Security Initiative; (pSI) where
a group of countries have got together and have
asserted to themselves the right to board a ship which
is suspected of carrying weapons of mass destruction
and that I think is a serious interference in the law of
the sea and its consistency with the law of the sea is
in doubt at best and so we have still not gone into that
ourselves. The Chinese are the only major country
that has kept away from it but may be only for a short
peorid because of America's aggressive diplomacy is
to become universal soon.

I think I must have gone beyond my 40 minutes
but I would like to say that weapon based security is
a trap into which nation states particularly developing
countries should not fall. We do need to defend
our national security; we do need to maintain our
sovereignty and integrity, but we also have to ensure
that our defense needs are balanced Vis-a-vis our
fundamental social and human security needs and I
think human security is something which developing
countries need to pay more attention to. Fortunately,
Sri Lanka is in a beffer situation than a lot of other
countries in Africa and even Asia because of our
high literacy rate our good health statistics and the
fact that previous governments have had policies that
have helped us to reach an adequate level in human
development.

To get back to the IJN, I think the UN is a
organization that has to balance power based realism;
you have to reconcile that with the norms that we need
to have in order to maintain peace and security in the
world and idealism has to serve the collective security
and the common interests as I said of the people of
192 countries. There is today, with regard to weapons
of mass destruction a new development that is taking
place on the 4th of January next year. The Wall Street
Journal; one of the most conservative newspapers in
the United States published an Opinion piece by messrs
Henry Kiesinger, George Schultz, Sam Nun and Bill
Perry. Now these are people who have either been
Secretaries ofstates ofthe United States or Secretaries
of Defense and they were very important and powerful
men in their times and are still extremely influential
and they wrote a piece in which they advocated the
ending of nuclear weapons and the ending of the
concept of nuclear deterrents. This caused a major
political earthquake in the United States especially in
disarmament circles because for the first time you have
important people in the US community advocating
US disarmament. This was followed shortly after
that by Gorbachev saying the same thing and urtiog
for nuclear disarmament once again to get on to the
agenda. We had then UK's outgoing Foreign Secretary
Margret Becket making a similar statement in June
this year and we take that this is leading to a ground

swell which may help the new administration, not the
present one; to perhaps rethink its attitude towards
negotiating further cuts at least in nuclear weapons.
I have been a member of two important international
commissions which advocated the elimination of
nuclear weapons; one was the Canberra Commission
which was commissioned by the Government of
Australia h 1996 and more recently the Government
of Sweden sponsored Weapons of Mass Destruction
Commission which published its report in June of
last year and which we hope will be implemented. So
there is this rekindling of a vision of a nuclear weapon
free world which may not be such a pie in the sky
after all. Secondly of course, there is the anns trade
treaty which the United Kingdom has proposed and
which is gradually gathering momentum where there
can be some kind of regulation with regard to arms
trade. Now countries like us faced with terrorism are
a little nervous about this arms trade treaty because it
could be turned against us and it could be used as an
instrument to prevent us from getting the amrs that we
need to defend legitimately our national security. But
I think notwithstanding that danger there is a general
impact of trying to bring down the arms trade because
a lot of it is in the black market and we need to control
that black market because it is that black market that
the LTTE can adopt.

Well let me stop there. I am sorry I took longer
than I wanted to but that is because the subject interest
me and I sometimes get carried away.

Thank you.

Discussion:

LCdr Dissanayake - SLN : T&e NpT itself says
that nuclear weapons states may help other countries
to have nuclear technologtfor peaceful purposes. But
if we take a country as lran they say that they use this
nuclear technologtfor peaceful purposes and they have
invited Germany and France to look into that but there
is huge cry in the world that lran is making nuclear
weapons. The United States has signed a nuclear deal
with India which damages the spirit of NpT How do
you view that Sir?

Lecturer: First lets get back to brass tacks. The
Shah of Iran was in charge of Iran's affairs he too had
a plan to have nuclear power for peaceful purposes and
at that stage because he was in bed with the Americans,
the Americans encouraged it but today because we
havb the Ayatollas in charge, in Teheian any move
on the part of Iran to have nuclear power for peaceful

. purposes is opposed by the United States. Now the
questions are why does a country with so much oil
resources need nuclear power. Those questioos wene
not asked when the Shah of Iran was in power. So that
is the US political approach; a hypocritical approach-
AJ the same time we must acknowledge that rte
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Iranians for 17 years have been violating the NpT
and had been enriching uranium without notifying
the International Atomic Energy Agency. That
inconsistency in their obligations towards the NpT has
now been rectified, but it has caused a deep mistrust
in a number of nations beyond the United States and
it is fair therefore for the Iranians to have to go the
extra mile to prove their credentials in wanting to have
nuclear power for peaceful purposes. This is why the
Russians stepped in and said "why don't you allow
us to take the uranium to Russia, enrich it and send
it back to you and under IAEA safeguards you can
develop this". Many proposals have been made but
the Iranians have consistently rejected this. Now Sri
Lanka too finally voted being in the Governing Body
of the IAEA to refer the matter to the Security Council
because every effort on the part of the IAEA to try
to resolve the matter peacefully was unfortunately
robuffed by the IranianS. Now this is also related to the
internat politics within Iran because Ahamedenalad has
come on'a wave of extremism and he is not entirelv of
the same view as his predecessor who was a moderate
man and there are numerous complex currents going
on within Iran and I think he is also posturing so he is
taking up these tuff stances like some of our'chandias'
here against the international community in order to
gain cheap popularity. Now, that's one aspect of the
problem but to go back to the treaty, article 4 is very
clear and that was in fact part of the bargain which I
didn't mention. That is non nuclear weapon states are
entitled to have nuclear power for peaceful purposes
and whether it is peaceful or not will be ascertained by
the IAEA inspectors. But we must look at that article
not in isolation but in its totality and if you have been
suspected ofgaining by cheating on the side then the
people's trust in you is lost and people will begin to
question it. So that's why it's a very complex issue and
one cannot insist on one article only being adhered to
ifthey have not adhered to other fundamental articles of
the treaty which is that you should absolutely renounce
any kind of hint that you were going to acquire nuclear
weapons.

Wg Cdr Amarasinghe: With regard to the UN
playing a leading role in world politics as well as the
US dominating the whole scene, the US wants the
world to act and do what the US wants and not what
the UN wants. What has the UN as a international
organization done in this regard, my next point is, at
present you are dealing with state actors but in case a
non state actor gets possession of WMD what action
will the UN take.

Lecturer: The questions; one is you asked about.
the role of tlie UN in a unipolar world. Well it is a
very restricted role. The fact of the matter is the sole
super power dictates what happens. I can tell you
from personal experience they dictated who should
be Secretary General of the llN. So is the rest of the

world also essentially powerless in such a situation but
I believe the extremist policies of Bush have come to
an end. We know what a disaster they have made in
Afghanistan and in Iraq and now in desperation they
are coming to the LIN and asking the UN to play a
Iarger role in Iraq and the staff of the UN themselves
are up in arms against that because they don't want to
have to be the scavengers ofthe US in that situation. So
you have a situation where there is always going to be
a very tense relationship and that is why multilaterlism
is so important. That is why the emerging Southern
giants China, India, Brazil and South Africa have a
great role to play. They have a great role to play first
of all in economics. There was a brilliant cartoon in
last week's Economist which showed a dam of 1.3
Trillion Dollars in reserves with a Chinese dragon on
it and Uncle Sam at the bottom of the dam saying if
you don't look sharp I will have trade sanctions against
you and the. Chinese dragon says you better get your
swimming suit. That is the reality because the Chinese
have such a hold on the American economy today that
they can destroy the United States. The Indians have so
many American companies loqated in India that it can
paralyze the American economy. So increasingly there
is multi-polarity in the intemational economic field
and before long that will have to translate into multi-
polarity in the international political field. Its true right
now the overwhelming military superiority is with the
United States. As I told you it has the overwhelming
number of nuclear weapons as well as conventional
weapons; they have a conventional superiority; they
are way above all the other counties. Even in NATO
they find it embarrassing to elbow out the other NATO
powers because the NAIO countries are no match.
So we are waiting to see a transition and I think the
UN has to wait for that moment when we can be a
more democratic organization as we were conceived.
Of course the expansion of the Security Council is
another way of getting more perrnanent members,
democratizing the systems of the UN but a lot of
people complain about this but the reality ofAmerican
power today is felt not only in the tIN it is felt even
here in Sri Lanka as well.

Second question; non state actors; yes it is a
very serious problem but as long as the nation states
remains the unit of international politics the non state
actor will be greatly weakened. you have non state
actors ofdifferent kinds. You have the LTTE here; the
Al Queda elsewhere and they are to be combated and
there are about 14 international treaties against that
form ofterrorism and the space that they can occupy is
gradually being restricted there is greater international
cooperation which is essential if we are to combat
terrorism on a global scale and this is gradually being
implemented. But there are also non state actors in
the form of various movements that take place, ideas
that come up and professional associations that are
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important; some of them can be very constructive in
helping towards achieving the UN's aims. But I think
you meant the non-state actor in'the form of a terrorist
group and we can see in some countries that these
terrorists groups have taken over. Somalia is a case in
point. In Sudan we have a very serious problem but
finally throughthe work ofthe international community
we have got some IIN intervention in Darfur and
hopefully the worse excesses that took place there will
be prevented. But again we face this question always
and that was this big uproar in Sri Lanka when my
friend Gareth Evans came to Sri Lanka and talked
about responsibility to protect. He was talking about
a concept that is now widely accepted internationally
because what do you do when there is a impending
Ruanda like genocide or a impending Sebranica, of
course perhaps he stepped beyond his limits when he
talked about the applicability of that concept to Sri
Lanka today. But globally if you get a situation where
there is going to be genocide, what can the tIN do if
that country itself is unable to act because it is a failed
state? That's the essence ofthe responsibility to protect
doctrine.

Lt. Cdr Miranda: The Government of India has
given their approval to the Sethu Samudrant Canal
Project and they are also establishing a nuclear plant
150 KM off Tutikorin. Whatb your view on this and
how will it affect regional security?

Leceturer: Well, firstly I thinkthe Sethu Samudran
Canal excavation and the development is a subject
matter for bilateral consultations and in my time when
I went to India with delegations from here Manmohan
Singh acknowledged the need for consultation but
as we know political agreements with India are not
always implemented at the bureaucratic level because
the bureaucracy oflndia very successfully ensure that
their bullying tactics against neighbours continues. So
we have to ensure that there is consultation. We have
ourselves internally done our consultations amongst
the various agencies who are involved and who have
acknowledged this matter. Quite apart from Tutikorin
even the nuclear station in Kalpanam also has a direct
impact on us. Now if you go to Geneva today you
will find placards about a French nuclear station not
far away and the Swiss agitating about it all the time.
This happens also with regard to Turkey and Greece
where their nuclear stations are in close proximity of
each other for the peaceful uses of nuclear power but
accidents such as what happened in Chernobyl and
what happened recently in.Japan can happen in spite
of these countries having very sophisticated systems
of preventing accidents. So we must ourselves be vpry
cautious about this and we must demand of the Indians
first at the bilateral level but ifwe reach no satisfaction
at the bilateral level we rnust take it up in international
fora and bring to the attention of the world that we are
in a very vulnerable situation . What are the safeguards

that the Indians are going to have to prevent an
accident from happening? Recently in Japan there was
an earthquake which caused the shutdown ofa nuclear
power reactor. Now that can happen in India as well.
I don't know how prone South India is to earthquakes
but there could be other natural disasters but more
likely due to human error. Bhopal was caused by human
error. Although the Indians are highly advanced today
and it is at world standards, sometimes at lower levels
there can be mistakes made. So I think we have every
right to know what safety precautions have been taken
in these nuclear installations.

AVM Lal Perera : Siryou touched slightly during
your talk about weapons in space, one day the person
who controls space will control world and you said
at present there are no weapons placed in space but
I feel at some point or the other the powers who are
able to get into space will try to have control over of
space as well. What is the mechanism now or what is
the mechanism in thefuture the UN propose to put in
place to see that some sort ofweapon is not parachuted
into space?

Lecturer: You are quite right that the power that
captures space can have fulI spectrum dominance ofthe
world and indeed that is the aspiration of the US. They
have stated it in btack and white. There is a document
of the US mititary which was revealed about l0 years
ago where they sought dominance of space and this is
particularly why the Americans are resisting all efforts
by the international community to have a treaty to
prevent an arrns race in outer space and they say there
is no arms race today so why do you want to prevent
something that is not there? But there is a 1967 treaty
on outer space which unfortunately not many countries
have adhered to. But it does specifically prevent
nuclear weapons being placed in outer space. Now
that does not mean that other weapons; conventional
weapon cannot be placed there. As it is of course you
know that ICBMs pass through space orbits beyond
the geostationary orbit, but what is important is that
nothing has so far been placed on a pennanent basis in
space and as long as that happens we are in reasonably
good shape. Now what we need to do is of course to
develop public opinion and raise awareness about this.
Unfortunately it has still not happened but the only
way in which it can be prevented is through the US
administration itself having curbs placed on it within
the domestic political system of the United States and
Congress. I must say is one of those bodies, especially
now, that it has a majority of democrats has prevented
for example money being spent on the ballistic missile
system, although they are going ahead with it in stages;
at the same time we had to prevent space weapons
being developed and this is still some years away and
we have time to do it but we must not be complacent
either.
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Brig. Sri Mudannayake: There are so many
treaties, conventiow and regimes to control nuclear
weopons and space based weapons but I am very
skeptical about the success of total disarmament. In
your view Siti with your experience are you optimistic
about total disarmament at least in the foreseeable
future, say in this century orwill theworld have to live
with the continuing saga of rearmament.

Lecturer: Diplomats are incorrigible optimists
and we have to be optimists in order to function in this
world I think. One definition of an optimist is that he
is an educated realist also, but I think we have taken a
number of steps and progressed. We will never have
total disannament as I told you it was not the objective
of the UN either to achieve a total elimination of all
weapons, but if you look at the nuclear weapons
category in 1962 President John F Kennedy had a
nightmare vision which is spelt out in a speech, that
in 20 years from the time he was talking o{ there
would be 25 nuclear weapons states in the world.
He thought it was inevitable but we don't have 25,
we have much less - we have 8 or possibly 9 and the
number of weapons also have greatly reduced from the
50,000 odd that existed during the cold war. So that
is some progress. Of course we are not satisfied with
that progress- We need to progress further but we also
haven't had a nuclear exchange and I think its entirely
because of our luck; If that happens as Arthur Clerk
has predicted, then alone will the UN and the world
get rid of nuclear weapons. I don't think we should
wait for that and that is the situation. So we have made
incremental steps but to make a dramatic step I think it
would take a long time. But again we have eliminated
some categories of weapons. For example the INF
treaty eliminated an entire category ofnuclear weapons
of a certain range. Like that we have eliminated
landmines, we may not have eliminated it in Sri Lanka,
but in countries that have signed the treaty its use has
been eliminated. So I wouldn't be so pessimistic in
not looking for the perfect world. Look at Costa Rica,
they do not even have an anny, Iceland doesn't have
an anny. Now getting to that situation will take a long
time, that's a kind of utopian situation but a practical
situation where you can have collective security with
diminished reliance on weaponry for security and more
emphasis on security in terms of economic, health and
food I think would be possible and I think that is the
normative system that the UN has established.

AVM AB Sosaz Coming closer to home in recent
times we have had fficials from the UN coming to
Sri Lanka and making statements detrimental to our
country. Now we are aware of the horrendous human.
rights violations that are occurring in lraq and in
Afghanistan. Has the UN ever toldthe USA or England
that they are wrong?

Lecturer: It has. It has over and over again and I
am amazed at the number of my countrymen who ask
me this question "why only us". If you go back to the
records ofthe IJN there have been resolutions adopted
in human rights commissions condemning Israel,
and condemning so many countries. There have been
statements made by the Secretary General condemning
American atrocities in Abu Gharaib , in Guantanamo,
it has condemned what the British did in Northern
Ireland. So there has been a very consistent record of
applying norms because norms ifthey are to be credible,
they got to be applied equally. Now you might say that
the United States is not condemning certain countries.
What about our allies in Saudi Arabia? There is no
democracy in Saudi Arabia; they don,t talk about that
they only condemn the lack of democracy in Cuba.
Yes, countries do that selectively because of their
political stances, but not the tIN. When you talk of the
UN you talk about a very complex institution. They
are the member states who act collectively through
resolutions and resolutions speak if they are majority
resolutions for the majority of the members states. The
Secretary General speaks on behalf of the Secretariat
and the Secretary General got into big trouble when
he said in a BBC interview that the US intervention
in Iraq was illegal because it contravened the charter
and the Americans never forgave him for that. So there
have been occasions when the UN has spoken the truth
fearlessly with regard to countries that have applied
the same standard for everybody. Children in arms
conflict; how many times statements have been issued
bythe UN condemning the LITE's recruitmentof child
soldiers - numerous times. But when it is directed at
Karuna and when the Government is an ally of Karuna
temporarily, then of course we protest. I think this is
why we have to also be balanced in the way in which
we react to some of these situations. We always want
the world to be on our side when sometimes some of our
actions; are condemned by the UN we have to defend
Sri Lanka I had to defend Sri Lanka,s human rights in
one of its worst periods after 1983. I was in the eye
of the storm in Geneva representing Sri Lanka in the
old Commission of Human Rights and we defended
Sri Lanka not by saying that you had no right to apply
these human rights instruments which we ourselves
have signed and what you are saying is not true; why
don't you go to Saudi Arabia or somewhere else. But
we said it was an aberration that occurred when mob
violence took place in Sri Lanka; this was not an act of
the Government; we are ready to work with you and
we worked constructively with other countries and
as a consequence we did not have one condemnatory
resolution in the Commission of Human Rights during
the time I was Ambassador and India was at that time
against us until 1987 when they signed the Indo-
Sri Lanka Accord and as you know India is a very
powerful opponent to have in an international forum
because they have about 160 missions abroad and we
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have only 45 andyet we competed with them and we
were able to meet the challenge. So, the way to go about
our interaction with the international community and
the tIN in a constructive way and try to be diplomatic
about it; not to call them whatever the names that we
called then and to say that they are in the .pay, ofthe
LTTE is not the way in which Sri Lankans traditionally
behave, quite apart from civilized diplomatic discourse.
I am talking about our traditions.

Vote ofThanks proposed by Gen J E D perera:
Founder President AFRFRO

I consider it a great privilege to propose the Vote
of thanks on this occasion, especially because I have
worked with Dr. Jayantha Dhanapala at the Sri Lanka
High Commission in UK under Mr. G p Malalasekera
the High Commissioner at that time. All of us here are
aware of the excellent work done by you at the llN as

the Under Secretary General for Disarmament Affairs.
We thank you very much for accepting our invitation
to come and address this gathering.

Your lecture on "tIN and Disarmament,,was very
educative and I have no doubt that all ofus especially
the serving officers would have benefited immensely.
This was clearly demonstratedby the array of questions
asked by the serving officers.

On behalf of ARFRO I once again wish to
express our sincere thanks to you. I also take this
opportunity to thank the three Service Commanders
for releasing officers to attend this lecture and the
Colonel Commandant and the Commanding Officer
of SLCMP for their assistance to conduct thil lecture.
I also wish to extend our thanks to the Army Signal
Brigade Commander for providing the public Address
system and the recording facilities. Thank vou.
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CHALLENGES OF PEACE BUILDING
by

Dn. (Mns.) Raua MeNr
(Presentation for ARFRO onl lth Deceraber 2007)

Introduction By: Major General y Balaret,arajah Vice president ARFRO
Ladies and Gentlement ; we have this evening Dr. Rama Mani Executive Director ofthe Internatiortal
Centre for Ethnic studies (ICES) who wili be speaking to us ot1 challenges of peace Building.Before coming to Sri Lanka, she has served as a Director at the Geneya Centrefor Securie policy
(GCSP) where she was involvecl in training of Diplomats, Military olJtcers, poticy ntakers andPractitioners from Governments ancl Intentational organizations oiou,rd the word.

As an established international scholar and practitiotter, Dr. Mani has pubtished, taught andprovided policy advice on global security, peace building, conflict prevention, justice and the ruleof law in diverse contexts. she is the authoi of Beyond Ritributlon.i seeking Justice in the shadowsofwar and numerous journar articres and biok ihapters on these ,uii"rtr.
She was the senior strateg)) Aclvisor to lhe Centre for humanitarian policy and conflict medition.

Form 1999 to Decentber 2001, she worked with oxfanx (GB) in Africa. As oxfam s Africa strategymanaget based in uganda, she led a continent-wide campaign on humanitarian and developme*tcrises' war and illicit economies in the Aftican co.ntinent. Previously, as oxfant s Regional policy
co-ordinator for the Horn of Africa based in Ethiopia, she developed policies and programmesaddressi,g regional conflict dlt,antics, the arms trade, and conflict early warnittg.

Front 1992 to 1995' she worked with the Comntission on Global goyernance in Ge,eva as theirsenior External Relations olfcer, and managed the global launi of their report, ,,our GlobalNeighbourhood" (oxford: ouP, 1gg5).,qs i Fettow of the watson'Foundation in l989/90, sheittvestigated intmigratiort and political nxovemetlts in Algeria and France, in collaboration withnon-proft and goventntent agencies, and scholars.

In art honourary capaciQ Dr. Mani is a Council meruber of the world Future Couttcil; a BoardMember of the Intentational Peace Institute at the historlic Biblioteca Alexandria (AlexandriaLibrary) in Egypt| ort tl'te Advisory board of the gtobat Facilitatiort NetworkJbr securitv Refornt(GFN-SSR), UK; a ntetnber of the Editorial Board of the acclaimed Journal Globat Gove,tartce;and on the Advisory Board ofTransitional Justice (Belgiunt).

She has also servedpreviously on the Cotutcil of the humanitarian organization, Getteva Call, o,the Board o.f Directors of theAcaclentic Council on the Llnited Natioits system (1999-2001), as asteering Committee Memberfor the world Civil society con"ference (Montreal in December lggg).She is a permanent elected ntentber o.f the Llnion of Internaiional Associations ((JIA).

A French national and an Indian overseas citizen, Dr. Mani holds a ph.D. in political Science
from the University of Cambridge, U.K., and M.A. in Internatiortal AlJitirs from Johns HopkinsLlniversity, usA and a B.A. in Political sciencc and Frertch Literatur) from Bryn Mawr College,USA. without furthur ado I wiil request her to deriver her recture.
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Ladies and Gentlemen I have been closely
associated with the anled forces and many of
them like possibly some of you now or in the past
or definitely in the future were coming back frorl
extremely challenging peace operations in Iraq, in
Guatemala, in Iran, in Afghanistan, and in Haiti. So its
really a delight for me to be here. I should also mention
that tl.re Deputy Director of my course was a retired
Colonel frorl the British Anny and I useci to say that
it would require Switzerland that rrutual countty to
bring together a woman of Indian origin who is a

civilian with a military officer from the UK and get us
to work together in putting together this cause which
actually worked brilliantly. He did all the hard stuff all
the exercises in the book and I did the academic stuff
and it was a great cause.

What I wanted to do today is to reflect a little bit
" on some of tl.re lessons of peace building or peace

keeping, for after all wirat has happened over the past
15 to 17 years since the end of the cold war we i.rad
tl.rese nice distinctions there was peace making where
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you had the LIN Secretary General or his special
envoys or other statesmen making a peace and they
actually did get something called a peace agreement or
some kind of consensus amongst the parties and then
you had peace keeping which was a very dignified,
neat, clear affair where troops with a clear mandate to
enforce the peace or to keep the two sides apart or
to observe a certain truce would be in place and then
you had finally after 1992the emergence of something
called "peace building" which from the beginning
was more messy because it was a process of trying
to put back a country on its feet which had fallen
apart over years, sometimes decades of war. Now the
reality is, since 1992 all these clear distinctions have
become overlapping and mixed and what we have got
surprisingly is, a situation with troops on the ground
in peace keeping missions actually undertaking a very
challenging task of building a country not simply
keeping two forces apart; not simply maintaining a

truce, but actually getting deeply involved in political
activities like trying to re-train a military or police
force; trying to prevent a relapse into violence and

naturally what we have is a situation where anything
between 23o/o and 50o/o of situations where you have
had a peace agreement and where you have a country
which has emerged from war; relapses into war in the
first 5 to l0 years of the so called peace process or
the peace building experience and in the middle you
have a peace keeping missions and peace operations
which are caught up in the quagmire. We have now
evolving forms of peace operations with extremely far
reaching mandates; extremely onerous responsibilities
and obviously they are faced on a daily basis with
challenges and with dilemmas. On our way back a few
weeks ago from a conference we had on peace building
with LIN experts from the Peace Building Commission
as well as academic experts and what we were realizing
is something that I have been writing on for about 17

years is that, it points to the fact that this is a field full
of dilemmas and what we first need to do is understand
the dilemmas, understand what causes them so that we
might be better able to deal with them the next time
around knowing that unfortunately life keeps changing.
So what we think is a solution to a dilemma today may
not be the solution to the dilemma tomorrow; which
again might explain why we so frequently encounter
difficulties, relapses or unsuccessful peace missions
that take place in the world.

So, what one could say is that the challenges to
peace keeping and peace building today after many
years since the establishment of the United Nations and

especially in the last 17 years since the end ofthe cold
war are huge; the task is daunting and what I wanted
to do today is actually reflect on one particular case

because it is a bit of a microcosm and pullout frorn
there both the dilernrnas, the challenges and sonie of
the possible lessons we could leam. Which country am

I going to focus today "Haiti"? - why'should I choose
to focus on Haiti because from the beginning of this
mission in 2004 there were something like 750 Sri
Lankan troops stationed over there. They have gone
through all the ups and downs that Haiti has witnessed.
Here we have this far away island about which we had
very little knowledge sitting over in Sri Lanka. Well it
has truly been a concert of the intemational community
where when I last visited in September 2005 for
instance I saw many of the same faces; the same peace
keepers; the same civilian Heads of Mission in the
UN; some of the same NGO people who were there 10

years ago and had come in the first years ofthe peace
keeping mission in 1994 trying to restore the police
and trying to rebuild a peace. So it's a case where we
can draw a lot of lessons of what the challenges are,
what the dilemmas are and how we move forward. I
will be talking about the case of Haiti and what is it
about Haiti that has made it such an interesting case;
a case we can learn from for peace keeping and peace
building.

What I find most interesting about Haiti is if we
look at this mission in which Sri Lanka was involved,
a very important move for Sri Lanka because it was
as I understand with the coming of the ceasefire
agreement that for the first time that Sri Lanka could
get involved in this role in sending troops in very
large numbers on a foreign peace keeping mission was

- to Haiti. Actually many of the lessons that we had
learnt painfully over the experience of peace keeping
and peace building were applied. So the lessons were
applied and the question is did they back fire? were
they wrongly applied? What went wrong? Let me then
talk about some of the lessons which were learnt and
applied. One thing that the UN and the international
community including the two contributing countries
and the country thatpay for peace keeping operations
had leamt through bitter experience is to have enough
troops on the ground. Don't say "go and stop the
genocide in Haiti" and send 50 people or 100 or a

1000. So, in Haiti for a very small country with just
eight million population a very generous amount of
troops were sent out. The original UN Security Council
Mission Resolution 15.42 on the 30m April 2004 had
contributed 6700 troops and in addition 1622 civilian
police. A very sizable number if you think about the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) where foryears
forces on the ground, civil society organizations on the
ground were saying "we have to increase the troop
numbers. Look at this country it is almost the size of
most of Europe and a few troops running around in the
Peace Operation trying to bring about peace". Its great
that we had robust size of troops. Secondly, what we
had learnt very much was the failure or success of a

rnission depends on how strong the mandate is what
we called a "robust mandate". We found that too often
you would throw in peace keeping troops; very well
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trained from excellent institutions and countries around
the world and they would be told to go out there and
basically take care of your own compounds. You were
not allowed to actually intervene to stop violence; you
were not given the kind of mandate that would actually
allow you to make a difference in that situation. (Very
often Chapter VI Mandate.) So what did you have in
Haiti? You had a Chapter VII Mandate which actually
was saying from the very beginning that you were
there to actually restore peace and security. The third
big lesson of the peace keeping and peace building
community; is that everything depends on leadership.
You had some missions which were huge successes
because of a special representative of the Secretary
General (SRS) who heads the peace keeping operation
was someone who had fantastic personal commitment,
charisma, ability, skills and the leadership and, usually
a 'he' in 99o/o of the cases (there was only one SRS
chief who was a woman in Burundi) so he managed to
both inspire, the troops, inspire the UN presence and
the local population and the local leaders. In this case
the UN recognized that there was a very strong leader
the Chilean Huan Val Des who was very strongly
recognized and respected in the country

The other big lesson of peace keeping is that
everything depends on local ownership. If you don't
have the local leaders, the local population, the local
forces who believe in what you are doing and own
the process you will fail. That is what Afghanistan
has taught us, that's what Kosovo taught us and here
in Haiti that was applied. So from the very beginning
the mandate of the mission said that you had to work
with the local population and that the ownership is in
their hands. So that is a lot; four major lessons of the
experience ofpeace keeping and peace building which
were applied and you had yet again the UN with a
very robust force going into a country where from
the beginning they hit hurdle after hurdle and faced
dilemma after dilemma. So let me point out some of
the dilemmas. I have identified each dilemma and
what might be the lessons from them for the future.

Sri Lanka now being an active contributor to
peace keeping missions should thinks about its future
role; and keep in mind the very valuable lessons leamt
as it plans its own contribution. First one; should one
send troops or the police? Now as I said in Haiti it
was a wonderful decision; for the first time a robust,
strong peace force with enough troops were sent. Also
for the first time there was a sizable police cornponent.
The problem was the situation in Haiti was actually
a situation of war where you needed people from the
armed forces. The fact was on the ground what you
had was something like riots, unrest, criminal violence,
drug dealing; a lot of political violence which was.
primarily occurring in towns. Now, if you think about
Haiti and you think about the areas where most of the
violence was occurring which was in tiny little slums

a

in narrow passages and if you picture some of your
colleagues who had huge equipment on their backs;
the physical reality was even if you were sent into one
ofthese neighborhoods you couldn't even turn around.
If one of the civilians, one of the warlords, a gang or a
criminal element attacked you, if a child grabbed you
from the back you couldn't turn around in those narrow
foot paths. So there was the physical limitation which
resulted in many casualties there was also a sense that
what was needed was police skills to deal with this
kind of violence. In fact some felt that having so many
troops might have militarized the situation more than
it needed to be. So what it means is it may be about
the right composition and the right mix of the kinds of
troops that you send out.

The second one I mentioned earlierwas the Chapter
VII Mandate; excellent in most cases to be able to have
that robust strong mandate which actually gives you
the authority to act. But what happened on the ground
and people noticed was, that even though they had this
robust mandate the forces on the ground acted in a way
as if they had a ChapterVl mandate. They were not out
on the streets preventing the violence and what actually
happened was, immediately after the arrival of the
troops in September 2004 there was actually a sharp
escalation of violence. May be it was; the criminal and
political elements on the ground testing the strength
of the peace keeping troops; as to whether they will
react, or not what will they do; let's see; let,s provoke
them a little bit but what the peace keeping troops were
trying to do was to maintain restraint and think about
what their move should be. Now what happened quite
quickly thereafter within ayear - by June of 2005 was
an even more robust UN Security Council Resolution
was passed which actually actively urged the troops to
go out there and be more involved in bringing about
peace. Immediately after this Resolution was passed
in 2005 June the troops started going out, going into
the toughest neighborhood, patrolling, doing joint
patrols with the local police and you saw a sharp
reduction in violence. Excellent! The problem was
for many people who had started associating the UN
Mission with what they had seen in the beginning; had
a hard time adjusting to the change and changing their
perception. So, if one does get a Chapter VII Mandate
the important thing is to immediately start acting upon
it on the ground. It needs to show how strong, how
united, how clear the UN Peace Mission is about its
mandate and about its role. So its just not to have a
Chapter VII Mandate but to act on it.

The third point was; do we want inclusion or do we
want impunity? Now what was very remarkable was
is from the beginning the Peace Keeping Mission had
been told through its Mandate that what you need to
do is to try to include all the political parties who have
eschewed violence.. So as long as the political parties
shows (even if it is now out of the political process,)
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itself as willing to give up violence and participate in
a political process try to include them. So what the
Peace Keeping Force tried to do from the beginning
is try to build some kind of dialogue and some basis
for inclusion of Lavala,s parfy which was the party of
Jean-Bertrand Aristide who was the once a democrat
become autocratic leader who flnally had to flee the
country because ofthe violence. So they tried to include
Lavalas in their work. A very good thing in theory to
do. Unfortunately, the problem was the perception
on the ground each time the peace keeping mission
included the party of Jean-Bertrand Aristide they
thought that the peace keeping mission was granting
impunity to the people who they felt had done a lot
of harm in their country who were responsible for the
violence and who were responsible for the chaos in the
country. So the goal was .inclusion,, 

the perception;
the impact it had on the people r,r,as that the UN was
actually defending those who had acted with impunity
and that the UN does not stand for accountability. So
the lesson is that inclusion is good but how can you
act in ways that makes it very clear that they have zero
tolerance of impunity; what you are seeking to do is
not just give full discretionary power to people who
are known to be against peace, against democracy or
against the rule of law and human rights.

The next very, very difficult dilemma that was
faced in Haiti was the relationship with the Haitian
National Police. Was the peace keeping troops there
as a mentor to guide the Haitian National police or
were they partners in crime rvith the Haitian National
Police. Let me give you a background on this. Some of
you may knorv about this, earlier in the pre- Aristide
days when you had the dictator Devalle there r.r,as
unlike the institutions we have in Sri Lanka, in much
of South Asia; even in most of Latin America an
extremely organized, institutionalized armed forces
with the distinct divisions completely separate under
the Ministry of Defense; and completely different
from the Police. In Haiti you had just one motley crew
where they change uniforms from time to time, but in
fact the Police was responsible for intemal security,
internal law and order whereas the armed forces were
responsible for external security and defending national
security. What happened when Aristide came in 1994
was he completely disbanded the security forces and
a new Haitian National police was created with huge
amounts of money from the international community
infact was one of the biggest shames. I remernber rvhen
I rvas doing work in this area \vriting papers, writing m-v
Ph.D. at that time in the late 90s the Haitian National
Police was 'flaged' as one.of the great success stories
of peace building. Many of the best writers, analyst,
police offers said there is one thing rve have done right;
is in disbanding the security forces, it was one of thd
best things rve did. Fast forw,ard the situation since
2004 and actually you have a secu.ity vacuum and in

t

fact the very Haitian National police who had been
trained with a lot of international aid were the very
people who committed acts of iurpunity the human
rights abuses and were responsible for the situation and
chaos.in the country. So when the peace keeping force
came in and according to their mandate were supposed
to rvork together with the Haitian National police and
provide them supervision and mentoring, you would
often see troops patrolling together *ittr the Haitian
National Police, mentoring them, telling them how to
do things right; but the people ,u* orri international
peace keepers as accomplices ofthose people who they
knew as the miscreants in their society, Oefenaing ana
protecting and further strengthening the police rather
than thinking what they are trying to do is to correct
the behavior ofthe police. The otherproblem ofcourse
is you all know that you as an officers of the armed
forces; you are not trained in policing duties. What the
policemen do is something totally different. So if one
sees armed offrcers; senior officers out with the police,
again creates a blurring of the distinction which we
need in a society building peace between intemal law
and order, and extemal security. So, the intention was
very good, the plan was good but in effect what it led
to was quite different and created a deep dilemma. The
other issue which links to that is the whole question of
what to do with the military. As I said Haitino longer
had any military. So what should be done? Should you
go back to what existed before it had been discredited?,
or create an entirely new military? But then how can
you prevent that from becoming u,hat it had been in the
past. So on the one hand you have a security vacuum
and on the other hand you don,t have a very clear idea
of what you \,\,ant, to move forward. So a Uig question
mark for the international community and in" p"u""
keepers who are interlocutors. So, do we want to go
back to the status quo or do we want, to use this new
field of security sector reform to create something
which responds to the real needs of security of Haiti
and if so how would you do that and what would that
be.

A couple of other dilemmas, one which becomes
clear from many of the things that I have said is,
perception matters i.e. what people on the ground see,
because UN Peace Keepers with their blue helmets
are so visible and also because in every situation there
is so much hope pinned by the local population on
the these international forces from o.ourd the world
who r.vill protect them, who will restore their country
to peace. So perception, ie what people think matters
very much. In that cofltext when you look at a peace
mission rvhich cost an enormous amount of money and
you look at what irnpact it has on the local pop.rturion
you can imagine what people start thinking. A lot of
people for example that I had talked to ln Uaiti rvould
say "well what we know is that rve heard that this
mission cost about 500 million Dollars a year. What
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we want to know is how are we benefiting from it, are
we getting our livelihood, are we going to have better
lives and more secure lives and secondly is this to mean
that we won't get 500 million Dollars in development
assistance, in help for r.vater or for help we really need".
So this led to a perception that the UN Mission was
very good but it was too expensive for poor countries
like ours. So, the lesson is that perception matters and
rvhat you do about the cost of a UN mission and how
you seem to have an impact on the ground is extremely
important.

The seventh dilemma; what role should the UN
really play in these societies which have really been
devastated. Should the UN and the international
community play a role of being the Trustees like we
did in Kosovo? ln fact a lot of people who landed in
Haiti were the former Mayor of Pristina, the former
Head of the Civil Administration or a province in
Sudan. So they have been in the Kosovo and Sudan
missions rvith the Ur-t serving in senior roles and they
have rnoved over like many of the troops did fromthat
mission to this one or rather should they go back to
this concept of local ownership. like in Afghanistan
where the local people were placed in the driving seat
and all that the international community and the peace
keeping mission rvould do is just facilitate that role.
Now vi,hat we kflow is there isn't any easy answer. In
Afghanistan there were no UN troops on the ground.
The only troops were the NAIO troops and US troops.
I spent a good amount of time in Af-ehanistan way
back in 2003 and some of you may have more recent
experience. But what does one do between those two?
Do you go for local ownership? But often in situations
like in Afghanistan where the local leaders don't have
the strength, the authority, the reach and the leverage
to be able to use that local ownership and exert some
kind of stabilizing influence or do you go for a Trustee
situation where the local people feel completely
rnarginalized, moved out and they say what about us,
we should be crafting the future of our country. ln Haiti
what was done was a bit of a mix. It wasn't quite local
ownership though all the language in our resolution
said so because the local ownership was very weak and
despite that the iocal population felt that the big boys
had come again to boss us around and we don't.like
this. So. it was first to be a Trusteeship even tholgh
the language that rvas used; the approach that u,as used
was one of local ownership.

The last one is; the role of the Lrl'i, the peace
operation and the peace keeping troops. Are they there
to restore security to bring about reconciliation and
consolidate peace. that goes really to the heart of the
very definition and objectives of peace building. The
iclea of peace building is tliat it is a process rvliich is
meant to prevent the relapse into violence and at the
sarne time nleant to consolidate peace. So what you
are doing is you are trying tit stop people frorn fighting

and you are trying to stop them from having reasons to
want to fight again. So you have to be putting in place
are processes, institutions, reforms, and rebuilding
relationships which would need them '"!,ant to stop
fighting. At the same time you have to look around
and see that weapons have left their hands and how
you can take those guns out oftheir hands and have a
cessation of hostilities. In that sense again the dilemma
in Haiti was they understood those who were crafting
the mission and those on the ground understood the
need to balance the two. You had to have the two at
the same time and therefore in the mandate, there
was a great emphasis put on reconciliation and on
consolidation. But in actual fact what happens in every
single mission you get on the ground, there is so much
volatility so much insecurity and you get caught up in
just responding and trying to prevent insecurity and
you forget that your goal from the beginning was to
try to lay the foundation for consolidation. One could
think about what happened in this country with the
CFA where the idea was; this is the first step; without
this first step we cannot talk about u p"u"" process,
but if you don't start talking about the substance of a
peace procEss, obviously because of the siruadon on
the ground where there are violations of the ceasefire
then you got neither. You got a ceasefire which begins
to weaken and a rise in insecurity but you don't have
the consolidation which could prevent that frorn really
scuttling the peace. So a similar situation emerged in
Haiti. What does this mean and I hope that its clear
from the eight dilemmas that I have pulled out that
even though I was talking about Haiti as a case study
which I thought would be interesting in the context of
the discussions of the role of Sri Lanka now in that
mission. These are really dilemmas for all of the peace
keeping and peace building community. These are
dilemmas for every country that is involved in sending
its own troops, pulling out valuable trained soldierg
the best trained people from each of the armed forces
and sending them out there to work with completc
strangers in an unfamiliar environnent, often in a,
language they don't know or understad as was the cas
in Haiti. I am sure many of you don't speak either,
Kriol or French and it would not have been an easy
situation to be in. 

i

So u,hat recommendations; what lessons for thc{
future could be drarvn. Let me quickly draw eight. 

I
First; What is really needed if one looks at this'

challenge of horv you bridge the gap between Trustee
and local ownership. The international community
taking over and the international community simply
hancling over irresponsibly in a situation where you,
might not have legitimate people ou the grouncl who
represent the wishes of their local population who
have the trust. who have the authority ancl wlro have
tl.re experience and credibility. What we need is a nerv
mechanisrn and a new approach. The international

i
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community has to think about rvhat might this
mechanism be that bridges neither a complete colonial
approach nor is it hands free, you do what you like we
are just here to fill in the gaps approach which is much
more crafted to the local situation.

Second; the composition of UN peace operations
need not be rigid. In each case think about not just
7500 troops but do rve actually need 3500 troops and
3500 police officers and within those 3500 troops w,hat
do we really need. Do we need more people from the
Air Force because that is actually the kind of skills
that are going to be required; do we need more people
not just with ground experience but with ground
experience in dealing with guerilla type warfare, in
dealing with insurgency, in dealing with street riots; if
you are sending them to a situation like in Haiti where
there are lots of nafural disaster makes very good sense
to use Sri Lankan soldiers who have been out there
dealing with disasters in this situation or Pakistani
soldiers who r+,ere involved in the earthquake. So think
about the composition of the mission and not just the
number.

Third; The cost efflectiveness andthe visible irnpact.
\Ve know that every UN Mission cost a lot of money.
Troops cost money and they cost a lot more if they are
in a foreign country with the need to set up shop aud be
operational. So its very impoftant how we think about
what the cost is, rvays in which rve can reduce that
cost if possible without compromising on efficiency
and operability and also think ahout the visible irnpact
on the local population. Of course that doesn't simply
mean winning hearts and minds as was done by the
alliance forces in Afghanistan because people see

through that. But what could be the kind of things that
will have an impact on the ground. I remember one
case from Haiti which was, one of the police forces
were deployed in an arca which had becorne a haven
for criminals so they deployed troops to control the
violence and employed the police to deal with the
criminals, this was more popular and immediately that
changed notjust the dynamics in that area and reduced
crime and violence it also meant that people could get
together because there was open space that was clean
norv but also immediately raised tl"re respect and trust
that the population had for those peace keepers.

Four; narrow and don't rviden social inequalities.
Again going back to the question of cost, if a country
where the population is arvare that you have a mission
that would cost a billion Dollars whereas you realize
that the donors are thinking whether to give you 50
million Dollars or 100 million Dollars in vital aid
to suppoft your poorest people, it creates a sense of
equality. Furthermore, horv can the peace keeping
mission and the troops act in a rvay that doesn't r.Viden

inequality u,hich already exists rvithin society because
inequality' is social injustice within groups that leads
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to a sense of grievance which ultimately leads o
conflict.

Fifth; Dii,ersify and local ownership. I think this is
something really imporlant for us to think about in Sri
Lanka both involvement not only in external cases of
peace operations but also in terms of what might happen
with the peace process. There is often a thinking that;
(there is a code word now) u,e need local ownership
but the international community; -I know this by bein_e

deeply involved in peace building debates; -haven't
thought about what that means. Local ownership by
whom, of what, do you mean simply local ownership
because you have six of the most influential and rvell
armed Afghan warlords who are involved, but the
local population doesn't think that's local ownership
because they don't respect those people. But do you
mean local orvnership that you go after some village
and get some sort ofa panchayat system and you say
that's local ownership. That's not good either. So how
can you diversiff and give meaning to local ownership
to get a whole range of people from different sectors
including the politicians, including the armed forces,
including the business community. civil society,
women's groups all in their respective areas so that all
ofsocielv can feel as part ofthe process and conkibute
their relevant expertise.

Sixth; Security Sector refoms. You know that
this has become the big buzz word with donors and
hence the key priority in each peace keeping mission.
But you should know rvhat it really means in each
situation. What are the actual needs of security in a
situation; how can you define those and come up with
armed forces and a police force that fulfill those needs.
Not just having some kind of arbitrary targets and a
budget u,hich may not be appropriate for that country
and having oommon elements of accountability and
the rule of law.

Seventh; Communication. This is something that
the IlN. and the intemational community is notably
bad at. It doesn't always find a way to communicate
its message in local languages to the people. Indeed
it's a problem the IIN had even without having a peace
keeping rnission over here. So its very important the IJN
recognizes that but ifpeace keepers themselves should
take it up and communicate to the local population;
as to what you're doing, why you are doing it. what it
costs, what the impact is; is really important.

Lastly. coming back to the point I made earlier, of
dilemma this needs to be recognized, it is not a simple
'either' 'or'there is a dual objective and it is very
diilcult to pursue the two at the same time, you need
security but at the same time you need reconciliation
and consolidation and that rvould prevent at everv point
in time these dilemmas - do I do this rvhich rvould stop
the violence right now or do I do this which will ensure
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that the violence does not start again and the fact that
you need to do both every time you recognize the
dilemmas and find the trade offs and avoid violence
betu,een them.

So, that was my quick overview drawing on the
case of Haiti but really in a sense drawing on what we
have leamt from the peace building and peace keeping
community over the last l5 to 20 years, especially since
1989 at the end of the cold war. I would be delighted
if we could discuss some of these, issues and some of
them may be a bit challenging or controversial and

obviously you as serving and retired servicemen have
far more experience on the nitty-gritty of such matters
so what I would enjoy most of all is to learn from you
some of your experiences, your comments and lessons
to share.Thank you very much.

Discussion:

Major Gen. Balaretnarajah: I will do the ltonours
by asking Dr Mani v'hat the dilference is between in
Chapter VI and VII of rhe mandate.

Lecturer: I very often travel with the UN Charter
which I should have really done on this occasion,
where I could have read the paragraph which explains
this. The main differences really is in the terms some
of you may know, the exact wordings of the two.
Chapter VI is not a strong mandate and Chapter VII
is really the mandate which enables you, in a robust
fashion to actually enforce the peace. Chapter VI for
example deals with monitoring, observing, creating a

stable environment but it doesn't go as far as allowing
you to actually take action to enforce the peace. That's
the primary difference. For anything to be done under
Chapter VII the Security Council has to establish that
it is a threat to international peace and security. Hence,
it requires a forceful collective action to counter that
threat and therefore it gives a lot more powers to the
mission

Majol Gen. Mike Silva: Madam, the United
Nations Peace Mission when it comes to a country
obviousl-r'they request to meet the governntent, or nxay

be even beJbre they come and when the United Nation.s
mission comes to strch a country and the.firm policies
are explained to them and they Jind that the actual
violence that is taking place is by an indigenous group
of that country going against that Go,-ernment what
is 1,ou, notrrron,

Lecture: That's a very good question. The first
thing is that things are changing rapidly but the idea,

the concept tiom the beginning was a peace keeping
mission, only goes is based on the consent or at the
request of the host country. The second thing is.

traditionally the idea lvas that a peace keeping mission
went in atler you have done step number one ,'vhich is
peace rnaking. So in fact you had sornething like a peace

agreement where the former opposing forces/parties
had come together and said we want peace and a peace
mission rvas there to supervise the peace, enforce the
peace or observe it or whatever the resolution required.
So the keys that you are mentioning are actually number
one getting involved in a country which is still at war
where an insurgent movement has still not accepted a

situation of peace and has not accepted or requested
an arrival of peace keeping troops, is theoretically,
according to the book non-existent, in practice of
course we know that many cases still do exist where
you do have a lack of total consent - for example if
you have insurgent groups or rebel movements in a
country four may have accepted but one might remain
outside the process and continue to stop the process.
You might have a situation like in Afghanistan, on the
one hand in theory everyone accepts that you have.
an agreement, you are building peace, but in practice
the head of military the former Defense Minister also
had the biggest private militia-and for convenience he
wouldn't lose time travelling from one to the other the
official armed forces were there in his compound while
the private militia was next door to it. So in practice
its true that a situation might arise, but to go back
to the theory of it what would happen is you would
have a case where you had a democratically elected
strong government calling for a peace keeping force
and a major insurgency movement which is fighting
is against the peace keeping force. The first thing you
will try to get is a situation of consensus because with
such challenges on the ground it will be impossible
for it to do its job and it would not be fair and what I
should also mention is what's been happening within
the UN over the last five to ten years since 2000 is a
process of reform within the peace keeping arm of the
Department of Peace Keeping Operations (DPKO),
and one of the clear recommendations that came out
of a high level panel that was chaired by a former
Ambassador who thereafter became the head of the
Afghanistan Mission. He said for the credibility of the
UN it is very important that we do not take up peace
keeping operations in places where we do not have
consent where r,r'e would get mired and we will simply
lose our reputation and credibility not because we
didn't do a goodjob but because you were given ajob
that was irnpossible to do. So we should not go into a.

situation rvhere we know from the outset that we will be
rejected, our troops will be kidnapped, our troops will
be assaulted and our troops will be dragged through the
streets. That's a new move within the UN. What *.ould
my own position be rvhen that happens? I think the
tragedy' is it'*'ould be a very rare case where the ideal
scenario rvhere you do have a strong democratically
elected government in a country that's in the sihration
of emerging from war r.r'hich can represent the will of
all the people and therefore can say we want or we don't
want. Most often in 907o of these operations of the 18
that are functional right now; plus another ten peace

i
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ruilding operations r.r,hich are witirout adequate troops
rnd in sr-rch situations rvhat the peace keepine and the
' :.;: building operations are doing is trying to get the

-:::. to a situation w.here t}rey could hold elections
,ilI{{rr: r - -lh security. stability and freedom lbl people
h! ,,, 1-... rhemselr,es to form political parties and

:::.raps nlove towards democracy and that is the
... situation in rvhich a peace keeping operation

:,.lrlved. When -vou have a situation like in Sri
",-.-., - i.rr example .nvhere vou have a democracy r.vith
lr - :rrng r,r,ar is not the kind of situation ivhere you
r ' - r icc-d to have an external lbrce becar,rse its not
-' ' .: that kind ol'intelvenrion.

\lajor Gen. Lohan Goonalvardena: I am tolking
' :ite local scenario , the government and tlte"' : :ttrered into a cease-fre agreenrcnt (CFA) how

" :;ic I-TTE did not honor. it and thev reorgani:ed,
' - ,:ed. reequippecl and recruited. On the other hand

. :'.rernmeni during this period alsofcnned ihc CFA
' ., rhd il happened. If v,e enter irto a CEl in the
. i i-s ir mandatorl, .for the governntent lo request

" .:tt inlernational force io en-fbrce tha CFA so thot
:,: -;ides don't yiolate the CFA. Is it possible ltecau.se

is one oJ'the mairt lsroblems that v;e foce artd thi.s
,:e of the moin reasons I feel as to y,hv v,e w,on't go

- lleoce talks or enter into cut.v./brm o-l' cessation o/-

':ilitie.s or agreement with the opposing sicle.

Lecturer: There are trvo points. One is 'yes'
-:.olutel!', it is possible in sucli a scenario a

:, \ ernlrent havir1g a ceasefire agreelllent and a
,r-ssation of hostilities agreerrent to request lor
r:emational assistance via an international force to

,'trnre afld nronitcx' that agreement. That is what sonte
:'the traditional old peace keeping forces rvl.rich has

:ecn around for 30" 40, or -50 yeat's bet.rveen lndia and
P:rkistan in Kashrnire ancl Cyprus. that's tlie role that
:liev have perfornted and some of thern have had man1,.

rrtficers rvho have been serving rvith those lorces ancl
:bat's .,vhat they have rlone.

The second thing 1o reflect upon in this parlicular
case; it seems to be conventional .,visclom and it seems
to make sense that if yori rvant to have peace talks, the
first step should be that you need to stop the fighting
l.rere and now in olcler to start building on tha1. So the
CFA is step number or.re. That's r.vhat l.rappenecl over
here. Norv I just rvant to irention to yL)u that therer are
a lerv cases like in Guatemala fbr cxample r,i,here there
rvasn't siuiply' enough trust c)n both sicles to stop the
hclstilities. W-e saicl 'sorr1,'. and rtfus.-rl to sign on an).
piece ol'papcr saving that ifthe need alises to delend
ourselves rve'"vill use our arms. Let's talk anci lets scc
if u.re cet to a point rvhere lve trust each othel enorigh
to lay clorvn our arnls and disarnt and havc a CFA and
a cessation of hristilities. So, in lact l,i,hat's interrcstins
in CLraternala is you had tu.L) y'ears o{'extraordinarilv
cletailed corlprehei.rsive r.regotialions u,lierc they,

talked about the economv, they talked about hurlan
rights, they talked about rule of lau,, they talked about
reforming the militarv. they talked about forming the
police forces and they had agreement atter asreement
. Tirey r.vould 

-qo to South Africa and they r.vould come
up rvith an agreement on hun-ian rights, they would go
to Mexico City and come up with another agreenenl
and only after two years shortly before the conclusion
ofthe peace process that they flnally trusted each other
and had a ceasefire agreement. Norv, I am not sayirrg
that one is better than the other, but I am just staying
that it rvould be unforlunate in tire Sri Lankan case to
simply say -- listen we have experienced the CFA (that
was rvhat you described happened.) its surely going
to happen again because people are people and why
w'ould we trust that the other side will change and if
rve can't have a CFA rve can't have a peace agreement.
So rve are back to square one. So to know it is not
obvious to only do it this way, we can do it in clifferent
ivays and may be lvhat's necessary right nou, is to
start talking about the substantive of parts what might
constitute a peace agreement and then at the right time
to either revisit the CFA or to negotiate an entirely
ditlerent cessation of hostilities if it is rnore suitable
and adoptable to that situation and which disallows the
kinds of activities that led to its violation both in spirit
as rvell as in practice in the pasl.

Ceneral Susil Chandrapala: I'here is afear, that
il-UN troops conrc tt) a countr), the.v- will never go buck.
l44tat art: .r-ottr conilnefits ctn thisi,

Lecturer: Can I tell you something. in the current
environrnent the tbar is getting rhem ar all. Getting
then.r at ali, l.raving them stay.long enough an<i having
enough of them come and that's the irony - in rnost
places ri,e think "Ohl l\4y Gocl this international
presence r.i,ill come arrd tliey will never leave,'. But the
environment tvithin the Lilrl as I metrtioneci before the
r.r,hole refonrl process *,as triggere<I by many a crisis
fbr exarnple in Sierra Leone anci in Somalia rvhich
led the Ui"r and all the troop contributor:s to say whi,
should lve risk our boys going out there ancl doing
an extraordinary noble thing and being h-eated in this
manner and coming back in dishonor insteari of conring
back in lionor. Secondly, u&y should rve spenci so
much rnoney on this. Thirdly.. fine rve are embarrasse<i,
our t.uedia our population is forcing us to ckr son.rething
and lve rvill rnake a little token gesture antl send 500
troops to Darfut' or u4rere ever rvhere they rvon,t have
anv eflect. 1'hinking r,r,ithin the L,rN nou, is 1,ou har,e to
trake a reallv gooci case to convince the tjN Secur-itv
Cor"rncil ancl cven after you convince the LiN Securit-t,
Council the head of'the Deparlment for peace Keeping
Aliairs has to be cortvinced that trrm his point of viet,
that it is lcasible, ancl is a si,rcicl rnandate, thc right
troops are thele, the countr.ies itave courc togetlrer., its
out at the riglir time, its not going to bring ciisrepute ro
the IJN ancl tlie contributing states artrl ther-e is cnr.iush
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lnone)'. to undertake the missiot. The probletn is in
most countries you have peace keeping troops ancl you
have people begging saying 'please.extend,. ln most
countries it is ttvo days before the end of a manclate
that someu,hat desperately you go to the Secr-rrity
Council and vou say 'please ertend by six montirs.. So
its just the opposite of that fear. The only ones in rvhich
the N4issions have been there for a long tirle are these
historic interstate conilicts wlilch - the only new one is
probably the Ethiopia Eretria conflict which is a very
interstate old style countrv and I r.vorked in Ethiopia
and u,orked on the Ethiopia Eretria conflict where it is
one of the few ones which is like that but othenvise
those are the only cases where you had long lasting
rnissions. There tvas a great stringiness in temrs of the
people, time and money.

AVM Lal Perera: lvfadam you spoke about iwo
coLtrses-peace huildhtg ond peace keeping and 1,ou
lalked about Chapter VI and Chapter L,II mandating
the peace keeping forces. M1, question is aren t there
arn; mandates or opportr.utities where the UN gers itr,
not with troolts but in other r,;ay-s for peoce building.
it't a certain .rituatirtn. tr(ay be Sri Lanka is a goocl
exantple v,here through llrc auspices of the LlN tlrc!
could be mandated tn resolve issttes from a v€,r),,

n eu tr a I s t ar t dp o i n t fro m th e i r i e r n aiio n a I t: a nmr tuti lv b
poirtt of view. Mav I have your respotLSe pleas.e.

Lecturer : I am really enjoying these questions.
Thank you very nruch. \'es, earlier as I saicl there has
been sucli changes in peace keeping missions and
peace buildin-q, rhe thinking is about peace building.
So you have tr.r,o sort of things liappening. One is
rvhere vou do l.rave troops and along side the troops
vou have civilian presence and the civilian presence is
ruostly responsible for peace building which is helping
to strengthen or create or reform the main institutions
of governance such as the juciiciar1... the police forces,
tlre c ivi I adm i n i stration. th e decent r alize<j goverrlance
lunctions, the prisons all of those things ancl the anned
forces itself, if they are preparing the grouncl for
elections, they help pofitical parlies to get starleci.on all
of those things. That's one case. you rlay have tr-oops
but vou have also a lleace building r.nanclate and the
tu,o coorclinates. yorr rvill hat,e are the Commander of
the Anred Frorces and tire Secretary Cenelal,s special
representative r,r,ho rvill I'rave overall responsibility but
actually rvork like partners r.r,ith the heacl of the arrned
lblces. The otlrer case does exists is where you have
peace building missions rvhere vou have only a civilian
torce, no peace keepers u,hatsoe ver und tlre.v ,,i'ill otrly
5e engaged in the pcllitical ancl social processes ofpcacc
-'uilding. If yor.r visit the rvebsite ol tlie UN thcr-e is
re table on a page rvhich shovvs the n.rap olthe rvorld .

'.ir-re vou r.i,ill see 18 peace keeping tlissirins rihich
.,:.- thc nrissions u,ith troops on the grouncl ancl ther-e
:: rouglily nou, about l0 rrrissions rvhich are peace

- .:lLlins rlissions. Interestinely enough I trentioned

Afgiranistan lhat is actually a peace building tnission
because the UN didn't send any troops. The Secretary
General's special representative is responsible only
1br a the peace building mandate because it isn,t a
UN peace keeping tbrce, it's a NAIO alliance force
- the coalition f-orce. The third one that you coulci have
is a situation r.r,here rhe Un- is actually involved in
manv countries beyond the ten r.r,hich count as peace
building missions, like in Nepal. What happenecl was
that orzer time the UN got rlore and more invoivecl in
dealing rvith that conllict and then when it came to a
crucial stage of the peace process it needeil to have
an enhanced presence, then you rvould have a heaci of
Human Rights, a special envoy. the Secretary General,s
special envoy and over tirne that might become a peace
building mission. What the UN has already been doing
frorn the beeinning is being invoived, and when the
time comes where you need to raise, the human and
material resources, then you might get a peace building
mission. In Nepal it isn't a peace building mission, its
just enhanced UN presence, What you rvill already
see is a 1ot of the experts in Kosovo, East Timore,
Afghanistan and Haiti going to Nepal to give of their
expertise and the lessons leamt from other experiences
made available to Nepal. Actually the head of the
mission over there rvas earlier just the Human Rights
representative and now, he has become the Special
Representative of the Secretaryr General and he has
i.vorked in the past in Haiti, in East Tirnore ancl in many
other places rvirere he has gained a lot ofexperience in
doing this kind of .,r,ork. So vou have three scenarios;
one is jr,rst the UN doing things tvithout it being called
"peace buildin-e", then you can have a peace building
mission like you have inAfghanistan and you can have
a situation like in Haiti wheie vou have peace building
together r.vith a peace keeping fbr-ce.

Major Gen. Mike Silva : Madant, let us say sthe
Unrted Natiorts emphasi:es on a cerrain pt.inciple
and it is accepted by the international comntunie. M1,
que.stion is wh1, the United Natiorts does not insist on
an accepted principle,. be accepted by evety country.
Btrt when the Llnited Nations tean,ts go to mecliate,
this principle is neyer brought out or publicized. Now
what is the principle? There is no religious, ethnic or
political group who has the right to bring in ntilitar.v
weapons, train militarily and go in and attack anotlter
religiotrs, ethnic or political group or the goventntent.
Yotu'views please.

Lecturer: That's very interesting because, a few
thoughts that come to mind, are number one actualiy
a principle that's enshrined in tire UN Charter _ the
two key principles of the tIN Charter are, National
Sovereignty and the Rigirt to Self Defense. So
n:raintaining teritorial integrity of a nation state is
exceptional because all ol the UN Charter is about
is the restraint of the use of force. We just launched
the l-rN handbook, (it is not really a handbook unless



you are from the anned forces and have the strength
to carry it;) we.just launched it the on 15,r,November
where Dr. Jayantha Dhanapala had spoken and
touched on a few points. In that I have a chapter on
conflict prevention and the resolution of disputes in
the UN system, but the whole of the UN Charter is
about i.row you restrain the use of force. Nonetl.reless,
it has accepted that, nation states have the sovereign
right in cerlain very clearly defined circumstances
to act out of the right to self defense. However, the
other principle of the LN Charter is the right to self
detennination. Now you know why its there because in
1945 wlien the Second World War ended and the UN
Charter came in and the IIN was created. It was stiil
a time when a majority of the countries in the world
and therefore the vast majority of the population of
the world were under colonial regitres. So the reason
why self determination was put in there was with the
thinking that eventually these countries would express
their right to self determination and we didn,t knorv
along what lines it would go. We didn,t know whether
it would be a separate India and pakistan for example
and a Bangladesh, or tlie right of self determination of
different groups. We didn't know these things at that
point. Would Africa become 600 countries or 53 and
if you look at the case of Ethiopia and Eritrea, what
was very, very interesting is though the new leadership
won the war and became the government of the post
dictatorship of the Mangistu regime belonged to the
same ethnic group and spoke the same language as
their cousins in Eritrea. In fact the leaders are first
cousins. They were brothers in arms in the lvar. Within
a couple of years of independence they were at war
and that war has cost lxore nightmares than any of the
other wars except the DRC in Africa. Now the thing
is that the principle on which tl.rey acted is the right to
self determination whereby Eritreans were git,en the
right through a referendum to detem.rine whether they
want to be a separate state or remain a part of Ethiopia.
What that gave rise to is the worry within the African
union then the OAU, was what if they start expressing
a desire based on their ethnicity, religion or whatever
else then we will have thousands of countries in Afi.ica
what do we do? Interestingly, within Etliiopia what
people would very often say is before and during the
horrible Mangistu dictatorship at least I was Ethiopian
today I have become an Oromo, today I have become
an Arlhara. So my sense of ethnic identity 1.ras been
sharpened by tliis rather than feeling as part ofa narion.
I corre back to anotl.rer point whicli you raised which is,
does any group have the right to attack another group
or to attack the government. I'11 give yor-r my answer
through an example. I was wor-king in Africa; I was
based in Ethiopia but I covered first t1-re Horn of Africa
and then al1 of Alrica looking at issues ol conllict
and one big issue we had lvas the fact that whenever
you had a rvar in Africa the _euns r,i,ould spr.eacl into
all the neighboring countries and thcy r.i,ould -eo into

tlie villages. So tliere you had a war but in villages in
comrlunities womenl children, men everyone would
be held to ransom by these guns. So there was a
movelrent to control the demand for the supply of guns
in these places. Now, I had an Ethiopian colleague who
was the head of our Uganda office and when we were
talking about the people who were suffering because
of these guns, that we must take them out of circulation
and we should make people feel that they don,t need
these guns he said "as long as I live I would like to
retain it. I would like people to still have the right to
express their right to self determination because, what
is the guarantee that the situation in a country will not
becorne so oppressive that people having tried every
other means find themselves with no other means
than to resort to violence and as long as that danger
remains I would not be comforlable signing on to a
campaign which takes guns away from people.,,Now
I won't enter into the argument I had with him on that
particular ground what I would say is that what I have
found in rny work is that the real cause of conflict is
when any group; which earlier didn,t have any sense
of ethnic difference; religious difference from the rest
of the population but over time begins to feel tlrat it is
being marginalized, its being excluded or that it is the
majority or a minority is exploiting it. It could be both
ways, its not always that the minority that is exploited.
Its not.lusr the realiry it could also be rhe perception.
Many people ask why do the Sheiks in India who
are the most prosperous, who are the most well
represented in the econorny, in the goverrment and in
the anned forces; feel the need to demand and assert
their right to self determination back in the seventies
and eighties. The perception and the actual facts on the
ground, the actual policies, the actual discrirnination
that might take place and its not just the minorities it
could be the majorities, it,s not just the poor, it could
be the rich, it works in many different ways. As I said
many wars are caused when a powerful majority tries
to prevent an aggrieved minority from taking power
as in South Africa; rnany wars happened because a
minority, like in Rrvanda today trying to legitimize its
government where as the majority is saying, how can
you run a country if we the majority are excluded and
not represented in the political, economical. cultural
and other activities of the sovemrnent. It happens both
ways.

Comment by Maj. Gen. Mike Silva: / thitlk it is
cluite ittcrl4tropriate to compare Sri Lanlca with certain
cotuttries like Af.ica. The situation in Afi.ican State.s,
tlte Cottgo and oll these places is totally dffirent.fi.onr
the situation here. Fir.stlt;, .fi"om ntv knowledge front
reading ubout Afi-icatt States, tho.se are ethnic gt"ottps
or tribctl st'oltps who strictll., live aport. Thev at.e
brcugltt-tr1t Jbr generatiotts thinking y)e are whateyer
y)e ore, bn in Sri Lanlru when people go .fbr tltese
high lct'el con.fbrences, I won't ntentiott lhe nante o.f



the particular Embassy he did not know that onlongst
the Thmils, though they conte wtder the ethnic group
of Tamils there are about three distinct Thmil groups
he did not know that. So anyway as far as Sri Lanka is
concerned our governments have always been ntixed,
our ethnic groups are living mixed. Approximately
65% of the Tamil population are living awayfroru their
native areas ofthe Northent and the Eastern provilrces
and living amongst others in the other provinces.

Lecturer: Actually my intention was not to try
and compare Sri Lanka with any particular individual
country in Africa and at the same time what I would
say is you will be stunned and surprised to realize how
each and every case is completely unique. You can't
even compare Burundi and Ruanda though they both
have Tutsi and Hutu populations and so many of the
elements are the same and if you go a little bit deeper
its completely different. You can't apply the lessons
of one to the other. You look at El Salvador and
Guatemala; you can't just pick up from one and apply
it to the other though there are so many commonalities.
So every single case is different. At the same tirne
what I find fascinating is if we don't have this sense
of "Oh we are unique therefore don't try to compare
us to anyone." If we look at the other cases you will
realize that there is something over there because we
are all humans caught in our own human dilemmas
and predicaments. Between 2002,2005 roughly the
number of your very very senior government officials,
members of the armed forces, members of special
security forces that I met attending these very high
level peace building meetings, peace keeping meetings
in the UK and in the US all of them from a country
which has a very sophisticated tradition of democracy,
a very high level of human development, extremely
high even for South Asia; let alone for the Developing
World with well established armed forces; these senior
people going around trying to learn lessons from all the
other countries in the world - they won't say Ohl we
only want to be compared with Ireland or Malaysia or
Singapore, we don't want to be compared with Africa

- they were saying "no" those people had to deal with
sorne very tuff chalienges and right now we are at tirat
stage in the beginning of the ball game. We need to
learn whatever we can iearn from wherever and tl.ren

we pick and choose. The second thing is actually when
you made the comment I was actually speaking about
the case for example of South Africa and one of the
tendencies in South Asia now and though l grew up in
India and ieft about 23 years ago, we have this sense

of somehow that we as Asians are far more developed
than the Africans and lets not compare ourselves with
tl.rern, but what we find is that we actually compare
cerlain levels; there are parts of Africa which are
developing very rapidly and South Afi-ica which has
nnt recerlerl a" ^-o fo".-.1 i,"f^ ^^^-^,-i^ ^^l'1.-.- ^fi-'-

the end of Apartlieid. Many other countries are also
catching up with them - the North Africans are doing
quite well. But wl.rat I always say is we have a lot to
learn frorn Africa as South Asians. Two of the points;
one is the position of wornen; the irony is that we have
liad these exceptional wotrren in very high political
positions and hence we tend to think we in Asia are so
open minded, our women are doing so well but wl.ren
we look in general its in Asia that we have something
iike 60 million 'mission' worlen because of female
infantiside; its in Asia where with possibly the slight
exception in Sri Lanka women tend to be much more
don,inated; much more absent on the political scene,
whereas in Africa the position of women,s human
development is much higher. The second, which is
the point I want to enter on is we don,t have a sense
of a South Asian or an Asian identity. Our fears about
national security are so great; understandably but in the
end when we think about it all of us emerge; the entire
Sub-Continent emerges from the same experience of
Colonialisrn. We are all the same people. you know
when you are sitting with a Pakistani you pick up your
few words of Urdu that you picked up from a movie;
when you are speaking with a Bangladeshi you pick
up whatever you remember from a Tagore poem you
might have heard and when you are speaking witli
a Sri Lankan you think of words you know from
Bhavana that's how we all communicate with each
other and yet our sense ofnational security is so great
that we find it impossible to let people even move
around or to communicate between ourselves and
what I find remarkable having worked in Africa is that
they have more feason because of the way they were
manipulated during the cold war, the way in which
their colonial experiences were so divided; they don,t
have a language amongst themselves, they don,t have
this commonality to bring them together, but across
this huge land mass they are able to have a sense of
Africanness and they are able to come together on
issues of fundamental national security - our common
human security is greater than our fear for our national
security. So issues like small arms, land rnines, joint
police forces, following up of criminal forces; peace
keeping operations - can you imagine ever having a
joint South Asian peace keeping operation mission
in Nepal or anywhere. Impossible; though they have
joint peace keeping operations within regions in the
South, in the West as well as an African whole; so
there are things we can learn even from piaces which
might seem very dismal on the outside and especially
as Asians because we do have a 1ot of wisdotr and a
very age old culture to draw upon. We should have the
wisdom to know what we can learn but then when we
learn lets not just imporl, lets adopt it to our own very
specific particular and unique needs and do what's best
for us.
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Gen. Gerry de Silva: Doctor, I woulcl think that
for peace building,. we have hacl an Indian brokered
peace accord in l9B7 and ntore recently in 2002 a
cessatiort of hostilities and several other attempts at
Itying to bring about peace and end to the confiict.
They have all failed and in the nteantime as General
Lohan Goonawardene stated they have regrouped,
reorganized, restructured, trained and also obtainecl
logistics, re-supply of weapons and equipruent during
the cessation of hostilities. you finct the LTTE laying
dotvn terms and the government has given in perhaps
to ntake a success of the elforts at negotiations,. you
know the of flimsl, excuses thelt usecl to withdraw
ii'ont these attempts at negotiations or peace building.
il'here do you think v,e have gone wrong? May be
:i s the intransigence of the tnilitants and how do we
.::1tt'oach peace building itr our contex!.

Lecturer: There you really asked a big one because
:: ri'e knew the answer to that we will not be in this
r:rte. Perhaps the first part where did we go wrong?
. easier to answer because we have been thinking
::trut it for so long. I think one parl of it was the fact
---,,t we had a genuine desire to have a cessation of- stilities by the majority of the people in the country'-: the fact that it couldn't quickly be translated as we
. -: earlier into substantive negotiations and in fact
::'n vou finally took the initiative of getting people
:r3et they weren't talking about the peace but they

::r' talking about the CFA and as you said going frorn
' ; :.-f unconditional to having conditions attached; then

; .rllesations were using the CFA to ann, disarm etc.,
: \c-r there wasn't any sense of tangible benefits on- 

- i vou could build there was nonetheless a process;
: :ii.Soo wl.ry these negotiations are necessary is it

" :. Deople a chance to come in contact with each
' .. io stop demonizing the other, to stop having a
- . :' c: inhumanity about the other. The sad thing in
. - rse is, that the spirit which did build up amongst': :.,,r) sides disappeared because of what happened

:, ihe meantime and the disappearance of some of the
people who were there on the two sides. Wl.ro was
responsible for that not happening - I don,t know. Was
it the Norwegians, was it the SLMM, was it the two
sides? The second point I would put to you is through
an example - Guatemala was a case that I believe was
the summit - the best possible peace process because
you had all the detailed discussions everybody was
invoived and then you had the ceasefire an<i then you
had peace. Wiren I travelled to Guatemala about seven
years after the peace agreement wliat I discovered and
was told by everyone was tliat no one wanted peace,
they just signed tl.re peace agreement because every
side, and the very powerfui anned forces realizeci that
if they didn't they would lose the prestige and privilege
that they had and they would be forced to do things
rvhich would be much worse than what they could
get by bargaining and being part of ,the agreement.

The Government had no interest in peace. They just
signed because it was becoming a failed state. The
Business community pushed the government towards
it because business was beginning to suffer. So in
fact what you discovered is that the main parlies who
held the key to peace in their hands didn,t really want
the peace agreement. They just did it in order to get
tlre intemational comrnunity off their back but they
had no intention of really fulfilling it. So a lot of the
agreements that were made started slowly flittering
away once the international community was looking
but the newspapers weren,t looking. So what I might
suggest is one has to ascertain whether the actual parties
on both sides, on all sides have a genuine commitment
for peace a non-violent solution-number one.

Number two, are there only two parties? What we
find in Sudan is worse than the Sri Lankan scenario
of trying to negotiate a settlement to a thirty year war
which has lasted in fact since their independence in
1956. Finally, the problem was they were only talking
about the war between the North and the South. So
whlist you are getting the peace agreement you have
forgotten about other things and Darfur brlaks out,
when Darfur calms down the something else is going
to break out, r.vhen that calms down some other thing is
going to break down. So in any conflict its very rare that
there are only two parties. There may be more parties
and how do we get all of these parties involved? Third
thing that I would say is most cease fire agreements
which are only between the political elite on one side
and two or more sides on the other will not go deep
enough. So how can those two or more sides bring in
more expeftise, more knowledge, bring in for example
if you are dealing with military questions - bring in
the experts from the armed forces; retired persons
or serving persons who know the realities; bring in
economists to think about what we really have suffered,
and what we need, bring women who can talk about
the role of women across sectors. If you only have
people in democratic states, people believe that they
will be there forever; so that we don,t have to wony
about the short term and its natural that people who
have been fighting are thinking about the short tenn.
How can you bring in people who have a shorter vision
and broaden the issue? So those are I think few ofthe
reasons w}ry we might have failed. What would I say
that needs to happen now? Two things I would urge
is very often wiren I hear extrernely influential people
in the country who have been deeply involved from
different sectors of the public; say when the peace
process starls again, if the peace process starls again
and wirat I would say is its in your hands. If you think
that you could wait for that to happen and its going to
descend frorn the sky it probably won,t. Not in tliis
environment. What can happen is knowledgeable
experienced people, especially people from within
the armed forces, serving and retired because with the
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credibility that you have, as the best people to know
the intricacys or of peace keeping. Some politician or
economist is not going to knoW that; a hurnan rights
experl is not going to know that, but you know that. In
the same way if you make that call judging what you
think is best based on the experiences you had in the
last failures, whether it was during the Indian peace
keeping force, whether it was tluring the CFA, that
will add a lot more credibility and what I would say is
it needs to be the people of Sri Lanka the professionals
serving in their professional capacities who detemine
what were the real issues, how can we address them
Iike the point that Ma.jor General Mike Silva liad
made, that the situation here was very different, the
solutions we need, what the probletrs actually were
on all sides u,ill require different solutions and make
sure that it is a comprehensive much broader process
and I believe that its only tlrrough that, that we might
have a resumption of a peace process frorn a very clear
voice from the professionals of this country and says
this is what we need to move forward this is what we
can achieve militarily, because we kno."v, these are our
forces, this is what cannot be achieved militarily, this
is the kind of way to go about and these are the kinds
of traps to avoid in the future.

Ret. Major Gen. Thilak paranagama: My
question is related to peace building. In the sense as
you know we have had an excellent relationship with
the United Nations for the last 50 years or more and
a number of eminent Sri Lankans have contributed
through lN Agencies in a big way - to name a ferv
Shirley Amarasinghe, Dr. Gamini Corea, Dr. Jayantha
Dlranapala and so many others. Now, since of late
we have observed that we are in conflict with the UN
agencies that are operating in the country which is
rather unpleasant - now the INICF l.ras been accused
of being padial in various situations, then similarly
human rights commissioner herself carne here and
she was accused of various tliings and being partial
- I don't think she was partial that's my personal
opinion, but it is a very unpleasant situation because
they are also contributing towards peace building. So
unwittingly or wittingly we got into this situation and
some of the comments made by the UNESCO Director
based in Paris about the attack of the VOT transmission
station gives the in.rpression that they are also involved
in local situations quite unnecessarily. So I rvould like
your colrments on why they are getting involved in
this and how we can avoid these unpleasant sitirations
der eloping in tlre future.

AirCommodoreTilakDissanayake: Mv Erestior.t
is v'lterr it comes to J)eace ntakittg normally yolt gel
a itttertnediary) or a facilitator and the role pta.ved b1; 

"tlte Jhr:ilitator sltould l:se a neutral one, that particular
part.t' .should ttot be a stakeholder BLrt in the past wltat
hus ltappcned is all tho.se people y,ho v,et.e appointetl
as fitcililators in our confl.i.cl ore ultinratelt, orot,etl to

ba stakclroldcrs u.lto at.a tr.t.ittg to ftrrrhrat. tlreit. owtr
aints through ou- cottflict. Doesn't the LIN Jtave a
ntechanism or a regulaton) st,stem to regtrlate this?

Lecturer: Two very big questions but I will try
my best in the interest of not losing your patience and
tolerance at my long responses to respond to them as
well as I can.

i think I like to staft with the rnediation one and
I like to end with yours because I think its sucir an
important one, not that the other one isn,t but it,s a
broader one which I think is good for us to end with.
On mediation, in 2005 at tlie UN 60,r, Summit there
was finally a decision to set up a UN Mediation Unit
for tl.re purpose of doing something like what you are
suggesting, somehow strengthening the good offices
of the LIN Secretary General to have some lnore
stringency in the requirements of mediators like having
a roster ofpeople who are really experienced, in that
kind ofcapacity to do that kind ofjob and supporring
the ones who are functioning. However, the way in
which mediators are chosen and who get chosen is
tl.re most arbitrary thing in tl.re world and I know this
because I have worked in that area for a fair amount of
time. I worked in fact with the group that did in effect
was called mediation and what I saw on the ground I
personally found quite shocking. Anyone can present
themselves as a mediator and if they have a little bit of
success they will probably continue in that role which
is not a very satisfactory way to do it. Then again it
would depend from person to person, but usually the
UN appointed mediators because they have a longer
tradition of acting outside their national interest they
becorne internationalised civii seruants who are there to
further a national interest to be slightly more proficient
in the skills of mediation or facilitation, tend to be
nore neutral and to have slightly more experienced
from lessons learnt from others. But even tliat I can tell
you is very little. lts only in the last couple of years that
the UN mediators would even meet with each other.
The important question is what should a mediator do?
To be neutral or involved. Should he or she just sit
there and let things happen and say lets take a pause
for five or ten minutes or should thev actuallv have
leverage? What' is very interesting is if one looks at
the experience and tl.re literature you might require is
different in different situations and what seems to be
the case is it is quite good sometimes to staft with a
rlediator who is more of a; facilitator , very neutral,
no vested interest, just plays a quiet role, but when
the stakes get raised and you come to a critical point
you actually need more leverage and more resources
to push the parties together to come to agreements
and tl.ren sometirnes you eitirer need the international
con-rmunity as a w}role to be involved or you need a
rlore porverful state. For example the tragedy is if the
US isn't interested the chances of actr-ral1y getting a
peace agreentent which is fully resourced and u,hich



isn't obstructed for one reason or the other are quite
sn.rall. So that seems to be the way it works. Tl.re other
thing is in some cases it may be that frorn the beginning
you would need a very forceful mediator because.just
having a facilitator sornetimes just doesn,t take the
process far enough and the two sides may not have any
ideas of their own, they may need the rnediator to push
them to the next step, they should actually make them
cognizant of the other potentials, the possibilities and
so on and that is a key thing in all circumstances. The
minute that a parly is seen to be parlial or not neutral that
facilitator is going to lose credibility. The problem is
and I can tell you this from personal experience, in any
situation even when you go to a third country as peace
keeper if you are seen talking one day to the woman
or the child from that community, immediately even
if you in your own mind, believe you are completely
impartial and neutral and you are there to perform a
job and will help whoever, you will be seen as taking
sides. What is unbelievable about human nature is it
is simply almost impossible to believe that someone
is neutral and if you for example go and give a glass
of water to a child on this side a child on the other
side will say 'oh' why did you give a glass of water
to that side is it because you like them more? I had
this situation I was supposed to cover Ethiopia and
Eretria and I lived in Ethiopia and the first time I went
across to Eretria I was being foliowed, people thought
I had become and Eretrian sympathizer, what are you
doing, why should you go to that side, we know you
are trying to support them. So we have to recognize
that, may be we ourselves face this situation and we
shouldn't immediately jump to believe a facilitator or a
mediator is more sympathetic to one side then the other
because the very act of trying to be neutral makes tlte
person look like you are more sympathetic to the other
side. However, if we have vested interest it is terribie.
If you have Malaysia trying to rnediate a conflict
where Malaysia has an oil field in a country like say
in Sudan obviously it cannot have legitimacy with the
people. Unfortunately the whole field of mediation and
facilitation is completely unruly. There is a very good
book that has been written about it called "Herding
Cats" because as you know it is impossible, you who
are in the business of regimenting and dsiplining who
serve in the forces you cannot do tliat with 'camps.'
That's how the field of mediation is seen and the ideas
of what should be the criteria, tl.re minimurn principles
are only being developed'now and again the UN does
a bit better.

Very important question which I will end witli the
[N and the relationship. We are going to come out
with the monograph very soon and I will make sure
we send sotre over here to tlre ARFRO. We had this
talk on the 15'r' which was called "The relationship
between tlie IIN and Sri Lanka " and Dr. .layantha
Dl.ranapala delivered the keynote speech and he said

much the same of what you said. He talked about the
true, generations, the very, very high level statesmen
ofSri Lanka who had presided over fIN bodies, crafted
principles, treaties, conventions I mean every part of the
LN has been shaped by Sri Lankans ofgreat eminence
and learning and he was commenting on exactly why
is it that today we are facing this relationship whereas
we are part of the body politic, we are the llN, we
sit on the LT{ Human Rights Council which has
only 35 mernbers, we sit on the UN peace Building
Council, we are part of the General Assembly, we get
our tum to be a part of the Security Council and we
have eminent people there why then do we have this
clash? What I would say is - in a sense I should refer
to his work on this - the last week's mid week review
of the Island had the first parl of his speech and the
second part is to be published next week but simply
what I would say is again he was drawing on a recent
publication that was issued by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs which is talking about the relationship between
the tN and Sri Lanka and saying that it,s a two way
relationship, but just as we have all of the rights that
accrue to Sri Lanka as a member of the tIN, we have
tl.re responsibility that go with it and just as Sri Lanka
would be obliged to ask a third country to uphold its
obligations for example if a peace keeper is operating
in Sri Lanka. Thank you.

Chairman: I will now request General Geny
Silva to propose the vote ofthanks.

Mr Chairman, our distittguished Guest Speaker
Dr'. Rama Mani, fellow members of ARFRO, Senior
Olficers ofthe Arnted Forces.

We have had the honour and privilege oJ'listening
to an eminent and erudite scholar on the subject of
Peace Building and its Cltallenges, who has had
extensiye experience cts a lectu.er and practitioner
internationally. Thank vou Madant for your thought
provoking and brill iant dis cours e.

Our efforts at resolution ofthe current confiict over
the past 2 % decades haye conte to naltght. Obviously,
we must now ntobilize ow"fttll National potential to
enhance the half-hear"ted attenlpts engaged in thus
far'. It is a well known fact that our politicians have
their own ogenda, and some even do not want this war
to end. Until and unless our efforts towards National
(Jnifi ltas been forged in steel we would be denied of
success. A Southent Political Consensus towards this
end ltas only bssn a talked about but given a short shrift.
Meanwhile, the Cotuttrlt bleeds and is being denuded
oJ'its vilctlfnancial and human resources. The Rule of
Law is blatantlv violated and Hunrun Rights grossly
nbtrsed. For how much longer can oLu. beloverl natiott
carn) on in tltis manner before plutging headlong into
the mttclt feared stattts of a faited state? An honest
attempt at Peace Bttilding, despite all its challenges,
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is simply not just vital, but an urgent necessitlt. We

nlust garner the courage and political will required to
mobilize the entire national potential, devoid of parQ
politics, *-ith the objective of reaching an acceptable

solution to all stake-holders ofthe confict that ensures

Peace with Dignity and Justice.

I v,ill be failing in nqt duty if I do not extend ott
thanks to all of you.fortunate to be present here today,

the Service Commanders for releasing yott to attend

,

this valuable presentation, the Colonel Contntandant
of the Military Police for continuing to release the
premises for our functions, the Commandant of the

Signals Corps for arrctngements with regard to the

PA equipment and recording facilities and to General
Denis Perera, our Founder President, for making this
presentation possible

Thank yott all once again for your presence.

A BRASH CAPTAIN

On 3 October 1911 , General Pershing the Head of the United States Army in Europe visited the 1st Infantry
Division during their training in France to witness a battalion demonstration. Afterwards Pershing 'Just gave

everybody hell". He said. "The Division did not show much evidence of training, had made poor use of its time
and had not followed directives."

As Pershing dismissed the Division Commander and Chief of Staff with contempt, a junior officer "stung at

the manifest injustice" and at what he considered the unfairness of Pershing's appraisal, began to speak. When

Pershing tumed away, the young officer "mad all over" put his hand on the General's arm and over-whelmed him
with a torrent of facts.

While his fellow staff officers were horrified and felt the young Captain would be fired, he himself had no

regrets. He said "A11 I can see is that I might get field duty instead of staff duty, and certainly that would be a Ereat
success."

Contrary to the expectations of his mess mates the young Captain later became General Pershing's aide. His

name was George C. Marshall, later to be General of theArmy, Chief ofArmy Staff and the Chairman of the Joing

Chiefs of Staff during World War 2. After retirement, the President of United States made him Secretary of State

and Marshall was the author of tl.re famous and successful 'Marshall Plan'for the rebuilding and rehabilitation of
Westem Europe which was devastated after World War 2.
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WHAT AILS THE PUBLIC SBRVICE?
THE PEOPLF HAVE AN INALIENABLE RIGHT TO

GOOD GOVERNANCE
by

CseNnna WrcrRtuasrNGHE
Some thoughts on good Governance as well as problems within the service and possible solutions

The Public Service today is a much maligned,
perhaps deservedly,. In a representative democracy
the people vest the power of governance, in trust, on a

government of their choice. The people therefore have
an inalienable right to good governance. The executive
powers of governance in a country are exercised
through the public administration of the country. The
Public Service is the steel framework on which the
entire edifice of government rests. lt gives vertebral
support to every conceivable form of governmental
activity. It is indeed the main stay of the government in
its relations with the general citizenry of the country as

well as witlr loreign countries.

One might therefore legitimately ask why such a
pivotal government mechanism has been allowe<i to
decline progressively over the years in the performance
of its duties with the high degree of efficiency and
impartiality expected of it. To obtain a quick insight
into the degeneration of public administration, one
has to trace briefly the socio-politico economic
developments which took place in the half century or
so following Independence.

The years following Independence

If one goes back in years to the time we gained
Independence, it could be said that we inherited a

well organized and efficient Public Service with
high standards of discipline and efficiency which
were consistently maintained. Public servants. even
in the non-staff grades, were equipped with the
required competence levels including the necessary
corrmunication skills which enabled them to discharge
their duties with dedication and efficiency. The ruiing
political elite too were drawn from a different stratulx
of society and comprised gentlemen ol means and
leisure who took to politics out of a sense high altruistl
and whose avowed pulpose in gaining poiitical
office was to be of service to the corlmunity and the
country. Many who en,baiked on these political forays
expended their farrlily wealtli and inheritance on them
sor.newhat recklessly, often ending up in dire 1renury
for all tireir pains. A good many of these gentlemen
noliticians were feelingly patriotic and selfless, in star-k

contrast to their present day self-seeking, selfcentred
and insufferably overbearing counterparls.

The dichotomy in the relationship between the
Political Executive and the public Service.

The separation of policy and administration at the
time, ensured the smooth functioning of the public
Service with minimal interference by politicians in the
implementation of govemment policy programmes.
The public spirited commi.tment, dedication and the
incomrptibility of the ruling political elite provided a

shining example to all levels of the public Sen,ice ri,ho
puryosefully followed in the footsteps of the political
leaders. There was discipline, high integriq, and a
scrupulous dedication to public duty. Discipline u.as
rigid to the point where malfeasance and fraud u,ere
almost non-existent. When such instances came to
light, the money involved was often very small but the
punishment meted out was quick and severe - prompt
interdiction often leading to dismissal ftom service.
Discipline, in one telling word, encompassed the full
gamut ofstandards ofproprietary conduct and behavior
in the society as a whole. The pathetic lack of it is at
the root of the many social evils plaguin_e society today
the alarming break down of law and order and rampant
cor:ruption have all had their corrosive impact on the
Public Ser.rice. Indiscipline and comrption in the
Public Service of today is only a reflection of endemic
corruption and rank indiscipline in the wider society.

Heading towards decline-fatally flawed educational
policies.

A rather disturbing trend observed in the mid_
sixties and thereafter was tire lack of knowledge,
competence and initiative shown by the majority of
officers who came increasingly to man the higher
echelons of the Public Service. This could be sourced
to l.rasty and ill-conceived decisions made earlier on
relating to crucial national issues, sorely lacking in
foresiglit and made often for shorl tenn political gain.
ln this regard, a fatally flawed educational policy tops
the list.
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To meet the social demand for higher education,
local Universities were chuming out graduates lacking
in the required skills, knowledge and breadth of vision
to effectively man positions of responsibility and

authority in the administration. Tl.rey can hardly be

faulted as they were the unfortunate victims ofa skewed

national educational system. Some of them are very
intelligent, smart and promising officers who could
acquire, given the opportunity, the basic language,

communication and analytical skills within a short
period of time. Further, they could be productively
and successfully exposed to modern management

techniques as well as contemporary approaches to
development administration by arranging training
courses for them both locally and abroad.

Unlike India, which was intensely pragmatic in
following an educational policy suited to modern tirnes,

successive governments in Sri Lanka merely tinkered
with the educational system rather desultorily, shying
away from directly confronting the core issues out of
a sheer lack of political will and courage to boldly
fonnulate a consistent national policy consonant with
present day economic realities.

Discipline in the Public Service today is pathetic,

reflecting indiscipline at higher leadership levels as

well as in the society at large. One despairs at the

lethargy bordering on indifference that seems to
pervade the entire system of public administration
today. It would not be easy to identify appropriate slots

for tl.rese officers, in Blake's leadership matrix!

The shortage of competent persons observed at

practically all levels could be attributed to certain

shortcornings in the processes of recruitment,
training, promotion and the lack of regular inseruice

skills development programmes. Many young

administrators, though intelligent, lack communication
skills and analytical ability which are indeed a

paralyzing drawback to tire development of their full
potentiai. One of the principal motivations for diligent
application to work is, to use Maslow/Etzionil's term,

the.need for self actualization. The work environment
nrust be there for him to realize his full potential.
The current programmes of induction, training and

in-seruice management development are often badly
structured and inadequate to match-up to tire rigours
and demands of the high level positions they rise to
hold.

It is indeed hearlening to learn that Public
Adrninistration Minister Karu Jayasuriya proposes to"

l.rave a Charter for Public Servants which will spell out

their duties as well as tire manner in which they should

be performed. This is certainly a step in the right
direction. A Public Service acting on the lines similar
to those in countries like India, Singapore, Australia et
al might be an even better proposition. But there are
more fundamental problems of graver import needing
urgent corrective action. These really are at the root
of the widespread inefficiency, lethargy and cormption
in the Public Service and must be addressed with
the required political resolve if it is to be spun round
to perfonn up to the legitimate expectation of the
ordinary people. These have been spelt out in some of
the paragraphs that follow.

The new class of elected representatives.

With the mid fifties and the sixties of the last
century, there came about the inevitable rise in popular
expectations with a new awakening of the ordinary
masses to political self-awareness andthe consciousness
of power that inhered in them to change their rulers at
voting time. Many elected representatives to Parliament
came to be increasingly drawn from different strata of
society and comprised a heterogeneous lot. Coming
from rural backgrounds and unaccustomed to the new
social and political milieu they found themselves in,
they quickly acquired an altogether new set of values
hitherto aiien to them which however equipped
tl.rem to skill-fully dodge or skirt round the pressing
national problems of the day. They further distanced
themselves from their constituents by their hauteur and
insufferable arrogance.

Disengenuity and duplicity became a part of their
political therapy in dealing with the people. With
their exaggerated sense of power and authority, these

elected representatives starled interfering with public
servants, initially at the level of Secretaries to Ministers
and thereafter at lower levels of the administrative
hierarchy. These inroads made by politicians into the
public administration enclaves soon led to the blurring
of the dichotomous relationship maintained by the
political executive and the bureaucratic hierarchy
up until about the mid sixties. A cerlain degree of
politicization was perhaps inevitable, but certainly
not in the manner it was peremptorily given legal
countenance to, soon afterwards.

Politicisation of the Public Service and the attendant
problems.

Politicisation reached its apogee with the enactment
of the Constitution of 1972 which unceremoniously did
away with the Public Service Commission which body
had acted as a veritable bulwark, affording protection
to public servants from any arbitrary actions of the
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political executive. With the 1972 Constitution all
vestiges of independence enjoyed by public servants
vanished into thin air. The complete control of the
Public Service was vested overnight in the political
Executive. Public Servants became mere hand_maidens
of their political masters. This sounded the deatir knell
of political impartiality (which had hitherto been the
hallmark of the Public Service), independent thinking
on policy matters and any individual initiatives on
policy issues by senior public servants.

With the formalization of politicization under the
1972 Constitution, undue political interference in the
decision making process pervaded every level of the
Public Service resulting in comrption, inefficiency and
waste. The abject dependence of the higher officials
of the Public Service on Ministers has tumed them
into veritable lackeys of these Ministers. This is
understandable as tliey are beholden to the Ministers
for their career advancement and indeed, for their
continued survival in the positions they holdl

Although the Public Service Commission was
restituted by the 1977 Constitution, there was hardly
any relaxation of the stranglehold the political
executive had on the public service. This was because
heads of depaftments continued to be appointed by the
Cabinet of Ministers. Even under the l Tth amendment,
the political executive made it a point to retain this
power in its hands for obvious reasons.

Such ministerial hegemony over the public Service
stymies initiative and dampens motivation and virtually
entasculates a nonr-rally vibrant service. In such
circumstances, Public Servants are wont to reconcile
themselves to being mere mouth-pieces and pliant ,yes

men' of the political executive. political patronage
tragically, nurtures and protects official corruption and
often there is collusion between dishonest politicians
and corrupt of,ficials. In such an environment there
is little wonder that corruption assumes epidemic
proportions permeating and infecting every level of
the public service. Politicization has indeed been the
bane of the Public Service.

The open economy and the ,Robber Barons,.

With the opening of the economy in 197g, an open
invitation was extended by president Jayewardene
to 'Robber Barons' to take the field and develop and
transform an inward looking, sluggish econorly, into a
new Asian Tiger. The Robber Barons did n-rove iri_ in
droves and 'boom time' star-ted almost iu.rmediately
u,ith a flor-rrisli and a swaggerl

Unfortunately, there was also a generous
sprinkling of these types peopling parliament as weli.
At the subsequent hustings their numbers proliferated,
as they ensured their successful election to the House
by lavishly distributing largesse in shekels which they
and their rather disreputable sponsors seem to have in
unlimited abundance. Such untoward developments
tended, quite expectedly, to fuither accelerate the
degeneration of the public Service.

The unanswered questions and the solutions.

Why should some be more equal than others?
This is a perennial question that begs the answerl In a
democracy, the law is supreme. It should apply equally
to everyone, irrespective of the position one holds
and the power and authority one wields. If laws are
enforced selectively, the public will lose confidence in
the ability of the law enforcement authorities as well
as the government, to maintain law and order in the
country. This will invariably lead to a breakdown in
law and order with the people taking the law into their
hands out ofsheer desperation. This will lead to a sense
of helplessness and ennui in society which will in turn
lead to a state ofnear anarchy. The government cannot
fail in its prime duty to the people of maintaining law
and order. Similarly, if indiscipline and comrption
receive political patronage and protection, then the
entire Public Service will take the cue and follow the
glaring example set by the leadership. Discipline, in
all its aspects, indeed holds the key to a public service
devoid of corruption lethargy and inefficiency. It is the
one magic word which holds within its extended domain
the valued principles and virtues ofgood governance.
In this respect, it is certainly the political elite who
should set the standards of exemplary conduct for all
Public Servants and all other citizens in the counrry to
look up to and emulate.

Sadly, there are sorle politicians todav who never
faill to invite public contempt by their compulsive,
obstreperous behavior. There are thankfully, still
amongst politicians, men of integrity and probity. But
they are unfortunately few and far between.

Once the leaders set the coffect example ti.re rest
ofsociety is bound to follow. To ensure law and order,
justice and equity in the country, the following remedial
measures need to be legally adopted and implemented
scrupulously:

1) All citizens should be equal before tlie law of
the 1and.

2) All elected representatives and all public
seruants should rrake a declaration of their



political executive. With the 1972 Constitution all
vestiges of independence enjoyed by public servants
vanished into thin air. The complete control of tl.re

Public Service was vested ovemight in the political
Executive. Public Servants became mere hand-maidens
of their political masters. This sounded the death knell
of political impafiiality (which had hitherto been the
hallmark of the Public Service), independent thinking
on policy rnatters and any individual initiatives on
policy issues by senior public servants.

With the formalization of politicization under the
1972 Constitution, undue political interference in the
decision making process pervaded every level of the
Public Service resulting in corruption, inefficiency and
waste. The abject dependence of the higher officials
of the Public Service on Ministers has tumed them
into veritable lackeys of these Ministers. This is
understandable as they are beholden to the Ministers
for their career advancement and indeed, for their
continued survival in the positions they hold!

Although the Public Service Commission was
restituted by the 1971 Constttution, there was hardly
any relaxation of the stranglehold the political
executive had on the public service. This was because
heads of departments continued to be appointed by the
Cabinet of Ministers. Even under the 17th amendment,
the political executive made it a point to retain thjs
power in its hands for obvious reasons.

Such rninisterial hegemony overthe public Service
stymies initiative and dampens motivation and vifiually
ernasculates a normally vibrant service. In such
circumstances, Public Servants are wont to reconcile
themselves to being mere mouth-pieces and pliant .yes

men' of the political executive. political patronage
tragically, nufiures and protects official corruption and
often there is collusion between dishonest politicians
and corrupt officials. In such an environment there
is little wonder that corruption assumes epidemic
proportions perrleating and infecting every level of
the public service. Politicization has indeed been the
bane of the Public Service.

The open economy and the .Robber Barons,.

With tlie opening of ti.re eqonomy in t978, an open
invitation was extended by president Jayewardene
to 'Robber Barons' to take the field and develop and
transform an inwald looking, sluggish econorry, into a

new Asian Tiger. The Robber Barons did move in - in
droves and 'boom tirne' started almost ir.r-rn-rediately

rvith a flourish and a s'uvaggerl

Unfortunately, there was also a generous
sprinkling of these types peopling parliament as well.
At the subsequent hustings their numbers proliferated,
as they ensured their successful election to the House
by lavishly distributing largesse in shekels which they
and their rather disreputable sponsors seerl to have in
unlimited abundance. Such untoward developments
tended, quite expectedly, to further accelerate the
degeneration of the public Service.

The unanswered questions and the solutions.

Why should some be more equal than others?
This is a perennial question that begs the answerl In a
democracy, the law is supreme. It should apply equally
to everyone, irrespective of the position one holds
and the power and authority one wields. If laws are
enforced selectively, the public will lose confidence in
the ability of the law enforcement authorities as well
as the govemment, to maintain law and order in the
country. This will invariably lead to a breakdown in
law and order with the people taking the law into their
hands out of sheer desperation. This will lead to a sense
of helplessness and ennui in society which will in turn
lead to a state ofnear anarchy. The government cannot
fail in its prime duty to the people of maintaining law
and order. Similarly, if indiscipline and corruption
receive political patronage and protection, then the
entire Public Service will take the cue and follow the
glaring example set by the leadership. Discipline, in
all its aspects, indeed holds the key to a public service
devoid ofcorruption lethargy and inefflciency. It is the
one magic word which holds within its extended domain
the valued principles and virlues of good governance.
In this respect, it is certainly the political elite who
should set the standards of exemplary conduct for all
Public Servants and all other citizens in the countrv to
look up to and emulate.

Sadly, there are some politicians today who never
faill to invite public contempt by their compulsive,
obstreperous behavior. There are thankfully, still
amongst politicians, men of integrity and probity. But
they are unfortunately few and far between.

Once the leaders set the correct example the rest
of society is bound to follow. To ensure law and order.
justice and equity in the country, the following remedial
measures need to be legally adopted and implemented
scrupulously:

l) A11 citizens should be equal before the larv of
the land.

2) All elected representatives and all public
servants should make a declaration of their
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3)

4)

assets and iiabilities at the beginning of each

calendar year. In the case of prospective
candidates seeking election to political
authorities, their nornination papers should
not be entertained ifthere is no declaration of
assets and liabilities accompanying same. A
member of the pubiic should be able to obtain
a copy of a declaration of assets and liabilities
any time, on payment of a stipulated fee.

All financial transactions of eiected
representatives should be subject to audit by
law. Any act of fraud of financial malfeasance

committed by them should be dealt with under
the common law.

The 17th amendment should be implemented
to the letter of the law. All appointments to
the respective bodies should be made strictly
in accordance with the legal provisions laid
down. If this is done, it will go along way to
ensure the independence of the institutions
covered by the amendment and would in tum
lead to an immediate improvement in the
law and order situation in the country. There

is also bound to be a salutary tum around of
the indiscipline and disorder that is rife in the

wider society of today. Law and order indeed

constitute the key to political and social
stability and good governance in any country.

There should be a new provision incorporated
in the 17th amendment to the effect tliat
appointments of Heads of Deparlrnents

should be by the Public Service Commission
and not by Cabinet. This would free the Public
Service, at least to a tolerable degree, from tl.re

direct control of the Poiitical Executive.

There should be a Public Service Act
incorporating the f following objectives:-

a) To establish a Public Service that is
efficient, impartial and effective in the

discharge ofits public duties.

b) To provide a legal framework for tl.re

effective and [ail ernploynrent and

management of tire Service.

c) To define the powers and functions of
Secretaries to Ministries and Heads of
Deparlments and State Agencies.

d) To describe the relationship between
public servant and political authorities.

e) To establish the rights and obligations of
SLPS employees.

It would be necessary to incorporate sorne of the
vital measures refereed to above, in the Constitution to
give greater Iegal effect.

Once, those wielding political power and authority
realize that they are no longer in a privileged position,
beyond the reach of the law and that they, like any
ordinary citizen, would further be accountable under
the law for any breaches of financial discipline, there
is bound to be a change in attitude which would
hopefully find reflection in a much higher degree of
responsibility and a far greater commitment to serve
the community and the nalion.

The foundational pre-requisites for good
governance are after all, integrity, responsibility,
transparency, accountability and equally importantly,
sincerity of purpose. A11 these can be subsumed under
one all encompassing word Discipline.

Most imporlantly, there should be a deep and
purposive commitment in the ruling elite as well as

in those wl.ro aspire to assuming that role in future, to
give of their best in serving the people of this country
selflessly and with single - minded dedication. This
is the least they can do to live up to the faith and the
trust reposed in them by the ordinary people who have
placed them in power.

The Organisation of Professional Associations
(OPA) has undertaken a comprehensive exercise
involving retired senior public servants, university
dons, engineers, lawyers, doctors and other senior
professionals drawn from diverse disciplines, to make
appropriate recommendations on the reorganization of
cabinet ministries for a more streamlined delivery of
services to the public and for overall good governance.
The final report of this exercise will be made available
to the govemment and the general public in September
this year.

(Tlte writer retired fr"om the public service as
Additional Secretarlt to the President. He also served
as Sri Lankab Anfuassador to France and has been a
ntember of the Public Service Conmtission)
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ASTA'S GEOPOLITICAL CHALLENGE
by

Tru Mulpv
Senior fellow of Asia-Pacific Security at the London-Based Inter National Institute of Strategic Studies

If the reasons why terrorism occurs are complex,
what is indisputable is that wherever in the world there
are western interests there is a potential risk and the
financial markets are vulnerable as a result. Osama bin
Laden's January warning of new attacks against the
US served as a grim reminder of the threat to markets
posed by terrorism. After his warning, oil prices,
already rising because of uncertainty surrounding
supply in Nigeria and the West's ongoing tensions
with Iran, hardened further as markets absorbed the
possible implications.

On the face of it, financial markets have shown
remarkable resilience to attacks. Asian markets seem
to be able to factor in attacks while furlher afield in
London it took a matter of hours for the markets to
recover after the July 7 attacks. But if markets are able
to absorb the shock ofisolated events, how would they
respond to a series of incidents or even a spectacular
attack, especially in the Asian region?

The region .contains some strategically vital
countries, not least Indonesia, A nascent democracy,
the world's largest Muslim nation, an oil and gas
exporter and a country sitting astride the world's
busiest shipping lane, Indonesia has been the victim of
a series ofbloody atrocities over recent years. Another
case is Thailand, where a separatist movement in the
country's predominantly Malay south appears to be
growing steadily worse.

The good news, says Tim Huxley, senior fellow for
Asia-Pacific security at the London-based International
Institute of Strategic Studies, is that in much of the
region, progress has been made against local terror
groups. The worst fears articulated by some have not
come to pass. "We are not looking at organizations such
as Al Queda or Jemaah Islamiyah (Jl) with a cettralzed
command and an extensive geographical network
and an order of battle comparable to a conventional
military organization," notes Huxley. "It looks that if
there ever was an organization like that it has now been
effectively smashed."

This has given rise to a different set of equally
challenging problems for security forces as the treat
is now from highly autonomous and self-motivated
groupsl as in the case of the July attacks in London
last year. "These were essentially self-starting groups,"
says Huxley. One such. JI faction was responsible for
some of the most notorious attacks in Indonesia's
recent past in Bali and Jakarla, launching attacks at the

rate of one every 12 months over the last fout yeals.

Whether JI factions can keep up this grisly record is

a moot point. There have been some notable successes

in Indonesia and cooperation between authorities and

their foreign counterparts in Australia and the US has
improved, with good results.

The Philippines, which has been an unwilling host
to numerous groups, including the Abu Sayyaf Group,
the Moro Islamic Liberation Front and the Moro
National Liberation Front, has also been registering
some successes, though again the situation remains
delicately poised. "In the Philippines I'd say the
situation is getting rather better," says Huxley.

One important theme, which has emerged since
2001, is that attacks have been carried out by domestic
groups and not foreign sleeper ce11s. This may bode well
for Hong Kong, for despite its target-rich environment
the territory does not seem to be facing any kind of
home-grown threat.

Malaysia was one of the first nations to clamp
down on extremists, and a series of arrests in Singapore
in 2001 and 2002 seems to have broken any domestic
terror organization there.

lf the picture Huxley paints is relatively positive
for most of the region, the situation is rather grimmer
in the south of Thailand. As a separatist campaign, the
Thai insurgency is markedly different in nature from
other areas of instability in the region. The situation is
causing serious concern.

He also casts a critical eye on some of the more
hysterical reports about the threat of nuclear terrorism,
noting that such attacks would require huge logistics,
organ ization and expertise.

"Rather than a nuclear device, a radiological
dispersion device (a so-called dirty bomb) would be
more likeiy, but even this would pose considerable
problems with regard to handling the materials and
would probably cause far less damage than has been
speculated."

lnterestingly, Huxley believes that the gravest
problems have less to do with terorism and more to
do with more broad-ranging, and even environmental,
issues. There is a huge range ofwhat could be described
as human security problems relating to poverty, disease
and environmental issues which in my view pose a

greater threat than terrorism," he says, taking as an
example the impact of rising sea levels or flooding of
coastal areas. "There is also concem over a rna.jor flu
outbreak, H5N1, or some other variant that escalates
into a major pandemic. Even in developed countries,
pandemic disease could have a severe impact on
transport systems, on food supplies and on the ability
ofpolice forces to operate."
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ATTITUDE

THE VALUE OF BETNG POSITIVE

Onthe surface, attitude is thewayyou communicate
your mood to others. When you are optimistic and

anticipate successful encounters, you transmit a

positive attitude and people usually respond favorably.
When you are pessimistic and expect the worst, you

are pessimistic and expect the worst, your attitude is
often negative and people tend to avoid you. lnside
your head, where it all starls, attitude is a mind-set. lt
is the way you look at tirings mentally.

Think of attitude as your mental focus on the

outside world. Like using a camera, you can focus or
set your mind on what appeals to you. You can see

situations as either opportunities or failures. A cold
winter day as either beautiful or ugly. A departmental

meeting as interesting or boring. Perception - the

complicated process of viewing and interpreting your
environment - is a mental phenomenon. It is within
your power to concentrate on selected aspects ofyour
environment and ignore others. Quite simply, you take

the picture of life you want to take.

Emphasising the positive and diffusing the negative
is like using a magnifying glass. You can place the glass

over good news and feel better, or you can magnif,
bad news and make yourself miserable. Magnifying
situations can become a habit. If you continually focus

on difficult situations, the result will be exaggerated

distorlions of problems. A better approach might be to

imagine you have a binocular. Use the magnifying end

to view positive things, and reverse them (using the
other end) whenever you encounter negative elements

to make them appear smaller. Once you are able to
alter your imaginary to highlight the positive, you are

on the right road.

Attitude is never static. It is an ongoing dynamic,
sensitive, perceptual process. Unless you are on
constant guard, negative factors can slip into your
perspective. This will cause you to spend "mind time"
on difficulties ralher tlran on opportunities.

If negative factors stay around long enorLgh, they
will be reflected on yor-rr disposition. The positive is sti11

there. but it has been overshadou,ed by the negative.

It is a challenge to pusl.r the negative factors to
the outer perimeter of your thinking. It takes mentai
discipline, courage and the conviction to believe that
more good tirings liappen when you are positive.

Of course, no one can be positive all the time and
excessive optitrism may not be realistic. Friends and
associates wrll probably feel it is piastic. After all, a

positive attitude is not an act; it is genuine. Sometimes,
when things get really tough, a positive attitude may
be impossible or even inappropriate. The "we shal1

always overcome" perspective is more determination
based upon rightful indignation than that ofa positive
attitude-

When things are going well, a positive attitude
becomes self-reinforcing and easy to maintain Being
human, however, various things will always happen to
test your positive mindset. Some person or situation
may step onto your attitude and challenge your ability
to bounce back.

Winners are those who can regain their positive
attitude quickly. Individuals who are unable to bounce
back and who drag out or dwell excessively upon
misforlune, miss out on much of what life has to
offer.

DEVELOP A
WINNER

The Losers

The Winners

The Losers

The Winners

The losers

The Winners

The Losers

The Winners

The Losers

Tire Winners

The Losers

dif{rcult".

The Winners
possible".

POSITIVE ATTITUDE - BE A

Are always a part olthe problem,

Are always a part olthe answer

Always have an excuse

Always have a programme

Say "that's not my job".

Say "Let me do it for you".

See a problem in every answer

See an answer in every problem

See a ring of close in fielders

See tire open spaces beyond

Say "It may be possible but it's too

Say "It may be difficult but it's
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SAARC HAS FAILED TO ADVANCE REGIONAL CO.OPERATION
by

K. GooecE
Former Arnbassador to the European Union

The seven South Asian Nations of SAARC have
met for the 14th time, this time in Delhi, along with a

new nrember state. Alghanistan.

The governments and the peoples of South Asia
have lost faith and do not expect anything tangible to
emerge from these meetings or summits, for such has
been the track record of SAARC.

Each country has its own agenda and its priorities;
there does not seem to be any common agenda. Unlike
in 1991, when President Premadasa proposed five
regional initiatives which were all intended to forge
closer cooperation among the countries of SAARC.

At this meet if there was one issue which was, in
a sense generic and common to all the countries of the
region, it was 'terorism', but here too the Kashmir
issue and 'cross border terrorism' prevents finding a
common commitment to fight the scourge.

The Declaration merely acknowledged the threat
to peace and security from terroristr, but there's no
agreement on cooperating to eradicate the menace.

It is now an accepted practice at every SAARC
summit to pledge to enhance regional cooperation,
but if a 'performance audit' is done, it would be
embarrassingly obvious that the governments have
failed miserably to enhance regional cooperation; the
scorecard would show that hundreds of meetings have
been held by officials, in addition to the 14 surnmits,
but SAARC has nothing to show as achievements.

This year, Sri Lanka sought to obtain a
commitment on counter terrorism measures and have
it incorporated in the Declaration, but failed. Pakistan
proposed another useful initiative, namely to establish
a mechanism to resolve regional disputes, but this
was not accepted either. An old initiative once again
re-surfaced, to establish a Development Fund for
infrastructure development. If my memory serves
me right. I recall that such a fund for infrastructure
development within SAARC was launched by the then
Japanese Prime Minister Kaifu, but tliat was stil1 bom;
I do not hold out more hope for this initiative. either. lt
would suffer a similar fate.

Tliere is no dor.rbt that SAARC has tremendous
potentiai to become a catalyst for growth, but what is it
that has inhibited it achieving its potential? Is it not tl.re
lack of a political rvill among the nations of SAARC?"
Is not its inl.rerent asymmetry another hindrance (lf

only India adopted the Gujral doctrine, I feel India
could have made a tremendous contribution towards
enhancing regional cooperation). India's sheer size and
strength and her own agenda and ambitions prevents
her from acting as an'equal partner'.

Has SAARC become a liability and a hindrance
to India? This situation is aided by the di{ferences and
antagonism that exist between SAARC countries. The
age old problem between Pakistan and India continues,
though there has been a distinct thaw in relations in
recent times. Afghanistan accuses pakistan of aiding
cross border terrorism, Sri Lanka has her own problems
with India because of the Tamii Nadu dimension in
India's coalition politics, Bangladesh has her own
problems with lndia and last but not least, the situation
in Nepal has not been conductive to the promotion of
close relations between those two countries.

It is today an accepted fact that SAARC has made
very little progress. Some years ago SAARC leaders of
the time appointed a committee of eminent persons to
assess progress and prepare a perspective plan; a study
was underlaken and a report was prepared, but nothing
came of it, and that was 10 years ago!

To recall the initiatives proposed by president
Prernadasa in 1991, he proposed a South Asian
Commission on Poverty Alieviation; he also proposed
the establishment of an Asian payments Union and
the creation of a South Asian preferential Trading
Area and the eventual establishment of a South Asian
Economic Community, a pipedream considering the
progress made in rnore than two decades. None of
these initiatives have made much headway, though
preferential bilateral agreements have been signed
between ceftain SAARC countries. perhaps, the only
initiative that may be realized from the pious promises
made in Delhi this year may be the South Asia
University which is to be located in De1hi.

If SAARC is to progress, tl.rere should be sincere
commitment to regional cooperation; in this regard
it may be relevant to quote the words of president
Premadasa. He stated, in 1991, "regional cooperation
means sharing and caring for eaclt other; the central
motif should be one for all and all for one. Then only
can we confront the dangers and threats we face now.,,
He also said "if we are not for each other, who will
be there for us?" It was indeed a passionate plea for
cooperation.
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If SAARC is to become meaningful to the people

then SAARC should becorne a 'peoples'movement',
facilitated by governments. SAARC will not progress

so long as politicai leaders and bureaucrats monopolize
the concept and control affairs. There should be a free

movement of goods, services and above all, people.

Closer cooperation could be forged through free trade,

the freer movement ofpeople and all foms of business;

those bonds would be real and enduring and make

cooperation a reality and even promote integration.

Politics should be placed on the back-burner and

economic activity must be enthroned; there is no other

way if we are to succeed.

The establishment of a Common Market should be

our goal but we need to proceed cautiously because

of the structure of SAARC. This could be achieved

in a decade from now if the political will exists. The

concept should be attractively packaged and marketed
to make the people of the countries realize that we
could all be winners. As for having a common currency,
the Europeans took 50 years to bring their econornies
into some form of parity to have a comtrlon currency;
considering the size of the Indian econolny we may
all end up being swallowed by the Indian Rupee. If
prosperity reaches the people ofthe region and people

uplift themselves to ASEAN standards of living, our
racial, religious and other differences that keep us

apart would all be forgotten and a just and lasting
peace could be achieved in the region.

Unless there is a sincere commitment to promote
regional cooperation, it is obvious that SAARC will
remain the mere talking shop it is, which has let down
the hopes of over one fifth of the world's population or
ofone and a halfbillion peopl
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VIOLENCE IN

Democracy deficits have been the cause for
ethnic violence exploding in Pakistan following the
assassination of former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto
who challenged the Presidential Military rule in
Pakistan, and deficits in power sharing arrangements
have been the cause for violence in Kenya following
challenges to Presidential claims for a second term by
former President Kibaki on grounds that the election
was rigged. Although the violence in both countries
followed ethnic lines the root cause for the violence
could be attributed to weaknesses in the political
structures in both countries. Therefore, to characterize
the violence in Pakistan or Kenya as "ethnic" is wrong,
as has been the similar characterization ascribed to the
conflict in Sri Lanka.

Clearly, it is not ethnicity per se that is the powder
keg that triggers violence but the nature ofthe political
fomations in countries such a Pakistan. Kenya and
for that matter Sri Lanka, that favour one ethnic group
over others that is the root cause for the violence that
leaves hundreds dead, thousands displaced and ethnic
tensions sparked and smoldering for years ahead. How
prudent is it therefore for the political formation in
a country to be structured on ethnic lines as it is in
Pakistan, and what is being explored for Sri Lanka?

Pakistan

Pakistan is a federation of four provinces, each
with its own ethnic concentration. The Punjabis who
constitute 44,k of Pakistan is are dominant in the
Army. The other teritorially based ethnic groups are
that Pashtuns who are l5o/o, the Sindhis wbo arc l4ok,
and the Baluchis who are 4o/obut who occupy a sizable
territory, with the remaining 23Yo of other tribes spread
throughout the country. Sharing political power under
such conditions is a serious challenge because any
measure that is seen to favour one group over another
is not only a cause for strife but also a threat to the
territorial integrity of the state.

If Pakistan is to stay whole and as a Democracy it
has to evolve political structures that make each olthe
ethnic groups benefit more from a unified Pakistan than
by being individually separate. This is the challenge
for Pakistan. Pakistan has managed to stay whole thus
far because of tlie military; a glue that runs counter
to tenets of Democracy and Pluralism. Since Pakistan
is already federated on ethnic lines it can hope to .
stay whole only if Pakistan can replace the military
glue with the glue ol sharing power at the center in a
manner where the benefits to a common corlmitrnent

PAKTSTAN AND KENYA: LESSON FoR
by

Nrvus LapnuwasErry

SRT LANKA

outweigh the benefits of isolation. The situation in
Pakistan demonstrates how fragile it is for a country
to be federated on ethnic lines similar to what is being
sought by the Tamil minority in Sri Lanka.

Kenya

Although the violence in Kenya is on ethnic
lines, the underlying cause for it is political. Kenya
is a Republic with Executive power concentrated in
the President with Legislative functions being carried
out by a Parliament, as it is in Sri Lanka. Historically,
Presidents ofKenya have been from the largest ethnic
group, the Kikuyu, even though they are only 22o/o of
the population. Consequently, as a group the Kikuyus
have benefited from Presidential largesse. The recent
election was clairned as a victory by incumbent
President Kibaki who is of the Kikuyu tribe. This
claim was challenged by Mr. Odinga, the contender,
wlro belongs to the Luo tribe that comprises l3oh of the
country's population, on grounds that the election was
rigged; a fact acknowledged by independent monitors.
Who becomes President is a matter of significant
concern to the tribesmen because of the weakness in
the power sharing arrangements.

In Kenya, as in other developing countries,
aithough ethnic divisions are often touted as the cause
for conflict, the real reason is because the political
structures do not permit equitable distribution of
benefits in a manner that makes little or no relevance as
to the ethnicity of who yields power. These structural
weaknesses cause serious disparities. When these
disparities fail along ethnic lines violence is the means
sought to vent anger and frustration. Weakness in the
political structures is what permits the Executive to
favour members of their own tribe at the expense of
members of other tribes. This makes the election of the
President and the tribe to which he belongs a critical
factor in regard to access to benefits.

Lessons for Sri Lanka

Unlike both Pakistan and Kenya the majority
Sinlrala ethnic group in Sri Lanka comprises j5r/" of
the population. It was this group that was marginalized
during colonial rule. Attempts to redress their
grievances are seen as efforts to unduly favour this
group and discriminate against the Sri Lankan Tamils
in particular, who during colonial times were the
favoured group. As in Pakistan and Kenya, the conflict
in Sri Lanka has its roots in tlie political arrangements
that l.rave prevented minority groups frorl enjoying
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political power and access to economic resources in
a rlanner that is equitable both in real terms and by
perception. The lessons from Pakistan and Kenya
should guide the amangements that need to be worked
out to bring stability to Sri Lanka.

The lesson from Pakistan is the danger to territorial
integrity by federating a state on ethnic lines, and the
absence of Democratic arrangements at the center that
make all ethnic groups stake-holders in the processes
of govemance. The lesson from Kenya is the need to
strengthen the structural arrangements at the center to
prevent the Executive from favouring any particular
segment of the population by ensuring equitable
distribution of benefits and resources-

The present structure of the Sri Lankan state
where the Province is recognized as the peripheral
unit is wlnerable because monoethnic provinces exist
with the potential to threaten territorial integrity, as in
Pakistan. A more secure and durable basis that would
ensure territorial integrity would be the District. By
advocating the Province to be the peripheral unit,
the Al1 Party Representative Committee (ApRC) that
is charged with working out a political package has
failed to recognize the implications involved in respect
of the vulnerability to the integrity of the state. These
implications would be compounded if one were to
contemplate the effects the Province as the peripheral
unit would have on possible future claims to greater
economic zones under the Law ofthe Sea.

The factors that should influence the choice ofthe
peripheral unit should on a priority basis be, firstly, one
that guarantees territorial integrity and secondly, one
that would lend itself to greater economic development
through greater participation and better access to be
administrative needs of the people. There is no doubt
that in the case of Sri Lanka this is the District, a fact
recognized in the 1978 Constitution and later amended
under pressure from India following the Indo-Lanka
Accord.

With the District as the peripheral unit, the focus
should be on the structural formation at the center.
Weakless in the structural arrangements at the center
is increasingly being recognized by academics as the
cause for the conflicts in countries such a Sri Lanka
and instability in Pakistan and Kenya. An arlicle in the
Washington Post by Steven Fish and Mathew Kroenig,
titied "Kenya's Real Problem (It's Not Ethnic),,,
January 9,2008 stated: "We recently conducted
statistical analysis showing tl.rat countries with weak
legislatures are at greater risk of civil war. It's easy to
see wl.ry. Where legislature is strong, opposition groups
can hope to effect policy through their representarives
in parliament, without the need to resofi to violence...
In Kenya and other countries with weak legislatures,
the presidential contest is a winner take-all affair-. The

a

Luo know that they cannot hope to constrain president
Kibaki with the checks and balances to be found in a
system with a powerful parliament,,.

The lesson for Sri Lanka therefore is the need to
strengthen the center in a manner that all groups could
have a say in the processes ofgovemance and influence
policy in a rnanner that compensates the disadvantages
to affected interest groups. Frustration and anger that
iead to violence is often due to Executive or Legislative
action. Some excesses have been remedied by the
Sri Lankan Judiciary in recent times. However, even
though there is provision to seek redress through the
Judiciary the process could prove to be exhausting.
Therefore it is vital that the arrangements within
the Legislature and between the Executive and the
Legislature are such that excesses could be minimized
or even avoided without recourse to the Judiciary.

An arangement repeatedly advocated to
strengthen the center would be by rearranging the entire
Parliament into a series of Legislative Committees so
that they are collectively involved in the processes
of governance with oversight powers over Executive
action. Arearranged and empowered Legislature could
balance Executive action to prevent disadvantaging any
segment of Sri Lankan society regardless of ethnicity
or any other classification.

For example, the US Legislature was reformed
by the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946. This
Act established three types of Committees for the
Legislature, Standing, Select or Special and Joint
Committees. Standing Committees are permanent
panels having legislative jurisdiction over defined
areas. As such they consider bills and issues and
recommend measures for consideration. They also
have oversight responsibilities to monitor agencies,
programs, and activities within their.jurisdiction and
in some areas cut across committee jurisdiction. Select
or Special Committees are established to investigate
and study issues that do not fit within existing Standing
Cornmittees. Joint Committees are made up ofmembers
from the Congress and the Senate; a feature that has
no relevance to Sri Lanka in the present context of a
signal Legislative chamber.

Conclusion

At any 1eve1 of Govemment, national orperipheral,
it is deficiencies in Legislative and Executive action
that has more to do witir frustration and anger than
any other underlying causes. Therefore, stability
requires that special attentions is paid to the structural
arrangements in these two branches of Government
tlore than elsewhere. If a1i segments of the population
have access directly or through representatives to these
branches in order to express their concems, much of
the causes for frustration and anger can be avoideci.



This applies whether or not power is devolved to
peripheral units.

Over the years successive Sri Lankan govemments
have attempted to accommodate arrangements
proposed by disaffected parties instead of addressing
the issues in a forthright manner and this tendency
is reflected in the ongoing pursuits by the APRC as

well. It is this compulsion that has made the APRC
stay with the Province as the peripheral unit despite
all the arguments highlighting the serious implications
to territorial integrity and to issues ofgovernance that
affect the very people they profess to represent. Those
associated with developing political arrangements to
resolve Sri Lanka's national question should draw

from the unrest in Pakistan, Kenya and a host ofother
countries that are experiencing instability due to the
inability of sub national groups to be associated with
the processes that define collective determinations of
governance.

Members of the International Community involved
with peace in Sri Lanka should pay attention to the
advice given by Fish and Kroening in the article quoted
above, where they state that "American and European
efforts to advance peace and democracy in developing
countries have focused on building civil society, but
the United States and Europe have, unfortunately,
underinvested in bolstering formal institutions such as
national legislatures".

Witft Compfimtnts

from

Sugar'N' Spice

C 62, Liberty Plaza
Colombo 3.
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THE LTNKS BETWEEN THE CEYLON (NOW SRI LA\KA) ARMY
AND THE ROYAL MILTTARYACADEMY SANDHI RST IN

ENGLAND _ PERSONAL REMINISCENICES

By

General Desamanya J. E. DsNrs PEnERa VSV; D Lnr (Honoris Causa)
FCMI, FLMgt (SL) ndc. psc.

Before memories fade or truth becomes a casualty
as one of the first Ceylonese to be trained at the hallowed
military establishment, I write this memoir covering
certain historic events related to these links and some
of my personal experiences and observations. To begin
with I wish to quote a note written by Mr. Colin de
Silva of the erstwhile Ceylon Civil Service to the
Army's Fiftieth Anniversary Q949 - 1999) publication
"Fifty Years on". Mr. De Silva was living in Hawaii
after his retirement, I contacted him and asked him to
contribute an arlicle on the beginnings of the Army
as he was frorn 1948 to 1952 the Assistant Secretary
Defence and Principal Assistant to the then permanent

Secretary Ministry of Defence and External Affairs.
Before Independence the Defence and Extemal Affairs
of Ceylon were the responsibility of the Colonial
Offlce in London, so "Defence" was a totally new
subject to be dealt with by the Ceylon Government.
The Prin-re Minister held the porlfolio and his otficials
were erudite men of the prestigious Ceylon Civil
Service. The Permanent Secretary was Sir Kanthiah
Vaithianathan CBE. Mr. De Silva who was a Major in
the CLI, during World War 2, was selected along with
a few outstanding service officers to the Ceylon Civil
Service after the war. Mr. De Silva in his contribution
to tlre History (Pages 17 to 22) refers to the origins
of the concept of Defence of Ceylon as elucidated by
the Prime Minister in his speeches in Parliament and
elsewhere and is worthy of study by any student of
Ceylon's Military History. Mr. De Silva refers (at page
21) to a Commonwealth Prime Ministers Conference
in London in 1948 attended by famous Prime Ministers
of the Commonwealth viz. Clernent Atlee (Britain),
Lester Pearson (Canada), Robert Menezies (Australia)
Jawarhalal Nehru (India). LiaquatAli Khan (pakistan),
where Mr. Senanayake explained his concept of
Defence for Ceylon. This meeting was followed
by a rneeting of ottcials, Sir Oliver Coonetilleke,
then Higit Commissioner for Ceylon in London and
Mr. De Silva represented Ceylon and tirey met with
the Blitish Service Heads viz. the Chiefs of Staff. At
these discussions, he says, tliey were able to ask for
cadetships at Sandhurst amongst other requirernents
for the nascent armed forces of Ceylon, wirich was
supported by the Anglo-Ceylon Defence Pact of 1547.

So this was the origin of our relations with
Sandhurst because; immediately ten cadet vacancies

were offered from 1950, as the Army was to be raised
only in October 1949. Al page 22 of the history, trlr.
De Silva refers to the selection of cadets, where he
refers to me as the first to be selected to that batch.
I am proud of the fact that I was allocated the No.
C/50001 and now there must be well over ten thousand
cadet entrants thereafter. Sir Kanthiah Vaithianathan
in an arlicle, he wrote for the Army Journal in 1952,
confinns some of Mr. De Silva,s statements made after
52 years in 1999 and refers in particular to the selection
of the first Commander of the Ceylon Army. He was to
be Brigadier Roderick Sinclair CBE, DSO. He held
the title of being the l9,h Earl of Caithness. Cevlonese
had a penchant for British Aristocracy lthe Governor
General was Mscount Soulbury), so he had his family
became popular members of society in Colombo and
were sought after by the elite. Brigadier Caithness had
served in the Burma Campaign in World War 2, was
seriously wounded and decorated.

In August 1949, the Ceylon Cadet Battalion
(CCB) as it was then known held its annual camp
at Diyatalawa. By chance, many of us who attended
this camp were subsequently selected as cadets for
Sandhurst. The Earl of Caithness, as Commander
designate (the Army was not raised then) addressed
us. He was most impressive - over 6 ft. tall. He told
us about the future Army of Ceylon and cadetships at
Sandhurst which he said would be advertised soon.
His address was most informative and inviting, so I
made up my mind to apply for cadetship when the
advertisement would appear.

InSeptember I g4g,themuchawaitedadveftisemenr

appeared in the newspapers, but I had not prepared my
parents for this adventure of mine. lt was promptly
rejected by them and I was asked to concentrate on my
studies for the G.C.E. (Advanced Level) in December
'49. I was persistent and appealed to my mother,s
brother who was a Senior Superintendent of police. He
spoke to my parents and convinced them that a career
in the new Army would be prornising, so with great
reluctance the application was endorsed and I had
to rush on my bicycle to the Ministry and hand over
my application to the appropriate officer just before
the closing date. After a series of interviews. n-redical
tests etc., ten of us were selected by a very eminent
panel viz. Sir Kanthiah Vaithianathan; Br-igadier the



Earl of Caithness and Sir Richard Aluvihare (Inspector
General of Police). Though the Army was not raised
bl, gazette notification until 10'h October 1949, all
preliminary arrangements for the build up and selection
of personnel was going on in the Ministry with the
assistance of the Ceylon Defence Force H.Q. headed
by Lt. Co1. Anton Mutukumaru and some other CDF
staff officers who joined the Ceylon Army later when
is was raised.

The first batch of cadets were (in alphabetical
order) Dalton Anderson, Tony Anghie, Anthony David,
Lawrence Fernando, Noel Gunawardena, Nimal
Jayakody, Denis Perera, Vallipuram Ramanathan,
Justus Rodrigo and Tissa Weeratunga. We took our
oaths on 10'r'October 1949 at the Ministry of Defence
as Amy H.Q. was not functioning as yet. It was my
19'h birtlrday. On 13'r' October 1949, the ten of us
accornpanied by Major Roy D. Jayatilleke who was
to be the Commanding Officer of the Recruit Training
Depot (ARTD) was also attending some courses and
attachments at British Anny Recruit Training Depots.
At Ratmalana Airport we were seen off by Brigadier
Caithness; Lt. Col. Anton Mutukumaru fiust appointed
Chief Staff of the Army) Lt. Col. Winston Wijeyekoon

fiust appointed C.O. 1/CLI to which unit we were
posted for tbe duration of our course) and thousands of
friends, relatives and well wishers. It was a tremendous
send off to a set of "newAmbassadors to a new society"
as Sir Kanthiah referred to us in his farervell message.

The AIR Ceylon Skymaster in which we traveled
took ahnost 3 days on its scheduled flight via Bombay,
Karachchi, Cairo, Rome and Paris. In those days rreals
'nvere served at airporls and not in flight, where only
beverages were served by a single air hostess.

On arrival at the Old Heathrow Airport in London
after a near 60 hour flight we had only representatives
of Lake House Newspapers to receive us. They were
Duncan Campbell (a Britisher) and Lester James Pieris
a "candid photographer" now a famous man who is
know as Lankabhimanya Dr. Lester James Pieris who
has u,on accolades for his work on "fiim production" by
many countries and has one of Colombo's prorninent
roads named after him.

Later, Mr. "Jew" Jayawardena, the Secretary of
the High Con-imission arrived and helped us to go to
the accomrnodation booked in a Bloomsbury Hotel.
Mr. Jayawardena later was Attorney General and an
Ambassador. Campbell l.rad an axe to grind with the
Hi-eh Commissioner and was very critical of the High
Commissioner Sir Oliver Goonetilleke and his staff.
Tl.re next day's papers in Colombo were l.readlined
"Sandhurst Cadets stranded penniless in London". Our
parents u,ere terlibly worried as we al1 had to carrl
1200 (a British f, was then Rs. i3130), so there were
cables galole at the High Commission inqr-riring about

our whereabouts. The episode was soon cleared by a
statement made at the Defence Ministry to which the
parents had been invited. This was an early lesson to
us, who had to deal with the media later in our careers.
We learned of the antics of the media which can cause
mischief and misunderstandingl Duncan Campbell
made amends for his misdemeanours by taking us
sightseeing in London and giving us much publicity,
which was perhaps good for future recruitment of
cadets. The High Commissioner too was concerrred
and the Deputy High Commissioner Sir Velupillai
Coomaraswamy and his gracious Lady entertained us
to a rneal at their residence.

The High Commission notified us that Sandhurst
would accept us on their regular course only in February
1950 and in the meantime we were to be trained at
Mons Officer Cadet Scirool along with potential
officers of National Serr,,icemen (England had at that
time 1939 - 1958) mobilized all youth between 18 yrs.
and 21 years. For service in the Military.

We had a gap of about 6 days in London to sightsee,
shop etc. At that time there were hardly any Ceylonese
in London, so to get a rice and curry meal we went
to a little restaurant in Campden Town owned by Mr.
William Singho a former seaman from South Ceylon
who had maried an English lady who helped him.
The meals were delicious and cheap. Food rationing in
England was still in force and one had to have a ration
card for meals.

When we arrived atAldershot Railway Station we
were met by a Sgt. Major who went upto Anderson
(the fair skinned man amongst us) and barked "Do you
speak English?". We all replied in chorus that we did.
The next command was "Pick up your baggage and
load up the vehicie". He then said "my name is Bennet,
you are going to B Company in the Mons Officer
Cadet Scliool and lots of bloody things begin with 'B'.
we were shocked by his attitude but later got used to
the brusque manner of Sergeant Majors. The British, in
England had hardly seen Asians there during the War
years (1939 - 1946) and thereafter till about 1952. We
often came across situations where we were regarded
as persons frorn another planet! Mons Barracks in
Aldershot was in a dilapidated state, the heating system
worked by fits and starts and living in open barrack
rooms was most uncomfortable. The winter was severe
and we endured this discomfort even when on outdoor
exercises, which perhaps toughened us.

After six ',veks at Mons, there was a passing out
parade and we were glad to get away from tl.rere for a

Christmas break in London.

Early in January 1950 we had to report to the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. When we arrived
at the CanTberley Railway Station we were met by an
officer and some soidiers to carry our baggage. The
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reception was much more civilized than at Mons. We

were shown to our acconlrnodation, each l.rad a room
with running hot and cold water and a batman between

five of us.

The purpose of being at the "Mons Holding
Company" at Sandhurst was to give us basic military
instruction and to teach us English. The teaching staff
(mainly from the Royal Army Education Corps) rvere

simply astounded at our knowledge and fluency in

English so they offered to teach us French instead. The

French classes were hilarious, because some of the

more amorous amongst us had cultivated "friendship"
with French "Au-pair-girls" who had come to Britain
to learn English . Their "love letters" were interpreted

(at the request ofthe recipients) by our French Teacher

much to his embarrassment and our amusement. The

replies to these letters were collectively dictated to by
the class and translated by the teacher. So much for
three weeks of French lessons."

In February 1950, wejoined Intake 7 ofthe Roya1

Military Academy comprising about 250 cadets,

mainly British with ourselves, four Malaysians, two

Thains being the non British cadets taken in for the

first time since World War 2. I will not go into the

detail of the organization of the Academy, except to

state that it was headed by a Major General (seemed

strange to us as our Army Chief was only a Brigadier.)
and comprised three Colleges (Old, New and Victory)
and fufiher subdivided into four companies in each

college, each Company named after famous battles in

which the British Army was involved viz.

(a) Old College had Blenheim, Inkennan;
Waterloo and Dettingen

companies.

(b) New College Had Marle; Somme Gaza

and Ypres cot:tpanies

(c) Victory College had Rhine; Normandy;
Alamein and Buma
companies.

Each company had three intakes, Seniors (after

one year at RMA) lntermediates (after six months)

and Juniors (new intake). The cadets ofthe Senior and

Intermediate divisions were assigned responsibilities

of command over their juniors, thereby cultivating

leadership qualities which were judged by the officer

inslructors.

The Steeple Chase and cross country running.

though grueling, kept us amused as little children from

the viilages surrounding Sandhurst used to shout out

"1ook chum Blackie" as they l.rad nevel seen coloured

people before. I am highlighting these as a colorired

person is no longer a stranger in England and Europe.

t

The course then was 30o/o mllitary and 70%o

academic. The curriculum keeps changing with modern
trends. There are women cadets training alongside the

men in the last 25 years. There were none in our tirre.
The grand finale is the Sovereign's Parade, a most
colourful event which seems to follow the same format
over the years.

One of the highlights of our stay at Sandhurst
was a visit paid to the Academy, by the Rt. Hon. D.

S. Senanayake, our Prime Minister accompanied
by Sir Kanthiah Vaithianathan and Sir Velupillai
Coomaraswarny. It was an informal visit and the Prime
Minister was relaxed in our company and chatted quite

freely with us. We took up the problem of our salaries

u'hich were much below that of the British with whom
we had to live and compete. This was rectified no
sooner the Prime Minister returned to Ceylon. There
were two batches at this time making total of 16

cadets from Ceylon, one of whom was in hospital at

the time. The Prime Minister insisted on visiting him
and discovered he was Eustace de Fonseka, who hailed
from a famous Tennis playing family whom the Prime
Minister knew. Eustace's ailment was cured overnight
with this distinguished visitor seeing him!

During our vacations, we made it a point to travel
to Ireland, Scotland and the continent of Europe.
I was involved in a car tour (in 1934 model Morris
Minor) along with Anthony David, Nimal Jayakody
and Ramanathan when we spent five weeks touring
Holland, Belgium, France, Switzerland and ltaly.
We camped out and cooked our own food. We were

a curiosity as some of the people in remote places in
France and Italy had not seen people of our colour.
On our retum to England from this tour, we were
penniless, so we parked our car on the street near one

of London 's many "squares". We were tired and sound
asleep when we had a knock on the shutter. I was in the

driving seat and I opened the shutter as beckoned by
the Policeman standing beside the car. He said "There
is a vagrancy law in this country and I must take you
into custody for transgressing the law. Let me see your
identity papers". I gave him my passport. He glanced at

it and said "l was in your lovely country enroute to the

Burma from during the war. I have pleasant memories
of Ceylon, so I will not arrest you but don't do it again".
We collected our salaries ti.re next day and went back
to Sandhurst. The next year we had more cadets from
Ceylon, so I joined a car trip touring England, Scotland
and Wales along with Tony Anghie, Nimal Jayakody,

Don Weerasinghe and David Rayn'iond. This time too

we camped out most of the tirne and cooked our o\\rn

food.

Other vacations were spent in Ireland as it *'as

cheap and in the Lake District. Of course some of our

colleagues preferred holidaying in the 'hot spots' of
Londonl
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At the end of the course, we had our postings. I
had to go to the Engineers; Lawrie Fernando to the
Signals; Tony Anghie (who passed out first amongst
us), Nimal Jayakody, Justus Rodrigo and Ramanathan
to the Artillery. The rest were posted to the CLI and
had to return to Ceylon, whereas those of us posted to
Engineers, Signals and Arlillery had to attend young
Officer courses at the respective schools in the U.K.
My Young Officer course was at the Royal School of
Military Engineering Chatham. I expected to retutx
home after the course, but as my unit had not been
raised at that time in Ceylon, I was attached to a Field
Engineer Regiment in the British Army of the Rhine
(BAOR) located at Dortmund in Germany. That was a
great experience and the German Army Cantonments
built by Hitler were far more modem than anything
in Britain. Fonner German soldiers (Gennany was
not allowed to have an Army for many years after
World War 2), were batman and mess staff. Tire British
officers and their wives were thrilled with the excellent
married quarters and the service of the batman. There
was a clamour to get posted to BAOR units. I returred
to Ceylon by sea in March 1952.

Back in Ceylon, by 1955 there were about 45
Sandhurst trained young Officers in the Army, so we
thoughr we should lorm an Association. A meering
was held (convened by the late Freddy Fareed of
Signals) at the Army H.e. fficers Mess (later to be the
Cornmander's Conference Hall, before the new Army
H.Q. was constructed in 1992). At this meeting it was
unanimously agreed to form the Sanill.rurst Association
of Ceylon. I was elected the first president, Capt.
Henry Attukorale CLI was the first Secretary and
Capt. Freddy Fareed C. Sigs (now deceased) the first
Treasurer. We organized several social events mainly
at the O1d Aftillery Officer,s Mess by the sea near
Rockhouse (this lovely building in a romantic setting is
now occupied by the Porl Commission). The highlight
was the Annual Formal Dinner at the Galle Face Hotel
to which the Commanders of the Army, Navy and Air
Force and all senior officers including Commanding
Officers of units were invited. These dinners were
a great success and applauded by our seniors, who
seemed to recognize talent amongst the Sandhurst
products and started posting them to Army H.e.,s as
Staff Officers.

ln 1957,I spent a year in tire U.K.. attending a
Royal Engineers Junior Officers Course, so Henrv
\tlrrrkorale and Freddy Fareed carried on wirh events

'.' here SandhurstAlunrni gathered. I rvas back in 195g.
.'159 and 1960 and I remember we had the dinner
":ghts with our Cor.nmanders etc., and of collrse a
.::ler number olSandhurst graduates (approx. 70). ln ,
',r 1 I attended the Staff Colle-ee Course in Camberley-: I believe the Association was not active. When I

,:..:'necl in 1962. I tried to resuscitate the Association.' 
', as told by hiuher authority that it ri,ould be

indiscreet to activate the Sanbdhurst Association as
some of its members had been taken into custody
as accomplices in the coup de etat in 1962. The
Association then went into limbo. I was posted to the
High Commission in London from i964 to end 1966
and thereafter to Diyatalawa. There were others who
could have resuscitated it, but it did not happen.

Sometime in 1969lj0,I remember Margaret Jones,
who had been the "chaperone', ofCeylonese Cadets at
Sandhurst visited Ceylon. I supported Lalin Fernando
to organize a "sandhurst party,, at the Old Station
Officers Mess (now parl of the Taj Samudra Hotell).
The next get together was a formal dinner at the Taj
Samudra Hotel in 1991 to commemorate Sandhurst,s
250'r' anniversary, along with ladies at which we had
Maj. Gen. Anton Mutukumaru and Mrs. Mutukumaru
and Maj. Gen. B. R. Heyn formerArmy Commanders
as Guests. The Pakistan High Commissioner who was
a cadet in Intake l l in RMAS and the British Def-ence
Adviser an alumni of Sandhurst also joined 50 of us.

One again in October 1999 we had a dinner at the
Amy H.Q. Mess at which Ladies were also present.
This was to commemorate the Anny,s 50,r, anniversary.
The British High Commissioner also a Lady and the
Defence Adviser also an Alumni were invited to join
nearly 45 ofus.

In 2000, I organized a visit to Sandhurst to handover
a Kandyan sword to tlie Academy to commemorate 50
years ofAssociation between Sri Lanka and Sandhurst.
The Commandant received it and said it would be
with other mementos in the In<Iian Army Room. On
that occasion we had our Sri Lanka colleagues who ad
migrated to USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealatd
and the U.K., joining us for this shofi ceremony and
lunch at the R.M.A. There were 14 representatives
lrom various intakes.

Thereafter Maj. Gen Mike Silva, who had
organized visits to the RMA, convened a meeting in
2003 and it was resolved to resuscitate the Sandhurst
Group and The Royai Military Academy Sandhurst
Ah-nr-ini Association was formed. This Association
has tlvo or three functions a year, but the attendance
unfoftunately is tardy, though the office bearers have
worked hard.

I rlay be pardoned if I refer to mv own links
witli Sandurst after I was corrrnissioned f.o- tt.,..".
In 1961, when I was at StaffCollege, my wife and I
lived in a flat in close proximity of Sandhuist. We often
visited the place rvith our visitors fror.n London and
attended tlvo sovereign,s par.ades that year.when there
u,ere about 12 cadets from Ceylon who used to visit us
off and on for a home cooked rice and curry meal.

In 1963-66 I u,as Defence Adviser to our. High
Comrnission in London and there u,ere at least three



batches of four Ceyloness cadets per.batch there at the

time. I was a frequent visitor officially and sonretirnes

privately when I drove there with my family. Sandhurst

was quite open without security and driving in and

out was not controlled. Security came in when the

I.R.A. became belligerent in London and its environs,

particularly mrlitary installations.Entry to Sandl.rurst

thereafter was by permit.

ln 1980 during my tenure as Commander of tl.re

Army, I paid an official visit when I was received in

ceremony and had discussions with the Commandant

regarding recommencing training of our cadets at

Sandhurst as it had been suspended for about 15 years,

during which time Sandhurst was experimenting with
various types of courses. The Commandant (Major
General Vickers from the famous family of Vickers
Arms Manufacturers) told me to "hold my horses"

for a while until he brought about some sanity to the

training systems there which had gone haywire. He did
and a few years later Sri Lanka sent cadets to Sandhurst

off and on.

In retirement, I visited England every year to
attend board treetings of the commercial Companies

I was a Director/Chairman. I took this opportunity
to visit Sandhurst off and on and one one parlicular

occasion my son and his family were also in England.

He has three sons, I took them along to the RMA and

ananged with the late Col. Roberl Kendall wiro was

Defense Advisor at the Colornbo High Commission,
then a College Comrnander at Sandhurst to show us

around. At the Confidence Building Area which was

new, he showed the youngsters around and said this is
what "grandpa did in his day". They were thoroughly
impressed and I hope one of them will go there in a
few years time.

My last visit to Sandhurst was in 2006, when

Intake 7 Qny RMAS batch) had a reunion - 55 years

after commissioning. Tony Anghie, Anbthony David
(now in Canada) and I went for the lunch attended

by 100 plus of our intake of nearly 250. All over 75

years ofage! 1 was invited to speak at the lunch uhere
I referred to some of our colleagues from Ce1 lon u'ho I
said introduced a new sub.ject to the Sandhurst s1 llabu-.

viz "meditation" in lieu of breakfast ro11 call (BRC)
This practice was abolished later when the authorities
discovered that meditation was a farce and Ceylonese
cadets spent their time in bed in lieu of BRC.

We attended the Sovereign's Parade on the next

day - we stayed, accompanied by our wives, at the neu'
"Mons Mess" for visitors to RMA. It was comfortable
and cheap. The Chief Guest at the Sovereign's Parade

was His Majesty King Abdullah of Jordan (an alumni
of RMAS, like his late father King Hussein). He made

a very impressive address. The King of Bahrain was

also present as his son was passing out. It was a right
Royal occasion with Queen Elizabeth's two grandsons
(Willie and Harry) also on parade. There was one

Sri Lankan cadet also passing out. The format of the

parade was identical to ours 55 years ago, except that
all seniors carried swords unlike our time when only
under officers carried swords. There were several
African, Arab and Asian cadets on parade almost
outnumbering the British.

The following Sandhurst trained officers have

commanded the Sri Lanka Army i.e. 1917 to 1998.

subsequent Commanders have been trained at Military
Academies in Pakistan and in Sri Lanka.

1. General Denis Perera

2. General Tissa Weeratunga

3. Ceneral Nalin Seneviratne

14.10.17 to 13.10.81

14.10.81 to 11.02.85

I 2.02.85 to 15.08.88

4. General Hamilton Wanasinghe - 16.08.88 to 15.11.91

5. Gcneral Cecil Waidyaratne

6. General Gerry de Silva

7. General Rohan Daluwatte

#

1 6. 1 1.91 to 3 1 .12.93

01.01.94 to 30.04.96

01.05.96 to 16.12.98

Long live the Sri Lanka-Sandhurst connectlon no

in its fifty ninth year.

Ceylorr l; first lrct-
Cadet.r beiug it::t
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The Rt. Hon. D. S. Senanayake, Prinre Minister on his visit
to Sandhurst in 1950, meetes with sixteen Ceylotrese Cadets.
Those in the picture are (leJi to right) David, Gturuwardena,
Fern an do, Rodrigo, We eratunga, B artholem eusz, Jayakody
and Hapugalle.

Maj. Gen. J. E. D. Perera the Commander of the Army is
seen signing the visitors book at the Grand Entrance,
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst during his visit there in
Septenber 19B0, watched by the Commanandant and tlte
Acadenty Adjutntent.

TEN SELECTED FOR SANDHURST

Ten candidates were selected yesterday for training in
Sandl.rurst, when recruitment of personnel for the new
Ceyion Army was begun.

The selection was made after'careful serutiny by a
Board consisting of Mr. K. Vaithianathan permanent

Secretary to the Ministry of Defence and External
Affairs, Brigadierthe Earl of Caithness andanAssistant
Secretary of the Ministry of Externbal Affairs.

The selectd candidates are: J. E. D. perera, A, J.
B. Anghie, A. P. R. David, N. S, Jayakody, B. V. J.

Rodrigo T. I. Weeratunga J. T. N. Goonewardena D. M.
C. Anderson, K. L. J. I. Femando and V. Ramanathan.

In all there were 70 applicants.

The period of training at Sandhurst lasts eighteen
months. The candiates will leave for England on the
first available Air-Ceylon plane after October 15.

Congratulating the young men yesterday after the
announcement of their election. Mr. Vaithianathan said
that he wished them to remember that it was a privilege
to be called upon to serve independent Ceylon in any
capacity; but it was a signal honour to be accepted for
service in the fighting forces that might be called upon
to defend that independence.
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WINNERS AT TOMBOLA
AT THE ARFRO MEMBERS GET TOGETHER IN SEPTEMBER 2OO7

PRIZES BEING DISTRIBUTED BY PRESIDENT ARFRO
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ARMY CULTURAL TROUP IN ACTION
AT THE ARFRO MEMBERS GET TOGETHER IN SEPTEMBER 2OO7
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RANAVIRU FAMILY COUNSELLING SERVICE OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FLAG RANK OFFICERS (ARFRO)

By

M.q:on GENER-,r.r- (Dn) Duor-rv Penen-r USp
Project Chairman. Ranaviru Family Counselling Service (ARFRO)

Ranaviru Family Counselling service lias been
functioning as one of the fie1d projects oIARFRO since
1998. Initially 52 counsellers were trained selected
from war widows and volunteers from different districts
in the Island and were given an intensive training
over a period to cover 15 sessions conducted once a

rnonth (15months) at Wadduwa Holiday Resort. These
facilities were available at the RFCS branch officcs in
Anuradhapura, Kurunagela, Kandy, Colombo, Gzrllc.
Matara and Hambantota Districts. Tliis has minimized
their having to travel to Colombo r,r,hen their personal
and family problems could be softed out at the district
level. Apart from the counselling services, RFCS in the
recent past has trained many war widou,s on various
self employment projects to keep them occupied and
also enhance their earnings to suppoft their children
and parents. To mention a few of ther.n cake making
& cookery, mushroom cultivation, se.uving, montessori
teaching, computer training, bridal dressing and
beauty culture courses. Few children of war widows
underment a course in english at Kurunegala. The

2008 I visited Kurunegala and had the regional meeting
at St Ann's Vidyalaya. 30 widows and 8 children
parlicipated. Tl.rey requested for a workshop on self
employment pro.jects for all widows and recreational
activities for children. This had become the platform
for meeting their counterparts from other areas of the
country, to get to know and understand each other and
develop friendships, for mutual benefits.

Our most recent activity was the one day workshop
we had at Wadduwa Holiday resort with 1 3 5 war widows
of Colombo, Gampaha, Kalutara, Galle, Matara and
Kurunageka districts parlicipating with their children.
We had very fruitful discussions after the presentations
by representatives of the Anny welfare and pay
Directorates. The manager Peoples Bank, Waddua
presented a package of how best they could utilize
their funds and assets for their future development and
success. The wife of a disabled soldier spoke of her
achievements in producing exercise books at home
(presently in mass production with profits) and how
she faced the difficulties and obstacies in this venture

Regional Meeting al Kuntnegala Vidl:alaya

districts have fonled their ol.r'n comrnirrees and they
lreet once a month to have a social Eathering at one
of the members houses and discuss tlteir problerns
and if any, will bring it to the notice ol RFCS. The
otfice stalf of RFCS nonnally attend these meerings
on invitation.

Since, I took over in September 2001 having
studied the past perfon.nance. u,as able to rejuvenate
tl're functions and activities of RITCS. Tl're fir'st regional
rnecting rvas hcld on 13th September 2008 in Colohbo.
at a Maha Mad1,a Vidyalaya. About 25 rvar rvidou,s and

-i children pafiicipate d. Their probiems ancl futule plans
and expcctations rvcre discr-rssed. On Sth Noventber.

After the meeting at St Ann's Wdvalalta

and overcar.r.re therl to achieve her objective. The
practical use of a triangular bandage in flrst aid care
of arresting bleedin-e, fiaclures of extrerr.rities, chest
injury. abdominal injury. head and spinal injury r.i,ere

detlonstrated by a Nulsing Tr-rtor of the Arn-ry Nur.sine
School at Anuradhapr-rra. At the end the n-rajoritl, of
war lvidorvs lequcsted that t1.re next meeting be held in
Anuradhapura and to invite representatives 1l-ont lrll the
othel distlicts. This',vas fixed fol5th & 6th Aprrl 2008.
T1're parlicipants u,ere provided u,ith a u,clconte ch.ink.
spccial lunch ancl aflernoon tca li,ith refreshments at
sLrbsidizcd rates and the total package cost aroLlnd
Rs. 35.000i-
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RFCS workshop at Wadduw-a Holidav Resort

In preparation for the all island war widows
workshop a preliminary meeting was held at
Anuradhapura on 21th January 2008 with the
parlicipation of 35 active war widows and the
programme for the major event was discussed. We
have planned a two day workshop at Central College
expecting to have about 200 to 250 war widows and
their children. Accommodation will be provided at the
Ratnan-rali Holiday Rest, Anuradhapura.

The two-day programlne includes a presentation
by the Army pay section and welfare directorate with
Navy & Air Force representatives for discussions.
Legal issues with be discussed with the Army legal
officer, practical dernonstration on identifying Bonrbs
and explosives by the Amy Bornb disposal squad,
Bank managers will discuss financial management.
demonstration on the use of coconut tree products in
self employment, lecture on the key to success in self
employment by the rvife of a disabled soldier, Horne
garden (veeetable) cultivation b1, an A_ericultural
officer. first aid practical dernonstratiorr. follori,ecl by
donation of gifts (clotlis. ornaments books etc.) to the

Chairman RFCS Distributing gifts to Families

widows and children. They will be also taken around
on an educational tour ofthe sacred city and places of
worship in Anuradhapura.

The total estimated cost for the entire programme
(two-day outing for widows and children) at subsidized
rates will be abor,rt Rs100,000/: which includes all
meals and rfreshments on both days.

However, to function effectively and full fil1
the aims and aspirations of RFCS the organization
needs office accommodation in an area accessible to
the affected fan-rilies. Lack of proper infrastructure
facilities for counselling has deprived the war r,vidows
in using RFCS facilities . This is an urgent requirement
we need looking into and il necessary, taking up with
hiqher cuthoriries.

"We all belong to each other. We al1 need each
other. lt is in servin_q each other and in sacrificing for
our collllron good can we hnd the true meaning of
life". (Ghandi).

Former Chairman RFCS distributittg gifts to Children Chairntan at Lunch with widows & Chitdren
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